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1
Introduction

Nothing is so valuable as the right information at the right time. A diversifying range

of applications of natural language processing is dedicated to delivering that. A wide

spread application is the traditional web search (using information retrieval), but other

methods are gaining ground. An example is the question answering feature in modern

search engines. Today1, a query such aswhat is the population of Brusselsgives a

direct answer in addition to a list of documents.

Answering specific types of trivia style (so-called ‘factoid’) questions such as the

one on Brussels’ population is the focus ofquestion answeringresearch. In question

answering, questions are typically categorized by their answer types – e.g. a date, a

name, a number, etc. Questions that fall outside these categories are not addressed in

major evaluation programs (c.f. Voorhees, 2003). Furthermore, it is not trivial that a

questions has only one possible answer type. For instance, awho isquestion may be

used to ask for a name or to request a biography. Strzalkowskiet al. (2000) showed

that even if there is an unambiguous query, users appreciatemore information than a

direct answer. Someone querying a system for the populationof Brussels may also

be interested in aspects other than its size, such as ethnicity, cultural characteristics,

etc. Bates (1990) helps explaining the findings of Strzalkowski et al. by viewing an

information search as a ‘berry picking’ process. Consulting an information system is

only part of a user’s attempt to fulfill an information need. It’s not the end point, but

just one step whose result may motivate a follow-up step. Theuser may not only be

interested in the answer to the question, but also in relatedinformation. The ‘factoid

answer approach’ fails to show leads to related informationthat might also be of inter-

est. Bakshi et al. (2003b) show that when answering questions, increasing the amount

of text returned to users significantly reduces the number ofqueries that they pose to

the system, suggesting that users utilize related information from surrounding text.

1Google, Yahoo, MSN, dd. November 23, 2007.
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Query-based summarization is a way to return more information than just a direct

answer to a question. Throughout this thesis, query-based summarization refers to pre-

senting an answer in response to a user-specified query by means of a paragraph-sized

text and (possibly) images. The answer’s content is drawn from a set of documents (the

source) providing an answer but not necessarily written to answer the query. A generic

summarization system intends to distill the author’s main points from a document. The

objective of query-based summarization is not to find what ispresented as important in

the source, but what is of interest to the user. The user expresses his/her interest in the

form of a query. The termqueryis more general than aquestion: a query is a request

for information. A query is a question if it is expressed as aninterrogative sentence.

A collection of query-based text summaries created by professional abstractors is

produced in the context of the yearly DUC summarization evaluation event (Dang,

2006). An informal review of query-based summaries createdfor the 2006 edition of

DUC reveals that human summarizers present answers in context. This context may

provide general background knowledge or other informationto make the actual answer

more understandable or to make the reader more receptive to the answer. For instance,

in response to the question which measures have been taken toimprove automobile

safety, three of the human summaries mentioned laws enforcing seat belt use. Two

out of these three summaries first mentioned the reasons why these steps are deemed

necessary. The fact that human summarizers include answer-related information is in

line with the study of Bakshi et al. (2003b) on answer presentation mentioned earlier.

A deep analysis of both the query and the source would be required to ‘understand’

the interests of the user and respond adequately. A deep analysis of unrestricted text

is not feasible with current technology. As an alternative,cues for recognizing the

structure of the source may be derived from surface featuresof the text (c.f. Morris and

Hirst, 1991; Marcu and Echihabi, 2002). Given a sentence which responds to the query

(a ‘direct answer’), text structure may help directing a summarization system toward

related content. This related content may be of interest to the user as well, and at the

same time, is likely to cohere with the answer.

The focus of this thesis is on using discourse structure for query-based summariza-

tion as an attempt to find more information than just a direct answer. I developed and

evaluated models for discourse oriented summarization of text documents and multi-

media documents which contain text and pictures. Summarization methods are evalu-

ated by means of automatic algorithms and two user studies. Automatic methods are

useful for determining how well a summary resembles an ‘ideal’ reference summary.

User studies are useful to determine how well the summaries respond to information
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Table 1.1: Applications of natural language processing.
application information need response unit purpose

generic summarization derived from content paragraph inform or indicate

question answering user-specified phrase/list inform

query-based summarization user-specified paragraph inform or indicate

information retrieval user-specified document list indicate

needs, addressing both text and multimedia summarization.For testing the signifi-

cance of differences between the measured quality of summaries, I propose a novel,

non-standard method which is more likely to detect significant differences than exist-

ing methods. Apart from algorithms for summarization, attention is paid to establish-

ing relations between content elements. Most notably, I address detecting entailment

between two pieces of text. I also present new methods for measuring performance of

entailment systems, which has quantifiable advantages overexisting methods.

1.1 Summarization

Discourse structure has been proposed as a means for genericsummarization by Marcu

(1997a). This thesis focuses on discourse oriented methodsfor query-basedsumma-

rization. Query-based summarization is related to genericsummarization and other

categories of natural language processing applications, listed in Table 1.1. Each of the

applications serves to satisfy a user’s need for information. The mentioned categories

are distinct in three ways. First, who specifies the information need? Generic summa-

rization aims to produce a concise version of a document (or anumber of documents).

The summary is not tailored to the user or any expressed information need. The other

applications listed use some form of query or question to specify a need for informa-

tion. Second, the type of answer ranges from a precise and short answer (question

answering) to a list of documents which may contain the information needed (informa-

tion retrieval). In between these two extremes is summarization, typically returning a

paragraph-sized answer. Third, the intended result: is thesystem supposed to provide

information as such (e.g. an answer or the tenor of a document), or to direct the user

toward relevant information? Summaries can be written toindicatewhat the source

document is about in order to help the user assessing the relevance of that particu-

lar document (indicative summaries), or summaries can be written to inform the user

of its content (informative summaries). Summaries of multiple documents are typi-

cally informative: because multi-document summaries may contain information from
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a number of sources, they are little suitable for indicatingthe relevance of a particular

source. In this thesis, summarization refers to informative summarization unless stated

otherwise.

Practical applications are often a combination of the applications of Table 1.1. For

instance, information retrieval systems typically present more than a list of pointers to

documents. In addition, they produce a brief summary of eachdocument, to help the

user determine its relevance. Also a combination of query-based summarization and

question answering is conceivable, e.g. for presenting answers in context – question

answering techniques are used to find an answer, and that answer is sent as a query to

a summarization system in order to provide some background in addition to a precise

answer.

1.2 IMIX

The work described in this thesis is done within the context of IMIX, a program for re-

search onInteractive Mutimodal Information Extractionsponsored by the Netherlands

Organization for Scientific Research (NWO). In addition to promote research in its fo-

cus area, one of the goals of IMIX was to produce a system for demonstration purposes

which integrates and applies results of research, including the work presented in this

thesis. The IMIX system is an application of this work embedded in a greater whole

(c.f. Theune et al., 2007; Boves and den Os, 2005).

The IMIX system answers questions for medical information from a general audi-

ence of non-expert adult users. The purpose of the system is to answer ‘encyclopaedic’

questions to which answers can be typically found in an encyclopedia. Questions can

be typed or spoken (in Dutch), and answers are presented in the form of speech, text

and pictures. Questions can be asked in isolation, but the system is also capable of

engaging in dialogs and answer follow-up questions.

Other projects of IMIX were responsible for question answering (van den Bosch

et al., 2004; Tjong Kim Sang et al., 2005; Bouma et al., 2007),dialog and action

management (op den Akker et al., 2005), speech synthesis (Marsi, 2004), and speech

recognition (Hämäläinen et al., 2007). Work in this thesis contributed to theanswer

presentationmodule of IMIX. In the IMIX system, questions are pre-processed by

the dialog manager and forwarded toquestion answering, which is responsible for

searching for answers in a corpus of encyclopedia and web documents. The answer

presentation module presumes a ranked list of pointers to sentences containing poten-
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tial answers. These pointers are used for discourse oriented summarization of the text

containing the answers, using summarization algorithms presented in this thesis. If

the answer presentation module also illustrates answers with a picture, if sufficiently

confident that an appropriate picture is available. The lingual component of the answer

is presented in speech and text.

1.3 Research questions

This thesis aims to answer the question,how can query-based summarization systems

exploit discourse structure to produce better summaries?

This question can be divided in several more specific research questions whose

answers contribute to the main question above. My starting point is to use coher-

ence analyses for query-based summarization. A specific coherence model, Rhetorical

Structure Theory, has previously been used for summarization (Marcu, 1997a), but not

for query-based summarization, and not in an extendible way. The ideal summariza-

tion system is extendible in the sense that it is capable of using coherence along with

other aspects of discourse structure. The derived researchquestion is: (1)how can

manual analyses of coherence be used in a query-based summarization system?

Creating coherence analyses is laborious, but automatic statistical features of text

may provide a less accurate but scalable alternative. The next question addresses this

issue: (2)how can automatic features replace manual coherence analyses in query-

based summarization?

Coherence explains internal text structure, but not how passages from different doc-

uments relate to each other. Nevertheless, a summarizationsystem should be aware of

the difference betweenentailmentand the more general notion ofrelatedness, e.g. to

avoid including redundant content in a summary. Therefore,a summarization system

would benefit from the answer to the research question: (3)how can entailment be-

tween arbitrary text passages be automatically detected?

The previous subquestions address text summarization, butthe added value of me-

dia items should not be neglected. Hence the fourth and last subquestion: (4)how

can discourse oriented text summarization techniques be generalized to multimedia

summarization?
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1.4 Thesis outline

A general introduction to the theory ofdiscourse structure in chapter 2 provides back-

ground information required to interpret the rest of the thesis. Discourse structure can

be analyzed on several levels relevant for summarization. In text analysis, a distinction

is made between structural relations between textual elements – such as a reference

by the wordthat to a concept in a preceding sentence – and relations between ideas

conveyed by the text, such as one part of a text providing a background for interpret-

ing another part of the text. Similar issues play a role in multimedia documents. For

instance, a media item may provide context to understand thetext, or a textual element

may be used to refer to (part of) a media item by means of a symbol (e.g., a reference

such asTable 1.1) or a lingual description of part of the item (e.g.,the left figure).

A third level of discourse analysis is that of relating text from different documents.

While there are established methods for measuring similarity between text passages,

these measures do not distinguishrelatednessfrom redundancy. Being able to do so

would particularly be a virtue if multiple documents are used as a source for summa-

rization. Chapter 3 zooms in ontextual entailment – a type of inter-document rela-

tions which implies redundancy. If one sentence is known to entail another, a summa-

rization system can respond appropriately, e.g. by not including both sentences in one

summary as to avoid redundancy. This chapter aims to answer question 3. I propose to

decompose the task of recognizing entailment intorepresentationandmatching. Based

on this decomposition, a systematic comparison is made of incrementally more com-

plex methods of representation and matching. This chapter describes novel methods

for recognizing entailment: a method based on syntactic patterns (described earlier in

Marsi et al., 2006) and a method which employs paraphrase substitution (described in

Bosma and Callison-Burch, 2007).

A literature review onautomatic summarization is given in chapter 4. This chap-

ter discusses summarization by humans, issues in evaluating summaries, and methods

for the automatic generation of summaries and query-based summaries in particular.

When responding to a query, there are several reasons why returning more con-

tent may be preferable, even if a direct answer is readily available. As mentioned

previously, informationrelatedto the answer may also be of interest to the user. Fur-

thermore, since computer output cannot be expected to be free of errors, secondary

information in the response may be used by the user as an implicit verification that

the query was correctly interpreted. Chapter 5 answers question 1 by presenting adis-
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course oriented summarization method as well as the results of a user study, in which

discourse oriented summarization and layout-based summarization are compared with

respect to the relevance of presented content and the verifiability thereof (based on

Bosma, 2005c). The discourse oriented summarization method is based on the method

of Marcu (1999), adapted for query-based summarization (presented in Bosma, 2005a).

Chapter 6 is dedicated to answering question 2 by evaluatingexisting and novel

algorithms and features for query-based text summarization. While the user ex-

periments of the previous chapter used annotated text, the summarization system used

for these experiments is fully automatic. First, I present amodular framework for

discourse oriented summarization, dividing the summarization process in four phases

which can be implemented independently. This framework is compatible with the sum-

marization methods used in chapter 5. An extensive comparison of implementations of

this framework is made using Rouge, varying the type of information used for content

selection. Rouge is a package for automatic summarization evaluation (Lin, 2004).

One implementation of the summarization system used underwent a full evaluation

within the context of DUC 2006 (described earlier in Bosma, 2006). For all experi-

ments in this chapter, the data of DUC 2006 (i.e. queries and reference summaries)

were used for evaluation (Dang, 2006).

A specific instance of the summarization framework in chapter 6 is a system which

automaticallyillustrates answers to medical questions. Such a system is presented in

chapter 7 (research question 4). Given a textual answer to a medical question and a

corpus of annotated pictures, a presentation is generated which contains the text and

a picture. This is a specific case of query-based summarization: given an informa-

tion need and a set of potential source documents, a concise presentation is generated

answering that information need. The candidate pictures and their annotation are auto-

matically extracted from medical literature. Two picture selection algorithms based on

Bosma (2005b) were evaluated by means of a user study following the experimental

design of van Hooijdonk et al. (2007a).

Chapter 8 reviews issues addressed in this thesis, summarizes the findings pre-

sented in this thesis. Chapter 8 highlights the main contributions of this thesis and

gives pointers to promising directions of research.





2
Modelling discourse structure

In this chapter, I review literature on three levels of discourse struc-

ture in text and multimedia, and their potential use in summarization.

The three levels of interest are cohesion (relations between textual or

media elements), coherence (relations between ideas expressed in the

text or multimedia realization), and cross-document relations. For

various types of relations, attempts have been made to detect them

automatically. Automatic means of detecting such relations can be

exploited in automatic summarization.

If you visit an online store to buy a book, the book store suggests other books which

may be of interest to you. If an information system is asked a question, why not provide

more information than explicitly asked for? Humans tend to do this by default. When

I asked a receptionist where to complain about a vending machine which takes money

but does not give anything in return, he answered: “Report this to the canteen, but it is

closed now.” This is obviously more information than asked for.

Providing information not explicitly asked for may be rewarding because the an-

swering side may have more knowledge about which information is needed than the

person asking (it saved me a walk to the canteen; the book store visitor may find a

valuable book s/he would not find otherwise). Providing thisinformation is also a

challenge. A book store may use meta-information such as sales statistics, names of

authors, etc. When relating documents or parts of documents, meta-information may

be unavailable or insufficient.

9



10 CHAPTER 2. MODELLING DISCOURSE STRUCTURE

Relating text passages (or media items in general) in a meaningful way involves

‘understanding’ the text, or at least to understand it to thelevel necessary for detecting

relations between passages. The whole of relations betweenpassages that consitutes

the structure of a text, I calldiscourse structure. A passage, in this thesis, refers to a

contiguous part of a document; it may be a paragraph, a sentence or a clause, but also

a picture if the document is a multimedia document.

The question is, what is discourse structure and how is it manifested in language?

Within a sentence, structural constraints are imposed by grammar. However, gram-

maticality is not sufficient to constitute meaning. The interpretation ofhe in sentence

1A below probably relies on the meaning of another textual element, presuming the

sentence is part of a larger whole.

1A It was he who rewrote history.

The reference established byhe in 1A is an instance of acohesive tie(Halliday

and Hasan, 1976). Although cohesive ties may be bound by syntax (e.g. agreement in

number, gender), they are not part of the grammatical structure of a sentence and they

may cross sentence boundaries. Language provides a number of ways to refer to lin-

guistic elements independent of the grammatical structure. Together, these references

consitutecohesionin text. However, as the following passage shows, there is more to

discourse than cohesion.

2A I’ll have to cancel dinner tonight.

2B I lost my car keys.

This passage contains two statements and an implicit relation between them. Sen-

tence 2B can be interpreted as providing a background or a justification of what is said

in 2A. Nonetheless, no grammatical relations between the sentences can be identified

and cohesion does not fully explain the relation between thesentences; the mere jux-

taposition of the sentences adds information which is not ineither sentence as such.

Apparently, something happens while interpreting this text which causes the reader to

relate pieces of information in a way depending not only on the content itself, but also

on the organization of the text. Text organization on this level of understanding – con-

cerning relations between ideas – has been termedcoherence. Relations such as cause,

temporality and contrast contribute to the coherence of text.

What distinguishes coherent from incoherent text? Text is amedium to transfer a

message from its writer to a receiver. Coherence is what enables a writer to send a

message of more than one sentence, i.e. what makes the difference between a message
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and sequence of messages (Hobbs, 1985; Mann and Thompson, 2000a). Theories of

coherence explain relations between the ‘ideas’ that contribute to the author’s message

– the ideational structure of discourse. Cohesion pertainsto the textual realization of

the message.

Cohesion and coherence are aspects of discourse organization, but do not explain

or describe relations between documents. A document rarelystands alone. A docu-

ment may cite (e.g. scientific articles), interpret (e.g. parodies), contain partly the same

information as another document (e.g. a news article on the same topic) or be related

to another document in some other way. Documents are embedded in a larger con-

text in which cross-document relations appear (Radev, 2000). An essential difference

between coherence and cross-document relations is that coherence can be presumed

for well-written documents: the structure of a document corresponds with the line of

argumentation followed by the author. A collection of documents written by differ-

ent authors does not necessarily have a consistent or coherent line of argumentation.

Radev found types of relations between (parts of) documentswhich do not appear

within a well written document. When summarizing news articles, the most critical

cross-document relation isparaphrasing: two passages express the same information.

The remainder of this chapter reviews three levels of discourse analysis: cohesion

(section 2.1), coherence (section 2.2) and cross-documentrelations (section 2.3).

2.1 Cohesion

Skorochod’ko (1981) related cohesion to coherence. He viewed coherence as a deriva-

tive of cohesion: a semantic relation between two sentencescan be established if the

number and strength of relations between their words exceeds a certain threshold. Sko-

rochod’ko defined measures for ‘relatedness’ between sentences, based on corefer-

ences and repetition of words.

Skorochod’ko (1981) quantified certain aspects of cohesionfrom a computational

perspective. To measure ‘relatedness’ between words, Skorochod’ko assigned atype, a

directionand astrengthto semantic relations. The strength of a semantic relation is the

inverse of the ‘semantic distance’. Examples of relation types areSUBJECT/ACTION

(e.g. calculator/calculate) andACTION/RESULT (e.g. calculate/calculation).

While Skorochod’ko was interested in creating a computational model of text struc-

ture, Halliday and Hasan (1976) described cohesion and its realization in text from a

linguistic perspective. Halliday and Hasan introduced thetermcohesive tieto refer to
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3A Both [the shaggy man]♦ [and]♣ Dorothy looked grave [and]♣ anxious, [for]♣ [they]♦ were

sorrowful that [such a misfortune]♦ had overtaken [[their]♦ little companion]♦.

3B Toto barked at [the fox-boy]♦ once or twice, not realizing [it]♦ was [[his]♦ former friend]♦

[who]♦ now wore [the animal [head]♥]♦; [but]♣ Dorothy cuffed [the dog]♦ [and]♣ made

[him]♦ stop /0barking.

3C As for [the foxes]♦, [they]♦ all seemed to think Button-Bright’s new [head]♥ very be-

coming [and]♣ that [their]♦ King had conferred a great honor on [this little stranger]♦.

3D It was funny to see [the boy]♦ reach up to feel [his]♦ sharp [nose]♥ [and]♣ wide [mouth]♥,

[and]♣ wail afresh with grief.

3E [He]♦ wagged [his]♦ [ears]♥ in a comical manner [and]♣ tears were in [his]♦ little black

[eyes]♥.

3F [But]♣ Dorothy couldn’t laugh at [[her]♦ friend]♦ just yet, [because]♣ [she]♦ felt so sorry.

Figure 2.1: Text annotated with cohesive ties. Excerpt fromL. Frank Baum, The road

to Oz,p. 10. Annotated cohesive ties are: [reference]♦, [conjunction]♣, /0elipsis, [lexical

cohesion]♥.

the dependence of the interpretation of one element by reference to another (Halliday

and Hasan, 1976, p.11). Halliday and Hasan distinguish five forms of cohesion, called

reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction and lexical cohesion. Each of these will

be discussed later in more detail.

Cohesion has also been related to information structure (Grosz et al., 1995; Kruijff

and Kruijff-Korbayová, 2001). Theorists of information structure aim to explain how

the textual context evolves while the text progresses. Thisis essential for determining

the salience of information units at a particular point in the text. The discussion here

will be restricted to describing cohesive features of text,i.e. how textual elements

are referenced from elsewhere in the text, without going into too much detail on the

semantical processes behind it.

2.1.1 Reference

The class of cohesive ties calledreferenceis subdivided into situational and textual

coreferences to a specific item. The first are references to extra-textual entities; the

latter elements within a text. The difference is a matter of interpretation rather than

appearance. Examples of references are pronouns (they, she), demonstratives (that,

these), and specific uses of definite noun phrases. Instances ofreferencein Figure 2.1

are marked like [this]♦.
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Abundance of references makes it rewarding to automate their detection. Hobbs

(1986) focuses on automatic resolution of the pronounshe, she, it and they. Hobbs

designed an algorithm for finding their antecedents, based on their grammatical form.

This algorithm searches for eligible antecedents in the syntactic parse tree of the sen-

tence containing the pronoun, and preceding sentences if necessary. With this algo-

rithm he achieved an accuracy as high as 88.3 percent. On the other hand, he also

recognized that references are constrained not only by grammar, but also by semantic

validity and the reader’s expectations, as the following example illustrates:

4A If the baby does not thrive on raw milk, boil it.

Doesit refer to the baby or to raw milk? Such ambiguities are difficult to resolve

without extensive knowledge of the domain. Hobbs proposes to use logical inferencing

for knowledge intensive coreference resolution, but the extensive knowledge required

for this task prevented him from creating a system which is useful in practice.

Perhaps the most well-known algorithm for resolving pronouns is the knowledge

poor algorithm developed by Lappin and Leass (1994). Of all potential antecedents,

Lappin and Leass first rule out ties that would be ungrammatical. Among the remaining

options, the algorithm uses a set of heuristics to choose themost likely antecedent.

Lappin and Leass model the reader’s attentional state (c.f.Grosz and Sidner, 1986) to

decide which potential antecedent is most salient. Lappin and Leass (1994) claim their

algorithm outperforms the algorithm of Hobbs by a few percent.

2.1.2 Substitution and ellipsis

Substitution allows referring by using a place holder, suchas [one]♠ in:

5A I hate hospitals.
5B My grandfather went into [one]♠, and when he came out, he was dead.

The substituteonerefers to the class of hospitals.Substitutionis distinguished from

referencebecause a referential tie presupposes a specific item, whereassubstitutionis

used to refer back to a class of items (i.e., a hospital, rather than a specific one). Ellipsis

(marked /0antecedentin Figure 2.1) is the specific type of substitution where an empty

place holder is used.

2.1.3 Conjunction

Conjunctions ([marked]♣ in Figure 2.1) are used to indicate that two pieces of infor-

mation are related to each other. The relation is indicated by a conjunctive adjunct.
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Conjunctive adjuncts may be adverbs (but, so, nevertheless) or prepositional expres-

sions (e.g.on the contrary), sometimes using a reference (e.g.because of that). In

computational linguistics, they are often referred to ascue phrasesor discourse mark-

ers.

Conjunctions are specifically interesting as a cohesive device, because they are on

the borderline between cohesion and coherence. Halliday and Hasan (1976) classified

conjunctions into four categories: additive (e.g.,and), adversative (e.g.,yet), causal

(e.g., so) and temporal (e.g.,then). It is not a coincidence that the terms Halliday

and Hasan use to describe these categories are similar to relation types in theories of

coherence, such as Rhetorical Structure Theory (Mann and Thompson, 1988). Theune

et al. (2006) used the same classification of conjunctions asHalliday and Hasan for

realizing coherence relations in a natural language generation system. Knott and Dale

(1995) derived a taxonomy of coherence relations from cue phrases they encountered

in text. Marcu and Echihabi (2002) used cue phrases to bootstrap a machine learning

approach to automatic recognition of coherence relations.

Cohesion (and thus conjunction) is part of the realization of discourse, while co-

herence refers to the ideational structure of discourse. Anauthor may or may not make

use of conjunction to indicate a coherence relation. For instance, the author could have

chosen to omit the adjunctbut in sentence 3F, if s/he deemed it unnecessary as an

explicit marker of the argumentative structure.

2.1.4 Lexical cohesion

Some words refer back to a preceding word just by the particular choice of words. Un-

like the other types of cohesion, lexical cohesion is not reflected in grammar. The idea

behind lexical ties is that words may need to be interpreted in the light of the context

shaped by preceding related words. There is no restriction to what kind of relation

this might be, and there is no restriction to the classes of related words. Halliday and

Hasan (1976) write:Text provides context within which the item will be incarnated on

this particular occasion. This environment determines the‘instantial meaning’, or text

meaning, of the item, a meaning which is unique to each specific instance.

One word affects the interpretation of the other by their co-occurrence in text. Ex-

amples of lexical ties that might appear in text are〈 garden, digging〉 and〈 construc-

tion site, digging〉. The interpretation ofdigging in relation to a garden would be

different from an interpretation ofdigging in the context of a construction site.
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Interpretation of a word is often not affected by a single preceding word, but by a

chain of words which share a ‘lexical environment’. These chains are calledcohesive

chainsor lexical chains. The [marked]♥ words in Figure 2.1 can be viewed as part

of the same lexical chain. The definition oflexical tie imposes no restriction to how

words participating in a tie are related, or how long lexicalchains can be. This leaves

room for ambiguity. (Iftearsin sentence 3E belongs to the same chain aseyes, does it

automatically belong to the chain that started withhead?)

Morris and Hirst (1991) explored the possibility to recognize lexical chains auto-

matically, and they designed an algorithm that uses a thesaurus to extract lexical chains

from text. To do so, they came up with a more precise definitionof what their algo-

rithm regards a lexical chain. The algorithm scans the text from left to right; each

word (except high frequency and closed class words) is considered for inclusion in an

existing chain. If no chain applies, a new chain is created. In their algorithm, they in-

troduced the concepts of linear distance and the level of transitivity. The word is added

to a chain if it relates to the first word of the chain and the linear distance between the

last word of the chain and the candidate word (the number of sentences in between) is

not more than 3. The level of transitivity of a relation between two words is expressed

in number of transitive links connecting the two words within a chain. For example, if

word a is related tob, andb is related toc, then the level of transitivity of the relation

betweena andb is 0; the level of transitivity of the relation betweena andc is 1 (given

thata andb are members of the same chain). For a word to be added to a chain, it must

be related to the first word in the chain with a transitive distance of at most 1.

Morris and Hirst (1991) were not able to extract lexical chains automatically be-

cause they did not have access to a suitable thesaurus in machine-readable form. To

evaluate their algorithm, they used manually extracted lexical chains for conducting

user experiments to show that algorithmically extracted lexical chains largely corre-

spond with an intuitive notion of lexical cohesion. Later, Teich and Fankhauser (2004)

designed a new algorithm for computing lexical chains whichuses WordNet (Miller

et al., 1990) as a resource for discovering lexical relations. They report that miss-

ing links in the thesaurus pose a considerable problem to thepossibility of automatic

lexical chain extraction.

Manabu and Hajime (2000) abandoned the idea of using a thesaurus for finding

related words. Instead, they used cosine similarity to calculate the similarity of a word

pair in a set of documents. Cosine similarity is widely used as a measure of similarity

of two documents, but can also be used to measure similarity of terms. To do so,

each term is represented as a vector of documents[d1..dn], wheredi is the number of
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occurrences of the term in documenti. Two terms can be compared by measuring

the similarity of their vector representations. This is typically done by measuring the

cosine of the angle between the two vectors.

In a corpus ofm documents, a term can be written as a vector of lengthm. Given

termsA and B and their respective vector representations[a1..am] and [b1..bm], the

cosine similarity of those terms is their angle inm-dimensional space, calculated as

follows (Salton, 1988):

cosim(A,B) =
A ·B

‖A‖ · ‖B‖

=
∑m

i=1ai ·bi
√

∑m
i=1a2

i ·
√

∑m
i=1b2

i

(2.1)

2.1.5 Cross-modal references

Research on cohesion in multimedia is not addressed by Skorochod’ko (1981) or Hal-

liday and Hasan (1976), who focus on phenomena of cohesion intext. A significant

amount of work in this respect has been done in input processing for interactive mul-

timodal systems. The first multimodal system was theput-that-theresystem of Bolt

(1980). It allowed the user to issue commands to the computerin order to manipulate

a virtual world. The commands (such asput that there) could consist of simultaneous

text and gestures. Later research in this area concentratedon integrating parallel input

in multiple modes. Integration is converting all input intoa single, system-internal

representation, and detecting cross-modal cohesion (Vergo et al., 2000). The nature

of cross-modal cohesion is as diverse as applications of multimedia. Examples are

cooperative references to a physical item using text and gestures (e.g.that), and syn-

chronization of speech and lip movements.
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2.2 Coherence

2.2.1 Coherence relations

Coherence is what makes the difference between a message andsequence of messages

(Hobbs, 1985; Mann and Thompson, 2000a). What this means in practice can be illus-

trated by an example:

6A By lacking an erosive atmosphere and geologically activeouter layers,

6B the moon has preserved a record of early events in the history of the solar system.1

The text 6A–6B contains three assertions: 6A the moon lacks an erosive atmo-

sphere and geologically active outer layers; 6B the moon haspreserved a record of

early events in the history of the solar system; and an implicit causal relation, i.e. that

6B is a consequence of 6A. The causal relation is conveyed by the juxtaposition of

passages and the cohesive conjunction indicated byby, and is part of thecoherence

of the text. According to Mann and Thompson (2000a), the presence of a coherence

relation between passages implies an additional message which is not conveyed by any

of the participants of the relations.

7A Of course, I’d have paid you back.

7B Unfortunately, I lost my wallet.

In the text of 6A–6B, the relation is in this case indicated bythe conjunctive adjunct

by. This is not necessarily the case, as demonstrated by text 7A–7B. The sentences 7A–

7B are only related implicitly, as they do not contain connectives and they do not refer

to one another explicitly. According to Hobbs (1985), a reader or listener hypothesizes

coherence (e.g. a causal relation) and uses prior knowledgeand inference to test the

validity of the hypothesis. In case of text 7A–7B, a reader may recognize coherence by

hypothesizing a causal relation between a lost wallet and the lack of money. A plausible

interpretation is that the writer’s intention is to convince the listener that paying is not

possible because the wallet is lost, supposedly to generateunderstanding.

2.2.1.1 Discourse units

The smallest unit of text to participate in a coherence relation has been termeddis-

course constituent unit(Polanyi, 1988) orelementary discourse unit(Mann and Thomp-

son, 1988). In order to participate in a coherence relation,a text passage must convey

1Example from Mann and Thompson (2000a).
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meaning. Therefore, elementary discourse units are generally considered the smallest

unit to have meaning. Polanyi (1988) and Mann and Thompson (1988) propose to use

clauses as elementary discourse units; in the annotated corpus of Carlson et al. (2003),

even smaller units are used.

The discussion on information-carrying units appears in various areas of natural

language processing, such as machine translation and automatic summarization. In

summarization evaluation, Nenkova and Passonneau (2004) introduced thesemantic

content unit, which they defined as an ‘atomic fact’. From sentence 8A below, Nenkova

and Passonneau derive two semantic content units: (1)Pinochet was arrested, and (2)

the arrest took place in Britain. Analysis of information structure addresses the rela-

tive salience of these facts by examining their context (Kruijff and Kruijff-Korbayová,

2001). For instance, if sentence 8A was preceded by the question “who was arrested,”

fact (1) is the more salient. By contrast, if the question “where was Pinochet arrested?”

was asked, fact (2) is salient. Recognizing coherence relations may require text analy-

sis at this level of granularity, but this is not addressed bytheories of coherence. Mann

and Thompson would consider sentence 8A a single discourse unit.

8A Pinochet was arrested in the UK.

2.2.1.2 Intention and coordination

Coherence allows a writer to formulate complex messages. Coherence relations are

often asymmetrical: if two sentences cohere, one passage may be more central to the

writer’s purpose than the other. In text 6A–6B, if the author’s intention is to inform

on the history of the solar system, sentence 6A is subordinate to 6B in the sense that it

serves to elaborate on or enhance credibility of the other passage (Hobbs, 1985; Grosz

and Sidner, 1986; Polanyi, 1988; Mann and Thompson, 1988). This interpretation

renders the second sentence dominant, as the interpretation of the first relies on its

relation to the second. If two passages cohere but they are ofequal importance to

the writer’s intention, the relation is coordinate. Mann and Thompson (1988) call a

superordinate participant of a relation thenucleus, while its subordinate counterpart is

the satellite. The satellite’s sole purpose is to increase the reader’s understanding or

belief of what is said in the nucleus. If related passages areof equal importance to

the author’s intention, both are nuclei and the relation ismultinuclear. For instance,

elements of a temporal sequence (e.g.first ...; then ....) are of equal importance and

participate in a multinuclear relation.
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2.2.1.3 Hierarchy

If a coherence relation holds between two elementary discourse units, together they

constitute another discourse element. Composed elements may in turn participate in a

coherence relation as if it were an elementary discourse unit (Hobbs, 1985; Grosz and

Sidner, 1986; Polanyi, 1988; Mann and Thompson, 1988). Under a complete analysis,

a coherent text is structured hierarchically, as a tree, in which the top nodes are the

most representative of the writer’s message.

The hierarchical nature of coherence was recently challenged by Wolf and Gibson

(2005). They argue that the presence of crossed dependencies and nodes with multiple

parents render the tree representation of discourse structure inappropriate. If the hierar-

chical constraint is maintained, passages are forced into unintuitive discourse relations

in order to avoid illegal structures. Wolf and Gibson supported their argument with a

study on a corpus of naturally occurring text in which the occurrence frequency was

measured of relations violating the tree constraint. The corpus of 135 texts was man-

ually annotated by their guidelines, similar to the Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST)

corpus of Carlson et al. (2001), but without enforcing the tree constraint. Wolf and

Gibson report very high frequencies of tree-violating relations, which could present a

significant problem for the tree representation of discourse. However, their results also

show that this phenomenon is primarily local. Combined withthe fact that they use a

fine grained segmentation, this may alleviate the problem, as the ratio of tree-violating

relations may be related to the size of the segments. Moreover, Mann and Thompson

(1988) identified a number of shortcomings of present discourse models, which may

provide an alternative explanation to the findings of Wolf and Gibson. First of all, am-

biguity may lead to multiple valid interpretations, in which case a distinct trees can be

used for each interpretation. Mann and Thompson also reportsimultaneous analyses,

i.e. multiple compatible trees representing ‘parallel’ interpretations. Ambiguity and

simultaneous analyses are not discussed in Wolf and Gibson (2005).

2.2.1.4 Taxonomy

Theories of discourse organization categorized coherencerelations into a finite (dis-

crete) set of relation types. Much less than on the hierarchical character of text, there

is consensus on the taxonomy of relation types. Hobbs (1985)proposed 8 relation

types. Grosz and Sidner (1986) identified two types of functional relations between

passages: dominance and satisfaction-precedence, where satisfaction-precedence ap-

plies when the purpose of one passage must be satisfied beforethe other. Mann and
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Thompson (1988) argued for two broad classes of relation types: presentational and

subject-matter, each of which is subdivided into several sub types. Subject-matter rela-

tions include causality and temporality. Rather than to inform, presentational relations

are typically used when the writer intends to increase the reader’s belief of something

or to change the reader’s attitude. In total, Mann and Thompson proposed a set of 24

relations types, which was later extended to 32. Similar binary classifications were

proposed by Redeker (1990) (ideational/pragmatic) and Sanders and van Wijk (1996)

(semantic/pragmatic). A more fine grained taxonomy has beendeveloped by Carlson

et al. (2001) (78 relations in 16 classes). Marcu and Echihabi (2002) used a unified

taxonomy of four relations, based on relations proposed by others. Mann and Thomp-

son (1988) remark that no one taxonomy may be generally appropriate for all genres.

For this reason, Grosz and Sidner (1986) strongly argue against the use of fine grained

taxonomies: the range of possible purposes of passages in discourse is open-ended.

Although the way text coheres is (largely) independent fromits realization, Knott

and Dale (1995) argued that its realization may well provideevidence of the existence

of coherence relations. They designed a protocol to extractcue phrases from text, and

to cluster them by function. Each function corresponds to a coherence relation.

2.2.2 Rhetorical Structure Theory

Of the theories discussed, the Rhetorical Structure Theory(RST) of Mann and Thomp-

son (1988) is currently the most influential. Although RST was intended for use in text

generation (Mann and Thompson, 1988), it is applied in many applications, including

automatic summarization (Marcu, 1999). The use of RST was encouraged by the avail-

ability of an extensive annotated corpus of English news articles (Carlson et al., 2001).

Good levels of agreement have been reported between human annotators of RST, which

indicates that RST is well defined (Mann and Thompson, 1988; den Ouden, 2004).

RST aims at describing coherence in monolog text. Other theories focus on specific

genres, such as instructional text (Sanders and van Wijk, 1996), or generalize to dialog

(Polanyi, 1988). As various theories address different issues, their applicability has to

be weighed for each application and genre individually. Forsummarization, RST has

significant advantages over other theories: mainly the availability of annotated corpora

and past research on RST-based summarization makes RST attractive. Therefore, RST

will be used as a starting point for discussing manual and automatic annotation of

coherence relations.
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9A 9B

condition
U

9C 9D

disjunction

justify
R

Figure 2.2: An example of a rhetorical structure analysis.

RST is a method for analyzing the intentional structure of text in an hierarchical

manner. RST originally described a set of 24 subordinating (directed) and coordinating

(multi-nuclear) relations. An example of an RST analysis isshown in Figure 2.2. The

discourse units of this analysis are 9A, 9B, 9C and 9D. I use the notation introduced

by Mann and Thompson (1988), in which the arrows represent subordinating relations

with the arrow pointing to the dominant participant (nucleus); disjunctionis a coor-

dinating relation. Thus, according to this analysis, 9C and9D are the most central to

the writer’s purpose, as they are not subordinate to any other discourse unit. If ‘impor-

tance’ of a sentence is measured by the number of subordinating relations that separate

the sentence from these discourse units, the next-most important is 9B, followed by the

least important, 9A.

2.2.3 Manual annotation

There is no correct or incorrect theory of discourse organization, only more and less

useful theories, depending on the application (Mann and Thompson, 2000b). Arguably

the most important criterion for the usefulness of a theory of discourse organization is

the possibility of consistent and reproducible manual annotation in accordance with

the theory. If a text can be annotated manually with high inter-annotator agreement, it

is possible to annotate automatically as well, given the availability of sufficiently so-

phisticated machines. Therefore, annotation procedures are a central issue in discourse

analysis. Discourse analysis can be divided into three (interdependent) sub tasks:

1. identifying discourse elements;

2. identifying the organizational structure of discourse;

3. identifying (labelling) structural relations.

Carlson et al. (2003) created a corpus of RST analyses of newspaper articles, and

developed a corresponding annotation procedure for their interpretation of RST. They
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used a finer grained segmentation, more discourse relationsand more restricted tree

structures than ‘classic’ RST as defined by Mann and Thompson(1988). In order

to avoid circular dependencies, segmentation was done prior to identifying relations.

Carlson et al. used a bottom-up approach to structure annotation: the first step is to

identify a relation and its label between two segments. Oncetwo segments are related,

they act as a newly created segment which may in turn be in relation with another seg-

ment. The analysis is complete when the analysis tree is fully connected. In contrast,

Hobbs (1985) used the reverse procedure. The intuition is that the sharpest topic break

should be identified first. This results in two related segments, which can be further

divided until the desired segmentation level is reached. The bottom-up approach leaves

the order in which relations are marked open to the annotator. Since decisions in RST

analysis are restricted by earlier decisions, the particular order may affect the final out-

come of the analysis. Lascarides and Asher (1993) advocate aleft-to-right approach,

where the left-most segments are connected first. Others abandoned this idea (e.g.

Stede and Heintze, 2004), claiming that the full picture often cannot be determined

when reading the text until a certain point. Instead, their annotators first marked the

most salient (signalled) relations before moving on to marking relations which require

deeper understanding of the text.

2.2.4 Automatic annotation

Research on automatic annotation of coherence relations has concentrated mostly on

RST. Automatic annotation involves the same three steps as manual annotation: seg-

mentation, relation identification and combining those relations into a coherence anal-

ysis.

2.2.4.1 Segmentation

Marcu (1997b) devised a segmentation algorithm for detecting boundaries of elemen-

tary units in English text for RST analysis, based on a numberof hand-crafted rules.

The algorithm uses punctuation and cue phrases (for example, but, etc) to identify

boundaries. He reports over 80% recall and 90% precision of detected boundaries in a

small corpus (344 sentences; 643 elementary units). A limitation of Marcu’s approach

is that different uses of cue phrases are not distinguished.For instance, the algorithm

anticipates the use ofbut as a conjunction, and unjustly segments the following sen-

tence (c.f. Hirschberg and Litman, 1993).
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10A The U.S. has

10B buta slight change to win a medal in Atlanta.

To increase accuracy, Corston-Oliver (1998) used a combination of syntax and cue

phrases for boundary detection. It is unclear if this leads to improvement.

2.2.4.2 Relation identification

Apart from as indicators for segmentation, cue phrases are used for identifying dis-

course relations. Considering the number of cue phrases text exhibits, their role in

identifying relations is significant. However, the relation identification task confronts

the automatic analyzer with a number of additional issues.

As follows from the previous section, the discourse organization is functional (and

thus semantic) of nature. Cues for recognizing discourse structure automatically rely

on the way coherence reflects in realization. The signallingof coherence relations in

spoken film descriptions was studied by Redeker (1990). In her corpus of 3,585 clauses

(of which 1,897 from dialogs and 1,688 from monologs), approximately half was sig-

nalled by connectives such as conjunctions (e.g.because, and), relative pronouns (e.g.

that, who), temporal expressions (e.g.then, after that), and discourse markers (e.g.

okay, well). Although the relative use of specific categories of connectives varied be-

tween different classes of discourse, their total number was roughly the same for all

subjected texts. A study on German newspaper text showed a smaller number (35%)

of signalled coherence relations (Stede and Heintze, 2004). Schauer and Hahn (2001)

included types of coreference relations (definite noun phrases, bridging) as an indicator

of coherence that were excluded from previous studies. Theyconcluded that in their

corpus, up to 75% of coherence relations can be identified using a combination of cue

phrases and coreference. However, it should be noted that identification of coreference

relations is by no means trivial.

First, cue phrase disambiguation for relation identification is harder than for seg-

mentation. In segmentation, it suffices to distinguish discourse markers from non-

discourse markers. When identifying relations, one must beable to recognize not only

the presence of a relation, but also the relation’s type and scope. A cue phrase may be

an indicator of more than one relation. For instance,but may indicate the relations of

CONTRAST as well asCONCESSIONor ANTITHESIS. RST imposes no restrictions to

the scope of a relation: a relation may hold between clauses or, on the higher levels

of the discourse tree, between sequences of sentences or paragraphs. For the purpose

of his automatic RST annotation system, Marcu (1997b) derived information from a
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corpus of manual annotations as to how the relations are used. Marcu found differ-

ences in the relation type, the satellite/nucleus order andthe scope of relations, which

correlated with the use of particular cue phrases.

Secondly, the use of cue phrases is not sufficient to derive a full RST tree. In

his search for alternative indicators, Marcu (1997b) measured co-occurrence statistics.

Inspired by lexical cohesion and lexical chains (c.f. Halliday and Hasan, 1976; Morris

and Hirst, 1991), Marcu interpreted a low word concurrence between adjacent passages

as a topic shift. Thus, these passages are less related than passages with a higher word

concurrence.

Seemingly, the most obvious cue for relation identificationMarcu (1997b) used is

information about the layout of the text. Paragraphs and sentences are used by the au-

thor to convey information on the discourse structure. The boundaries between them

signify topic shifts and, if marked, can be used to constrainthe annotation process. The

annotation system of Marcu related sentences or paragraphsonly as a whole; a rela-

tion between part of a paragraph and sentences of other paragraphs was not allowed.

There is nothing in RST which prevents a clause of a sentence to be related to another

sentence, but Marcu found that such relations rarely occurred in his corpus.

More recently, Marcu and Echihabi (2002) hypothesized thatthere are certain

words which by themselves do not provide much information about the presence of

a relation, but when they occur together, they do. Consider the following example:

11A Yesterday, the sky was blue.

11B Today, the sky was grey.

There is no explicit link or signalled relation between the two sentences, but there

are various instances of lexical cohesion. For instance, acontrastis conveyed by the

use of the wordsyesterdayand today. Marcu and Echihabi (2002) applies machine

learning on a large corpus of raw (unannotated) text in orderto deriverhetorical re-

lations (such ascontrast) from pairs of words in different sentences (such asyester-

day/today). The machine learning method of Marcu and Echihabi consists of two

steps. In step 1, the corpus is segmented and potential relations are marked, based on

cue phrases. In step 2, concurrence frequencies of word pairs are extracted for each

relation type. Once the database of word pair frequencies isconstructed, these data can

be applied on unseen text to identify relations. In the case of the above example, a high

frequency of the triple (rained,sun,contrast) would indicate the presence of acontrast

relation between the two sentences.
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2.2.4.3 Building a tree structure

Once relations between arbitrary spans of text are identified, Marcu (1997b) derives a

full parse for a text by combining those relations into a single tree. To this end, he uses

the confidence values of recognized relations to assign a confidence value to the tree

as a whole.

The summarization algorithm of Marcu (1997a) requires a single coherence hier-

archy for summarization. Others suggest individual relations are useful as such (Blair-

Goldensohn and McKeown, 2006). If a full hierarchy is not a requirement for the

application at hand, it may be preferable to use the recognized relations and their con-

fidence values directly, as information (such as confidence values and incompatible

relations) is lost during construction of the RST tree.

2.2.5 Multimedia

Coherence plays a role on an intentional level rather than onthe level of realization.

Although RST is developed for describing coherence in text,André (1995) argued that

RST largely abstracts from realization of information in particular media. André ap-

plied RST to multimedia documents containing text and images, after adding a few re-

lations to the relation set of Mann and Thompson (1988) that do not appear in text-only

documents. André used RST for generating coherent multimedia. Delin et al. (2002)

included RST in their multi-layered multimedia annotationscheme. Other multimedia

annotation schemes have been developed (see Geurts et al. (2005) for an overview),

but they typically aim at describing the multimedia contentitself, and fail to capture

semantic interrelationships between modalities.

While André and Delin et al. use the same set of RST relationsto annotate image-

text relations as to annotate text-text relations, Mann andThompson acknowledged that

specific applications may call for specific relation sets. Levin (1981) studied image-

text relations in educational documents for children.

While the coherence model of Mann and Thompson (1988) describes the argumen-

tative structure and understanding of text, Levin focus on the role of images in learning

and memorizing. Levin discovered eight relations, rangingfrom decorativeto orga-

nizational (i.e., the image helps integrating information) andinterpretative(i.e., the

image helps comprehension). Marsh and White (2003) createda model specifically for

image-text relations, but applicable in any domain. They analyzed documents from a

variety of sources and invented a hierarchical taxonomy of image-text relations. On the
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highest level, they used three relations: weak image-text relations (e.g. decorative im-

ages), strong image-text relations (e.g. images which concretize the text), and images

which add entirely new information. Each of these three broad categories of relations

are narrowed down to a total of 35 relation types.

Martinec and Salway (2005) proposed a multi-layered annotation scheme for text-

image relations. The first layer of annotation is what they call status: either the image

or the text is subordinate to the other, or if they are not, theimage and the text are

complementary or independent. That amounts to four possible relations. Thestatus

of Martinec and Salway is comparable to what is annotated by Levin and Marsh and

White. On the other hand, Martinec and Salway also recognized the need for anno-

tation of image-text relations of the level of rhetorical relations. Thestatuslayer is

complemented by a layer of what they calllogico-semanticrelations, which resemble

close similarities with subject matter relations of RST.

2.3 Cross-document relations

A document is designed to have structure. That is what makes it a document rather

than just a collection of sentences. When searching information, we typically have

to deal with a number of documents which may (or may not) provide some of the

information we seek. Should we regard these documents as a coincidental collection

of documents, or as a cluster with an internal structure, whose documents share certain

properties or are in some other way related? Exploiting cross-document relations has

been successful in information retrieval. Brin and Page (1998) indexed web pages not

only by their contents but also by the labels of links referring to them. In the generation

of summaries of multiple news articles, a major concern is identification of redundant

sections, as to avoid providing the same information twice (e.g. Mani and Bloedorn,

1999). For creating ‘update summaries’ — summaries to provide the new information

in an article with respect to a number of earlier publications — the publication date

provides helpful clues to how documents relate.

Trigg and Weiser (1986) devised a framework for relating andstructuring scientific

papers in various ways. Although Trigg and Weiser go beyond the level of citations,

scientific papers (and also web pages, c.f. Brin and Page, 1998) have the advantage of

containing explicit links between documents. Radev (2000)designed a coding scheme

for cross-document relations (Cross-document Structure Theory, CST) aimed at gen-

eral applicability, but the application he has in mind is multi-document summarization
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of news articles. His work was inspired by the work by Mann andThompson (1988)

on coherence (RST), but unlike coherence analysis, analysis of cross-document rela-

tions cannot rely on an author-intended structure. This forced Radev to deviate from

RST in a number of ways. For instance, he dropped nuclearity in relations. More

importantly, he created a taxonomy for cross-document relations from scratch. The

taxonomy includes information-level relations (e.g. equivalence, subsumption, con-

tradiction), relations regarding the perspective or opinion of the author or changes in

the state of affairs (e.g. agreement, judgment, follow-up,change of perspective), and

relations indicating differences in the level of detail (e.g. attribution, refinement, elab-

oration). CST was applied in summarization by Zhang et al. (2002) in a study using

manually identified CST-relations, but practical application requires automatic recog-

nition of relations. An attempt to do this was made by Zhang etal. (2003). They

claim to have achieved promising results, but also report ona number of problems

with hand-coding CST as well as automatic relation recognition.

Two CST-relations in particular received attention in multi-document summariza-

tion: subsumption and equivalence. Equivalence is established by paraphrasing: para-

phrases are ways to express the same meaning. A special case of paraphrasing is

synonym detection. Synonyms, but also other useful word-to-word relations such as

generalization (hypernymy), can be looked up in a thesaurus, if available (e.g. Word-

net, Miller, 1995). However, thesauri such as Wordnet face anumber of problems.

First, thesauri are constructed manually for each language, which is a laborious and

expensive process. Second, as thesauri are expensive to build, they are available in

few languages with limited coverage in most. Even in WordNet, a large thesaurus for

English, not all domains are equally covered. Third, the useof language varies with

the domain and perspective. Words may be used interchangeably in one situation and

differ in meaning in another. As a result, one may find synonyms which do not apply

in the particular context of interest. These problems may bealleviated by automatic

synonym mining, e.g. by means of matrix decomposition methods such as singular

value decomposition (Deerwester et al., 1990). These methods are used to detect that

certain terms often co-occur or appear in a similar context.This is used as evidence

that the words are synonyms.

Appearance of different lingual expressions in a similar context is also the basis of

the approach to sentence-level paraphrasing of Barzilay and Lee (2003). Their intent

is to extract paraphrase lattices from a corpus of comparable (not necessarily parallel)

corpus. For example, given the paraphraseskilling two other people and wounding 27,

andkilling himself and injuring seven people, if we can recognize the similar structure,
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we could derive a pair of templates,killing X and wounding Y, andkilling X and injur-

ing Y. This idea led to the construction of the DIRT paraphrase corpus (Lin and Pantel,

2001), although Lin and Pantel used a more simple representation of paraphrases. They

represented a phrase as a path in a dependency tree between two nouns, connected by

a verb. If two nouns are found to be connected by the same path in multiple occasions,

the paths are taken as paraphrases. An example of a pair of paraphrases in the DIRT

corpus isX produces YandX manufactures Y. Since paths in DIRT are relatively short

and contain exactly one verb, DIRT concentrates on paraphrasing verbs. Marsi et al.

(2007) applied the DIRT corpus for detecting textual entailment.

Parallel corpora – useful for training machine translationsystems – are also a useful

resource for learning paraphrases (Bannard and Callison-Burch, 2005). Bannard and

Callison-Burch mine paraphrases from a parallel corpus by searching for differences in

translation of the same phrase. For instance, if phrasea is translated tob in one instance

and toc in another, phrasesb andc are taken as paraphrases. The paraphrasing method

of Bannard and Callison-Burch is discussed in greater detail in section 3.3.2.2.

Paraphrasing is quite similar to the problem of recognizingtextual entailment. Rec-

ognizing textual entailment between two passages is the task of determining whether

the truth of a passage can be inferred from another passage (Monz and de Rijke, 2001;

Dagan et al., 2006). Recognizing textual entailment as a natural language processing

task is discussed in greater detail in chapter 3.

2.4 Conclusion

Cohesion and coherence are relevant for interpreting individual sentences, and identi-

fying their function in text. Cohesion allows to stage a context necessary for under-

standing. Coherence allows a message to span more than one sentence and explains

information-level differences between a text and its parts. Although cohesion, co-

herence and grammar are distinctly different phenomena, there is interaction between

them that might be helpful for getting a more complete (and useful) model of dis-

course. For instance, grammatical restrictions to the use of cohesion (e.g. pronoun

agreement in gender or number) help resolving cohesive ties, and conjunctions may

help recognizing coherence relations in text.
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Entailment recognition

In many applications, relating text from different documents is just

as important as relating sentences within a document. This chap-

ter examines the problem of recognizing textual entailment(RTE),

a specific type of textual relations across documents. This chapter

contributes to three aspects of recognizing entailment: representa-

tion, matching and evaluation. A new evaluation method is proposed

which has quantifiable advantages over existing methods. Further-

more, I compare various new and existing representation andmatch-

ing methods in an RTE system on PASCAL-RTE and CLEF-AVE cor-

pora. No method consistently outperformed another method on all of

the subjected corpora.

Progress in summarization is hindered by the lack of a model to describe the interrela-

tionships between documents in detail. When the source textof a summary comprises

multiple documents, redundancy becomes an important issue. Redundancy detection

has received attention in summarization, but is usually just used for reranking candi-

date sentences, in order to reduce the probability of including redundant content (e.g.

Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998). Redundancy detection could facilitate summariza-

tion better if it was a fundamental part of the summarizationprocess. An example of

how redundancy can be exploited in summarization is the workof Mani and Bloedorn

(1999), who tried to find the intersection of the content of documents for summary

generation. A step in the direction of an integral representation of inter-document

relations is made with the RST-inspired Cross-document Structure Theory (CST) of

29
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Radev (2000) (see chapter 2.3). CST includes an elaborate coding scheme of cross-

document relations, including not only redundancy but alsorelations such as citation,

contradiction, etc. I take one step back and focus on one particular CST relation be-

tween passages of different documents, subsumption, and a similar relation which is

not included in the CST relation set, entailment. Although there is arguably a subtle

difference between subsumption and entailment, for practical reasons, I consider them

synonymous.

The reason to focus on entailment is that the relation is not specific for any do-

main but generally applicable in multi-document summarization (CST is specifically

designed for news summarization). Applications of RTE include question answering

systems which exploit identification of entailment to verify whether a hypothesized

answer is entailed by a text document. A summarization system may use knowledge

of entailment relations between documents to decide which information is redundant

and which information to include in the summary. Other potential text processing ap-

plications of RTE are information extraction and information retrieval (Dagan et al.,

2006).

The process of recognizing textual entailment consists of two stages. First, both

passages are converted to a system-internal representation. Then, the passages are

compared in order to decide whether an entailment relation holds between them. In the

context of this work, an entailment system was implemented which uses one of three

possible text representations: syntactic tree, sequence of words, or bag of words. For

aligning the passages, the system uses paraphrasing or lexical matching, optionally

with IDF-weighting (Spärck Jones, 1972). We presented a variant of the tree repre-

sentation algorithm with lexical weighting in Marsi et al. (2006). The paraphrasing

algorithm was presented in Bosma and Callison-Burch (2007). In this chapter, the

relative performance of each of the representation methodsand alignment methods is

measured.

3.1 Related work

Vanderwende and Dolan (2005) analyzed the PASCAL-RTE test set (Dagan et al.,

2006) to investigate what percentage of entailment relations could be recognized by us-

ing lexical-syntactic information. They concluded that a respectable 34 percent of the

samples could be solved using syntax alone. Bar-Haim et al. (2005) followed up on this

work with a more elaborate analysis, evaluating not only theuse of lexical-syntactic in-
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formation, but also other inference mechanisms such as synonymy, meronymy, syntac-

tic transformations and paraphrases. They show that paraphrases have large potential

of increasing an entailment system’s performance on the PASCAL-RTE corpus.

Although hybrid approaches are possible, most RTE systems use one of four rep-

resentations of text: the multiset representation (‘bag ofwords’), a sequence, a tree, or

a logical representation. Each of these representations can be combined with different

inference algorithms: altering the relative weight of words, measuring overlap or edit

distance, word stemming, synonymy, etc.

While Vanderwende and Dolan (2005) and Bar-Haim et al. (2005) use manual an-

notations, this study seeks to compare performance and analyze the problems of using

various representations and matching algorithms for fullyautomatic textual entailment

recognition.

3.2 The task

A proper definition of the task is essential for a good understanding, for devising al-

gorithms and for evaluation of systems for automatic recognition of RTE. We could

also reverse the argument: agreement on evaluation methodsis required to define and

understand the task, because evaluation methods essentially define the task. For practi-

cal reasons, I follow the definition of RTE as implied de factoby annotated entailment

corpora.

3.2.1 Corpora and evaluation platforms

The most notable annotated entailment corpus is the corpus used in the PASCAL-

RTE evaluation program, which started in 2005. One of the corpora used for perfor-

mance measurements in this chapter is the corpus of the second PASCAL-RTE chal-

lenge (2006), henceforth referred to as the RTE2 corpus (Bar-Haim et al., 2006). The

PASCAL-RTE program intends to bring together researchers from different areas of

NLP who are interested in recognizing entailment. Specifically, the 2006 challenge

focuses on information retrieval (IR), information extraction (IE), question answering

(QA) and summarization (SUM).

The corpus consists of a set of passage pairs and a corresponding entailment value

(positive or negative). One of the passages is labeled thetext; the other is thehypoth-

esis. If the hypothesis is entailed by the text, the pair is a positive example of entail-

ment. The passages are usually single sentences, but multiple sentences are allowed.
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Pair: RTE2/IR pair 1 (entailment: negative)

Text: As a result of these weaknesses, computer systems and the operations that

rely on the systems were highly vulnerable to tampering, disruption, and

misuse from both internal and external sources.

Hypothesis:Non-authorized personnel illegally entered into computernetworks.

Pair: RTE2/SUM pair 2 (entailment: positive)

Text: Prime Minister Mahmoud Abbas has offered ’the hand of peace’to Israel

after his landslide victory in Sunday’s presidential election.

Hypothesis:Mahmoud Abbas has claimed victory in the presidential elections.

Pair: RTE2/IE pair 3 (entailment: negative)

Text: ECB spokeswoman, Regina Schueller, declined to comment on areport

in Italy’s La Repubblica newspaper that the ECB council willdiscuss Mr.

Fazio’s role in the takeover fight at its Sept. 15 meeting.

Hypothesis:Regina Shueller works for Italy’s La Repubblica newspaper.

Pair: RTE2/QA pair 6 (entailment: positive)

Text: Muslim fundamentalists such as the Islamic Resistance Movement, also

known as Hamas, and the smaller Islamic Jihad are determinedto torpedo

the peace process.

Hypothesis:The Islamic Resistance Movement is also known as Hamas.

Pair: CLEF-AVE 2006 pair 1 (entailment: negative)

Text: We will do this on Monday when Atlantis returns to Earth with the satellite

German physicist Klaus Grossmann said .

Hypothesis:Atlantis is returns to Earth. [sic]

Figure 3.1: Samples from PASCAL-RTE and CLEF-AVE corpora. Note that CLEF-

AVE may contain ungrammatical hypotheses because the corpus is based on machine

output.

Because different applications of natural language processing cope with entailment in

a different way, the RTE2 corpus is divided into four sub corpora, each corresponding

to a different application (IR, IE, QA, and SUM). One of the differences between the

corpus section is that the sentences to be entailed in information extraction are typically
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Table 3.1: Performance matrix: a text/hypothesis pair has amanually assigned en-

tailment value (positive:AY; or negative:AN) and a system-labeled entailment value

(positive:LY; or negative:LN).
AY AN

LY XY,Y XN,Y

LN XY,N XN,N

quite short and uniform, while in summarization, entailment of longer sentences may

need to be established. Examples from the RTE2 data are givenin Figure 3.1.

In addition to the RTE2 corpus, I experimented with the English section of the

CLEF 2006 Answer Validation Exercise (CLEF-AVE) corpus (Peñas et al., 2007). This

corpus is based on results of QA systems participating in theCLEF QA evaluation

program. A set of questions was composed for QA systems to return (1) an answer to

the question, and (2) the text snippet in which the answer wasfound. For a subset of

questions, a template was created to transform the QA system’s answer into a RTE-

style entailment candidate, i.e. a full sentence. The answers were manually judged for

correctness, and this judgment was used to determine the entailment value. The result

was another entailment corpus, similar in form to the PASCAL-RTE corpora, although

the type of problems that need to be addressed is slightly different, mainly because

(1) the pairs were created by QA engines; and (2) the entailment value is determined

indirectly by judging correctness. Annotators may take different decisions when asked

to judge correctness of answers or when asked to determine entailment between the

resulting pairs.

3.2.2 Measuring performance

The goal of a performance metric is to rank systems, algorithms or methods by perfor-

mance. If algorithmA is ‘better’ thanB — by some definition — a metric should be

able to detect this difference by assigning a significantly better score toA than toB.

RTE systems typically produce aconfidencevalue for each text/hypothesis pair, rep-

resenting the confidence of the claim that the hypothesis is entailed. If the confidence

exceeds a certain threshold, the system decides favorably to labeling the hypothesis

‘entailed’ (positive). Otherwise, the pair is labeled ‘notentailed’ (negative).

While it has been suggested that outcomes of an entailment test other than positive

and negative are possible, the primitives of most performance metrics are the num-
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ber of pairs in the four quadrants of the performance matrix in Table 3.1. Possible

extensions are discussed in section 3.2.2.3. Alternatively, ranked lists can be used to

derive performance measures such asaverage precision.1 Average precision requires

a list of text/hypothesis pairs ranked from confident of entailment to confident of non-

entailment. As average precision approaches RTE as a ranking problem, it can only be

calculated for RTE systems which produce a ranking rather than a binary decision.

In PASCAL-RTE and CLEF-AVE, recognizing entailment is understood as a pos-

itive/negative classification problem Dagan et al. (2006);Peñas et al. (2007). Pairs

are manually annotated as belonging to either of the two sub sections of the corpus:

positive (AY) or negative (AN); and pairs are labeled by the system as positive (LY) or

negative (LN). RTE systems face a trade-off between recognizing positive pairs and

recognizing negative pairs. Therefore, to measure performance, metrics such as ac-

curacy and F-measure take both aspects of performance into account. The ability to

recognize positive pairs can also be measured separately asrecall, i.e. the ratio of

correctly recognized positive pairs (eq. 3.1 below). Similarly, the ability to recognize

negative pairs can be measured as the ratio of correctly recognized negative pairs (eq.

3.2).

RY =
XY,Y

XY,Y +XY,N
(3.1)

RN =
XN,N

XN,N +XN,Y
(3.2)

whereRY is the recall of positive pairs; andRN is the recall of negative pairs.

Accuracy and F-measure can be written as a function ofRY andRN, but they also

depend on the generality of positive pairs in the data set. The generality Gis the ratio

of pairs in the corpus that are inAY:

G =
AY

AY +AN
=

XY,Y +XY,N

XY,Y +XY,N +XN,Y +XN,N
(3.3)

If a metric depends on the generality, the relative effect onthe final performance

score of system’s ability to recognize positive and negative pairs changes with the

generality. Hence, the generality affects the measured performance of the system and

potentially the system ranking. In anticipation, a system may bias its judgment toward

labeling pairs as positive or negative, depending on the expected generality, as there is

a trade-off between recognizing positive and negative pairs. As mentioned earlier, the

goal of a metric is to detect whether one system is better thananother. If the generality

1Average precision was used in an optional evaluation in the third PASCAL-RTE challenge.
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affects the system ranking, estimating generality is part of the task as presented by the

combination of metric and corpus. Because RTE systems are typically embedded in a

larger system to be functional to a user, it is not clear how RTE systems should deal

with a variation in generality. Therefore, it seems plausible to not include generality as

a factor of system performance and use a generality-independent metric instead.

In PASCAL-RTE, this issue is solved by normalizing the corpus to a generality of

(approximately) fifty per cent. CLEF-AVE corpora are constructed from the output of

question answering systems. Given a question, a question answering system produces

an answer and a text snippet from which the answer was extracted. The question and

answer are then rewritten to a hypothesis, of which an RTE system should be able to

recognize whether its truth follows from the text snippet. This is a cost-effective way of

corpus construction, but the corpus is constructed by machines of which the behavior

is not known to the entailment system. As a result, the measured performance of an

entailment system depends on the ‘coincidental’ set of machines which created the

corpus.

Specificities of the machines involved should be predictable or taken out of the

equation. Otherwise the resulting corpus poses an ill-defined task. An important part

of the dependence of the corpus on individual question answering systems is the (un-

predictable) variation in generality, which depends on theperformance of question

answering systems. CLEF-AVE corpora are not normalized.

3.2.2.1 Accuracy, F-measure, and generality

Accuracy is used to measure performance in the PASCAL-RTE challenges. Accuracy

is calculated as the number of correctly labeled pairs (eq. 3.4). Accuracy can also be

written as a function ofRY, RN andG (eq. 3.5).

Sacc =
XY,Y +XN,N

XY,Y +XY,N +XN,Y +XN,N
(3.4)

= RYG+RN(1−G) (3.5)

whereSacc is the system performance measured as accuracy.

Eq. 3.5 shows that accuracy is essentially an average ofRY andRN, weighted by

G. As a (possibly undesired) result, a system evaluated by accuracy would focus more

on optimizingRY at the cost ofRN if the corpus generality is known to be greater

than fifty per cent, or vice versa if the generality is smallerthan fifty per cent. For

instance, if the generality is ten per cent, a system can achieve an accuracy of ninety
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per cent by labeling all pairs as negative. State-of-the-art RTE systems may not beat

that baseline, as any attempt to recognize positive pairs atthe cost of a slight decrease

in recognizing negative pairs is excessively penalized. InCLEF-AVE corpora, the

generality is typically ten to twenty-five per cent.

There are two ways to remove dependence of accuracy on generality. The first is

to normalize the corpus to a fixed generality, e.g. (near) fifty per cent, as is done in

PASCAL-RTE. As an alternative, I propose to normalize the accuracy measure:

SGa =
1
2
(RY +RN) (3.6)

whereSGa is the system performance measured asG-accuracy, a generality-safe alter-

native for accuracy. While accuracy is the generality-weighted mean ofRY andRN,

G-accuracy is the arithmetic mean ofRY andRN. Note that eq. 3.5 and eq. 3.6 are

equivalent ifG = 1
2.

While accuracy simply measures the ratio of correct judgments, the F-measure

acknowledges that recognizing positive pairs is only useful at reasonable performance

on negative pairs, and vice versa. F-measure is designed to measure how well both

factors are balanced by taking the harmonic mean ofrecall andprecision. Recall is

RY, the ratio of positive pairs recognized (eq. 3.1); precision P measures the pollution

by negative pairs of the set of pairs labeled positive (eq. 3.7, 3.8). The F-measure score

SF is the harmonic mean ofRY andP (eq. 3.9).

P =
XY,Y

XY,Y +XN,Y
(3.7)

=
RYG

RYG+(1−RN)(1−G)
(3.8)

SF =
2RYP
RY +P

(3.9)

As eq. 3.8 shows, precision is a function of generality. In essence, precision mea-

sures the system’s ability to recognize negative pairs, butthis is done as a complex

function ofRY, RN andG. The F-measure depends onRY directly as well as indirectly,

throughP. If both RY andG are factored out as primitives ofP, this leavesRN, the

ratio of correctly labeled negative pairs. BothRN andP measure the system’s ability

to recognize negative pairs, but from a different perspective: RN measures the ratio

of correctly recognized negative samples;P measures the pollution of the set of sam-

ples labeled positive. Nevertheless, an increase ofRN results in an increase ofP and
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Table 3.2: The discriminativity of performance metrics, measured as the smallest ob-

served system performance which is significantly (p < 0.05) better than a baseline

system with an observed performance ofRY = RN = 0.7. Smaller numbers indicate the

metric is more discriminative.
PASCAL3 CLEF1

performance metric RY
♥ RN

♦ RY
♥ RN

♦

recall of positive samples (RY) 0.763 – 0.787 –

recall of negative samples (RN) – 0.763 – 0.729

accuracy (Sacc) 0.787 0.792 0.993 0.731

G-accuracy (SGa) 0.787 0.787 0.791 0.795

F-measure (SF ) 0.777 0.838 0.857 0.777

G-measure (SG) 0.794 0.794 0.796 0.808

♥ Smallest observed improvement ofRY (with RN unchanged) to

cause a significant difference in performance.
♦ Smallest observed improvement ofRN (with RY unchanged) to

cause a significant difference in performance.

vice versa. IfRN is used as a generality-safe alternative to precision, a generality-safe

alternative to F-measure is the following:

SG =
2RYRN

RY +RN
(3.10)

whereSG is G-measure, the harmonic mean ofRY andRN.

3.2.2.2 Discrimination

The first requirement of a performance metric is to fit the task. The second is how

well it succeeds to detect performance differences betweensystems, based on observed

results. One metric is better than another if it is able to reliably detect smaller perfor-

mance differences. In order to measure the quality of a metric, I gradually improve the

results of a (non-existing) RTE system. The better the metric, the sooner the difference

between the improved results and a baseline are significant.Whether one system can

be shown to outperform another depends on (a) the observed performance of both sys-

tems; and (b) the corpus. An observation consists of the fourvalues of the performance

matrix in Table 3.1. This can be reduced toRY andRN, the observed performance on

the two sub sections of the data,AY andAN respectively. Corpus variables of inter-

est when determining significance are size and generality. For these experiments, the
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variables of the test set of the third PASCAL-RTE challenge (800 samples; 51 per cent

positive; henceforth called PASCAL3) and the test set of thefirst CLEF-AVE challenge

(2088 samples; 9.5 per cent positive; henceforth called CLEF1) are used with different

performance metrics.

The baseline observation I started with isRY = 0.7 andRN = 0.7. These values

are comparable to performance of state-of-the-art RTE systems Peñas et al. (2007);

Giampiccolo et al. (2007). For each metric and the corpus variables of PASCAL3 and

CLEF1, the performance is calculated. Then, one ofRY andRN is gradually increased

(while leaving the other unchanged), until the observed increase ofRY or RN constitutes

a significant difference in the performance metric used. Significance is determined by

means of approximate randomization Noreen (1989). The increase of observedRY or

RN at which the performance difference is significant can be read from Table 3.2. For

instance, when using accuracy (Sacc) to measure performance on the CLEF1 corpus,

a system producingRY = 0.7 andRN ≥ 0.731 is significantly better than a system

producingRY = 0.7 andRN = 0.7.

Table 3.2 shows that accuracy is not suitable for measuring performance on the

CLEF1 corpus, as it poorly detects differences inRY, although differences inRN are

well detected. This is not surprising: the effect of variations by chance ofRN on accu-

racy are greater than the effect of slight improvements ofRY on accuracy. As a result,

these improvements ofRY cannot be measured with significant reliability. In gen-

eral, accuracy is less discriminative of system improvements of RY if the generality is

smaller than fifty per cent, and accuracy is less discriminative of system improvements

of RN if the generality is greater than fifty per cent.

F-measure poorly detects differences inRN on PASCAL3 as well as differences in

RY on CLEF1. In general, similarly to accuracy, F-measure is less discriminative of

differences inRN at a high generality (such as the 51 per cent of PASCAL3). As can

be read from eq. 3.8,precisionapproaches 100 per cent as the generality increases to

100 per cent, regardless ofRY or RN. This reduces the effect of differences inRN on F-

measure. On the other hand, as the generality decreases, theeffect of differences inRN

on precision increases, and precision itself decreases gradually, approaching zero as the

generality approaches zero. Because, in F-measure, recalland precision are averaged

as the harmonic mean, significant improvements ofRY may be attributed to variation

by chance inP (and indirectly,RN). Thus, F-measure is less sensitive to improvements

of RY at low generality.

G-accuracy and G-measure perform reasonably well under allcircumstances. G-

accuracy is slightly more discriminative than G-measure. Therefore, G-accuracy is
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the preferred metric, unless the task demands a balance ofRY andRN, in which case

G-measure is preferred.

3.2.2.3 Application

Two metrics are proposed as generality-safe alternatives to accuracy and F-measure,

i.e. G-accuracy (eq. 3.6) and G-measure (eq. 3.10). G-accuracy is the arithmetic mean

of RY andRN; G-measure is the harmonic mean ofRY andRN. The harmonic mean is

preferable if a balance ofRY andRN is required: a system which focuses on optimizing

eitherRY or RN scores low on G-measure but may still perform reasonably well on

G-accuracy.

An advantage of G-accuracy and G-measure with respect to their generality-de-

pendent counterparts is their applicability on all corpora. This opens up opportunities

to harvest text/hypothesis pairs in a less restricted manner. The authors of CLEF-AVE

corpora show that innovative ideas can lead to new ways to create corpora, but current

performance metrics may be unsuitable for these corpora. G-accuracy and G-measure

apply to all RTE corpora, regardless their generality.

So far, we assumed two possible outcomes of an entailment test: positive (T � H)

and negative (T 2 H). Contradiction(T � ¬H) has been suggested as a third possible

outcome as a special case of non-entailment Giampiccolo et al. (2007). How well do

the proposed metrics scale to interpretations of the RTE task involving more than two

classes? If an arbitrary number of classes (e.g. positive, negative, ...) is used, recall can

be calculated for each class individually. RecallRc of samples of classc is calculated

as follows:

Rc =
cc

c∗
(3.11)

wherecc is the number of correctly identified samples of classc; andc∗ is the total

number of samples of classc. Now, we can calculate for any number of classes the

G-accuracy score (the arithmetic mean recall, eq. 3.12) andthe G-measure score (the

harmonic mean recall, eq. 3.14). If some classes are more important than others,

e.g. if recognizing positive pairs is more important than recognizing negative pairs, a

weighted average can be used for G-accuracy (eq. 3.13) and G-measure (eq. 3.15). The

G-accuracy and G-measure values as calculated in eq. 3.6 andeq. 3.10 respectively,

are the special case in which there are two equally weighted classes.
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SGa =
1

‖C‖
· ∑

c∈C
Rc (3.12)

SGa,w =

(

∑
c∈C

wc

)−1

· ∑
c∈C

wcRc (3.13)

SG = ‖C‖ ·

(

∑
c∈C

1
Rc

)−1

(3.14)

SG,w =

(

∑
c∈C

wc

)

·

(

∑
c∈C

wc

Rc

)−1

(3.15)

where‖C‖ is the number of classes;Rc is the recall of classc (eq. 3.11); andwc ≥ 0 is

the relative weight ofRc in the performance measure.

3.3 Entailment experiments

3.3.1 Representation: tree, sequence or bag of words

Texts are modeled as a bag of words, a sequence of words or as a dependency tree:

• amultiset(or bag) is constructed by simply taking all words from the text snippet

— a multiset is a set which may contain multiple instances of the same word;

• asequenceis a linearly ordered list of words;

• a labeledtree representation of a text snippet is derived from dependencytrees

generated by Minipar (Lin, 1998). In order to retain comparability between

structural representations, only the terms and lemmas and the tree structure of

the dependency tree are used; not part-of-speech tags or dependency relations. If

a text snippet consists of multiple sentences, a new root node is created to which

each of the sentences is attached.
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Figure 3.2: The tree on the right is a valid subtree of the treeon the left.

3.3.1.1 Multisets and sequences

Although the same techniques (e.g. IDF, stemming) may be applied to each of these

representations, matching algorithms are representationspecific. In the case of a mul-

tiset, the entailment scorefmultiset(T,H) of a textT and a hypothesisH is calculated as

the number of shared words divided by the number of words of the hypothesis:

fmultiset(T,H) =
‖T ∩H‖

‖H‖
(3.16)

The longest common subsequence (LCS) is used as a measure of similarity between

sequence representations of text snippets. In contrast tosubstrings, a subsequence

does not require adjacency. For instance,〈1,3〉 is a subsequence but not a substring

of 〈1,2,3〉. LCS is also used by the ROUGE (Lin, 2004) summarization evaluation

package to measure recall of a system summary with respect toa model summary.

Here it is used to approximate the ratio of information in thehypothesis which is also

in the text. A longest common subsequence of a textT and a hypothesisH is defined as

a longest possible sequence which is a subsequence of bothT andH. The entailment

score of a textT and an hypothesisH is formally defined as follows, where the symbol

⊑ indicates the subsequence relation between two sequences.

fsequence(T,H) = max

{

‖Q‖

‖H‖
| Q⊑ T; Q⊑ H

}

(3.17)

3.3.1.2 Trees

The definition for subsequence matching is extended to treesby measuring the largest

commonsubtreerather than the longest commonsubsequence. The trees for text and

hypothesis are dependency parses obtained from Minipar (Lin, 1998). If the text con-

sists of multiple sentences, the dependency trees are joined by adding a new root node

as the parent node of the root nodes of individual sentences.
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For a tree to be a subtree of another tree, nodes may be ‘skipped’ in the hierarchy.

For example, the tree on the right in Figure 3.2 is a subtree ofthe left tree although node

B is missing in the hierarchical relation betweenA andC. However, the hierarchical

relation must not be changed: if two nodes have a hierarchical relation in the subtree,

they have a (direct or indirect) hierarchical relation in the supertree.

The algorithm used for aligning trees is presented in Marsi et al. (2006). Here, a

modified version of the algorithm is used in order to enable different term weighting

methods. The largest common sub tree of a text treeT and hypothesis treeH is de-

fined recursively, but it ultimately relies on lexical similarity. For lexical matching, a

functionsim(H,T) is used to return the lexical similarity of the words associated with

the root nodes ofH andT.

sim(H,T) = 1, if term(T) = term(H)

= 1, if lemma(T) = lemma(H) (3.18)

= 0, otherwise

fsubtree(H,T) = max{align(H,T),skiph(H,T),skipt(H,T)} (3.19)

align(H,T) = sum

{

‖hi‖

‖H‖
·skipt(hi ,T) | hi ∈ H}+

1
‖H‖

·sim(H,T)

}

(3.20)

skiph(H,T) = max

{

‖hi‖

‖H‖
· fsubtree(hi,T) | hi ∈ H

}

(3.21)

skipt(H,T) = max
{

fsubtree(H, t j) | t j ∈ T
}

(3.22)

The functionfsubtree(H,T) finds the largest common subtree ofH andT by align-

ing nodes ofH with nodes ofT. The parent/child relation between nodesN andni

respectively, is denoted byni ∈ N. The size of a tree of whichN is the root node is

denoted by‖N‖. Size depends on the number of nodes, but the size of individual nodes

may vary, depending on the term weighting scheme used. The algorithm starts with the

root of the text and hypothesis trees, and then traverses down the trees while aligning

nodes to obtain the largest common subtree. At each step, thealgorithm described by

fsubtreemakes one of three possible decisions:

1. It adds the current node to the candidate-largest common subtree (eq. 3.20).

Then, each of the hypothesis child nodes are aligned with thebest possible text

node.

2. It ‘skips’ the current hypothesis node and enters either of its child nodes (eq.

3.21). Consequently, any other child node is excluded from the alignment.
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Tree (largest common subtree)
Sequence (longest common subsequence)
Multiset (unigram recall)
Baseline (50% YES)
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Figure 3.3: G-measure scores for RTE 2006 subsets (RTE2/IE,RTE2/IR, RTE2/QA,

RTE2/SUM), and for CLEF-AVE 2006.

3. It skips the current text node (eq. 3.22). The current hypothesis node is aligned

with the best possible child of the text node.

The entailment score is calculated as the ratio of nodes ofH which are in the largest

common subtree. This is to reflect the asymmetric nature of entailment: T entailsH

if information in H can be derived fromT, but the reverse is not necessarily true. In

effect, this means that nodes ofT can be aligned with multiple nodes ofH, but not vice

versa, and only the number of aligned hypothesis nodes contribute to the entailment

score, not the number of aligned text nodes.

The computational complexity of the algorithm is reduced bycaching values

fsubtree(H,T) as soon as they are calculated. This reduces the complexity as a function

of ‖H‖ to O(n2).

3.3.1.3 Representation and performance

By using increasingly sophisticated data structures, moreinformation is contained in

the structure of the text itself in addition to its content. Figure 3.3 shows that using

structural information increased performance on the RTE2/IE, RTE2/IR and RTE2/QA

corpora: although the multiset representation performed better than or similarly to the

sequence representation on all corpora, the tree representation outperformed the mul-

tiset by 5.5%, 7.3% and 4.2% respectively. On the other hand,the system which used
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the tree representation performed worse on corpora which tend to have longer text and

hypothesis snippets, i.e. RTE2/SUM (-0.6%) and CLEF-AVE (-2.3%). A possible ex-

planation for this is that RTE2/SUM and CLEF-AVE contain longer sentences and thus

more sentences with complex syntactic structures, which causes dependency parsing

to be less reliable. In particular, the CLEF-AVE corpus contains more grammatical

errors and incomplete sentences, again resulting in less reliable dependency parses.

With respect to differences in absolute performance on different corpora, the scores

in Figure 3.3 are in line with earlier results. The IE subset of RTE2 appeared very hard

during the RTE2 challenge, while the best results were achieved on SUM (Bar-Haim

et al., 2006).

3.3.2 Alignment: IDF and paraphrasing

3.3.2.1 Inverse Document Frequency

Various methods have been proposed to assign weights to words. For instance, Rodrigo

et al. (2006) performed Named Entity Recognition on the CLEF-AVE corpus to detect

entailment by finding named entities which appeared in both the text and the hypothe-

sis. In order to do so, they effectively assigned a weight of 0to all words which are not

part of a named entity. Usinginverse document frequencies(IDF) is a more general

way to assign greater weights to uncommon words – often content words – than to

common words, which are usually function words (Spärck Jones, 1972). In contrast to

named entity recognition, calculating IDF requires no linguistic knowledge and can be

applied to any text.

The IDF value of a term in a set of documents is calculated as the logarithm of

the number of documents in the document set, divided by the number of documents

containing the term, or formally:

idf(t,D) = log
‖D‖

‖{di | di ∈ D∧ t ∈ di}‖
(3.23)

whereidf(t,D) is the IDF value of termt in document setD.

Each of the presented alignment methods measure the percentage of the hypothesis

that can be aligned in the representation used. The weight ofa text string is its length,

measured as the number of words. IDF weighting is applied by measuring the length

of a text string as the sum of the IDF values of its words, instead of weighting each

word as 1.
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Sequence (longest common subsequence)
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Figure 3.4: Relative improvement of performance when usingIDF weighting of words.

Table 3.3: Examples paraphrases and probabilities for the phrase ‘dead bodies’
Phrase P

bodies 0.21

dead bodies 0.17

body 0.09

deaths 0.07

dead 0.07

corpses 0.06

bodies of those killed 0.03

the dead 0.02

carcasses 0.02

corpse 0.01

Figure 3.4 shows mixed performance effects of IDF weighting. Again, corpora

containing short hypotheses appear to behave differently from corpora which use more

elaborate text snippets, i.e. RTE2/SUM and CLEF-AVE. However, while IDF appeared

to increase performance on RTE2/IE and RTE2/QA, it negatively affected RTE2/IR

performance. This may be explained by the relatively frequent use of synonyms and

paraphrases in RTE2/IR, RTE2/SUM and CLEF-AVE, compared toRTE2/IE and

RTE2/QA, which is not covered by IDF weighting.
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3.3.2.2 Paraphrase substitution

Integrating paraphrasing in an entailment system is a way todetect natural variation in

language. Entailment can be detected if a paraphrase of the hypothesis is can be shown

to be entailed by the text. For paraphrasing, a large corpus of paraphrases is used.

Paraphrases were extracted from parallel corpora using themethod of Bannard and

Callison-Burch (2005). Bannard and Callison-Burch searchfor phrases which trans-

late to the same phrase in another language. Candidate paraphrases were found by first

identifying all occurrences of the English phrase to be paraphrased, then finding the

corresponding foreign language translations of the phrase, and finally looking at what

other English phrases those foreign languages translated back to. Note that “phrase”

here simply means (ordered) sequence of words. As an example, Table 3.3 shows the

paraphrases that were automatically extracted for an English phrase. Because para-

phrases do not always correspond to syntactic boundaries, paraphrase substitution was

only applied to text represented as sequences, not to syntactic trees.

In order to assign a ranking to a set of possible paraphrases,Bannard and Callison-

Burch used a paraphrase probabilityp(e2 | e1), which is defined in terms of two trans-

lation model probabilities:p( f | e1), the probability that the original English phrasee1

translates as a particular phrasef in the other language, andp(e2 | f ), the probability

that the candidate paraphrasee2 translates as the foreign language phrase. Sincee1 can

translate as multiple foreign language phrases,f is marginalized out:

p(e2 | e1) = ∑
f

p( f | e1)p(e2 | f ) (3.24)

The translation model probabilities can be computed using any standard formula-

tion from phrase-based machine translation. For example,p(e2 | f ) can be calculated

straightforwardly using maximum likelihood estimation bycounting how often the

phraseseand f were aligned in the parallel corpus:

p(e2 | f ) ≈
count(e2, f )

∑ecount(e, f )
(3.25)

The definition of the paraphrase probability is extended to include multiple corpora,

as follows:

p(e2 | e1) ≈
∑c∈C ∑ f in c p( f | e1)p(e2 | f )

‖C‖
(3.26)

wherec is a parallel corpus from a set of parallel corporaC. Thus multiple corpora may

be used by summing over all paraphrase probabilities calculated from a single corpus
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Text: Clonaidsaid, Sunday,that the cloned baby, allegedly born to an American

woman,andher family were going to returnto theUnited StatesMonday,

but where they live and further details were not released.

Hypothesis: Clonaidannouncedthat motheranddaughter would be returningto

theUS onMonday.

Substitutions:
the US → the United States (score:614 →

7
14)

returning → return (score:714 →
8
14)

said → announced (score:814 →
9
14)

on Monday→ Monday (score:914 →
10
14)

Paraphrased hypothesis: Clonaid said thatmotheranddaughter would bereturn

to the United States Monday.

Figure 3.5: Example of hypothesis paraphrasing by substitution.

(as in Equation 3.24) and normalizing by the number of parallel corpora. The para-

phrase probabilities are calculated using the Europarl parallel corpus (Koehn, 2005),

which contains parallel corpora for Danish, Dutch, English, French, Finnish, German,

Greek, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish and Swedish.

Paraphrase extraction is attempted for every phrase in the hypothesis of up to 8

words. After generating these candidate mappings the hypothesis is iteratively trans-

formed toward the text by substituting in paraphrases. Figure 3.5 exemplifies the para-

phrase substitution process. At each iteration, the substitution is made which consti-

tutes the greatest increase of the entailment score. The process stops when no more

substitutions can be made which positively affect the entailment score. By example, in

Figure 3.5, the paraphrase of the hypothesis is obtained by anumber of substitutions.

To prevent overgeneration, a word which was introduced in the hypothesis by a para-

phrase substitution cannot be substituted itself. In addition, the relative contribution of

a substitute to the entailment score equals the contribution of the substituted phrase.

For instance, after the substitutionthe US→ the United Statesis made, the entailment

score has increased from614 to 5
14 + 3

3 ·
2
14 = 7

14; not 8
15, because the relative weight of

the US(i.e. · 2
14) will be retained after substitution.

In the example of Figure 3.5, paraphrasing caused the lengthof the LCS to increase

from 43% (6
14) to 71% (10

14). The words in italics are the words which are aligned with

the text sentence, i.e. which are part of the longest common subsequence. Figure 3.6
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Figure 3.6: The effect of IDF weighting and paraphrasing on G-measure scores.

shows that when combined with LCS, paraphrasing adds considerably to performance

if the hypothesis is a very short sentence, as was the case forRTE2/IE and RTE2/IR.

On the QA and SUM subsets of RTE2, the corpora with longer sentences, paraphrasing

only increases performance if no IDF weighting is used, and on the CLEF-AVE corpus

paraphrasing reduced performance regardless of the use of IDF weighting.

Earlier experiments using the same paraphrasing method suggested that paraphras-

ing performed considerably better than a system which uses plain LCS (Bosma and

Callison-Burch, 2007). The explanation for this is that in Bosma and Callison-Burch

(2007), no representative training data was available and the threshold value was deter-

mined by training on PASCAL-RTE data. As a result, both systems (with and without

paraphrasing) underperformed. The results as presented here are based on the average

of a large number of cross-validation experiments.

A possible explanation of the poor performance of the paraphrasing system on

the RTE2/SUM and CLEF-AVE corpora is that the paraphrase substitution algorithm

is more prone to overgeneration on long sentences than on shorter sentences. For

instance, Table 3.3 shows that the phrasebodies of those killedis a paraphrase ofdead

bodies. If, in a text/hypothesis pair, the hypothesis contained the phrasedead bodies,

and the text was unrelated but contained the phraseof those, the substitution algorithm

would substitutedead bodiesby bodies of those killed. This would result in a common

subsequence of at least the two wordsof those. This type of overgeneration occurs less

frequently on shorter sentences.
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3.4 Conclusion

Both the evaluation metrics ofaccuracyandF-measuredepend on the generality (the

ratio) of positive samples in the test set, although this dependence is unmotivated as

part of the task of recognizing textual entailment. This poses problems to ‘unconven-

tional’ corpora such as the machine-constructed corpus of CLEF-AVE, in which the

number of positive and the number of negative samples dependon external systems

whose behavior is unknown. In such cases, the proposed generality-independent alter-

natives ofG-accuracyandG-measure(which average recall of positive samples and

recall of negative samples) produce more consistent systemrankings. Furthermore,

G-accuracy and G-measure are shown to be fairly discriminative regardless the corpus

composition, while accuracy and F-measure may perform considerably worse if the

generality of the corpus is not tailored to the metric. The G-measure metric is used for

all experiments with RTE systems in this chapter.

Rather than to focus on a specific approach, performance was compared of an

entailment system using various increasingly sophisticated text representations and

matching algorithms. We presented the tree-based algorithm earlier in Marsi et al.

(2006), and the method for paraphrase matching in Bosma and Callison-Burch (2007).

IDF weighting was combined with each text representation. Due to the phrase-based

nature of the paraphrasing method, paraphrasing was only applied to the sequence

representation, both with and without IDF weighting. Resources required for these

methods are limited to a dependency parser (for the tree representation of text), and

an aligned bilingual corpus (for paraphrase extraction). In these experiments, Minipar

(Lin, 1998) was used for dependency parsing and Europarl (Koehn, 2005) for para-

phrase extraction.

Although results show that more sophisticated text representations, IDF weighting

and paraphrasing result in a performance gain in some circumstances, no consistent

improvements were achieved on all five corpora. The corpora used are the four subsets

of PASCAL-RTE 2006 (IE, IR, QA, SUM) and the CLEF 2006 Answer Validation

corpus. The strong variation in performance gain on these corpora indicates that the

decision whether or not to use these methods for recognizingentailment should depend

on the type of corpus. Some but not all differences in performance between corpora can

be accounted to physical properties of the text, such as sentence length. This suggests

that different information is needed for solving RTE in different corpora (representing

different applications). The variety of applications may be a considerable problem
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for defining RTE. To my knowledge, no serious evaluative study of the entailment

annotation task has been performed to show that the task is infact well defined.

In order to enable better comparison of RTE systems, it may beworthwhile to

evaluate RTE systems against corpora which are annotated with types of inference

required (e.g. logical inference, paraphrasing, syntax),rather than or in addition to

application-oriented annotation (information extraction, question answering, etc.).



4
Methods for automatic text summarization

This chapter reviews advances and issues in automatic summariza-

tion. The chapter contains an overview of applications of summariza-

tion, similarities with human abstracting, evaluation methodology,

content selection methods, and text revision summarization methods.

In the 1950s, Luhn (1958) invented the “auto-abstract”. It was an abstract generating

by a computer system capable of condensing text automatically. It would facilitate

decisions as to whether or not a document was worth reading. Doing so, it would save

time to potential readers and thereby improving access to information. Since 1958,

automatic abstracting has not only evolved but also diffused, and many applications

appeared, from biography generation to query-focused abstracting. However, a set of

core concepts and common methodology applies to a wide rangeof natural language

processing applications we callsummarization. Since 2001, directions in automatic

summarization have been greatly influenced by DUC1, a evaluation program by the

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) which includes a yearly auto-

matic summarization competition.

Mani (2001) defines summarization quite accurately astaking an information source,

extracting content from it, and presenting the most important content to the user in a

condensed form and in a manner sensitive to the user’s or application’s needs. An

assumption in this definition is that some content is more important than other content.

Also, the definition is quite general and open to interpretation. First, it imposes no

restrictions on the type or form of the source, i.e. the information being summarized.

1Document Understanding Conference,http://duc.nist.gov/
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The source may be a single text or multiple documents by different authors, it may be

a single paragraph or a multimedia document with a rich mark-up. Similarly, the pre-

sentation may vary from a fully grammatical text to a list of keywords characterizing

the source. And finally, the user’s or application’s needs may affect the form of the

summary (e.g. use of language and multimedia, summary length) or its content (e.g. a

user query).

In other words, the techniques and strategies for summarization depend on the

user’s needs. Examples of summaries of news articles are shown in Figure 4.1. News

headlines or abstracts can be used by potential readers to decide whether the article is

worth reading or not, or they can be used to get a quick overview of today’s news. Pop-

ular search engines also use some form of automatic summarization, e.g. by showing

an excerpt of a web page where the query terms are found (see Figure 4.1).

Note that the definition of summarization of Mani deviates from popular use of the

term summarization2 by including applications such as bibliography generationand

query-based summarization. Nevertheless, I follow this definition as it is accurate for

the field of automatic summarization. Summarization can be subdivided into indicative

or informative summarization, generation versus cut-and-paste summarization, single-

document versus multi-document summarization, generic versus query-based summa-

rization, and extracting versus abstracting.

Single-document versus multi-document. Early text summarization systems aimed

at creating a condensed version of a document, containing only the most important

information. In some cases it may be useful to extract information from a number of

documents, and create a single summary containing the most salient information of

those documents. Multi-document input to a summarization system may be preferred

if no single document has sufficient coverage, but a set of documents has.

For instance, news articles often provide only the latest news. A search forKosovo

on Google news3 today (May 2007) returns only the latest news of the UN plan for

independence of Kosovo. It is not a good source of information about the run-up to

the plan. If a user demands a complete overview of the course of events, s/he has to

read a number of previous articles as well. Multi-document summarization provides a

solution by summarizing a broader range of articles. A special case of multi-document

2summary. (n.d.).,a comprehensive and usually brief abstract, recapitulation, or compendium of

previously stated facts or statements,http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/summary
3http://news.google.com
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Headline: Former Russian leader Yeltsin dead (source: CNN)

Newspaper abstract:RUSSIA’S FIRST PRESIDENT HAS DIED: His legacy re-

mains controversial: he won the first democratic election inRussia’s history,

and presided over war, political tumult and economic collapse. (source: In-

ternational Herald Tribune)

Altavista search results:

World reactsto Yeltsin’s death - CNN.comFormer Russian President Boris

Yeltsin, who presided over the demise of the ... World reactsto Yeltsin’s death.

Adjust font size: ...

edition.cnn.com/2007/WORLD/europe/04/23/yeltsin.reaction.reut

More pages from edition.cnn.com

Figure 4.1: Various types of summaries.

summarization is timeline summarization, where a summarizer creates a timeline of

the course of events on a specific topic (e.g. Swan and Allan, 2000). Another branch

of summarization are so-called ‘update summaries’, where the summarization system

has knowledge of the user’s prior knowledge, and mentions only what the user does

not already know (e.g. Witte et al., 2007).

News articles may be written from different perspectives. An Albanian and a Ser-

bian newspaper may emphasize different aspects of the same event, or may plainly

disagree. Opinion mining is used to extract opinionated or comparative statements

from multiple documents (Jindal and Liu, 2006; Mullen and Malouf, 2006). Similarly,

a journalist writing about car safety measures may focus on the legal side of seat belt

regulations, while another emphasizes how car manufacturers deal with this problem.

The most relevant information from both perspectives may bepresented in a single

summary (Dang, 2005).

Finally, news articles may have information overlap, even if they are complemen-

tary. This can be exploited by a multi-document summarizer because occurrence of a

particular concept in many source documents may be regardeda positive indicator of

its importance (c.f. Erkan and Radev, 2004). On the other hand, it also complicates the

summarization process, as it should be avoided that the sameinformation is mentioned

twice in a summary.

Multi-document summarization introduces several other challenges. Multi-doc-

ument summarization requires additional preprocessing tocluster documents on the
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same topic. A multi-document summarization system faces differences in publication

dates of sources, conflicting opinions or perspectives, information overlap and other

relations between documents (these have been addressed in more detail in section 2.3,

and in chapter 2). Instances of these phenomena may provide useful information for

improving a summary, but failing to detect them may negatively affect the quality of

the summaries. In sum, a single-document summarizer may exploit expectations about

the document and its organization, knowing it to belong to a certain genre and to adhere

to corresponding writing conventions.

Indication versus information. The summaries of Luhn (1958) were intended to

provide the reader with sufficient information to determinewhether reading the full

document is worthwhile or not. Condensing a document for this purpose is calledin-

dicative summarization. Or, as the ANSI 1997 abstracting guidelines (NISO, 1997)

put it, anabstract written in indicative mode describes rather than paraphrases the

original document and its contents. The indicative summary should just describe the

purpose or scope of the source document. Another early example of indicative sum-

marization is Edmundson (1969), who extracted key sentences from scientific publica-

tions to help researchers or information analysts find or categorize documents. Other

types of indicative summarization are keyword extraction (Rau and Jacobs, 1991) and

headline generation (e.g. Banko et al., 2000). Keyword extraction involves finding

the terms which best describe a particular document. Keyword extraction and headline

generation fall within the definition of summarization as itis essentially creating a con-

densed version of a longer document. The main purpose of keywords and headlines is

to facilitate the user’s decision to read on or not (Zajic et al., 2002).

In contrast to indicative summaries, informative summaries are intended toinform

the reader, rather than to serve as a relevance indicator. A summary may serve both

an indicative and an informative purpose, and the boundaries between indicative and

informative summarization is not always obvious.

The difference between indication and information reflectsin the way summaries

are evaluated (see also section 4.2.3 on utility-based evaluation). For instance, the

indicative summarization experiments of Minel et al. (1997) included a user evaluation

of the presence of ideas in the summary which are essential for a relevance assessment.

In addition, Minel et al. had an informative task which required the summary to retain

also relationsbetween ideas, such as cause-result, solutionhood, generalization, list

and contrast. Thus, writing an informative summary is more demanding since more

criteria must be satisfied.
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Later work in summarization has focused mainly on creating summaries form mul-

tiple documents, which are presented to the user without pointers to the source docu-

ments (c.f. Dang, 2005). The lack of source pointers in the presentation of the summary

makes this type of summarization informative by definition.

Generic versus query-based. The fact that a summary is requested implies a po-

tential information need.Generic summarizationis the type of summarization where

this information need is not formulated in any way. In this case, the information need

can only be derived from the fact that a summary of the document or document set

is requested. The summary should resemble the information which the authors of the

original documents deemed most important. Phrased differently, an author writes a

document in order to answer a (possibly unspoken) question.Generic summarization

is answering this question in a more concise form than the author originally did. In

query-based summarization, an expressed information needis available to the system

in the form of a query. The ideal answer would match the intersection between the

author’s implicit question and the user’s query.

But what is a query? The aim of question answering systems is also to answer

a query. Apart from the fact that query-based summarizationsystems usually provide

more verbose answers than question answering systems, the termqueryin query-based

summarization is less strict than aquestionin question answering. In the TREC ques-

tion answering evaluation campaign, queries are from a closed set of question types.

In TREC 2003, the questions were factoid questions (questions for years, names, etc.),

list questions (e.g.which cities have Crip gangs?) or definition questions (Voorhees,

2003).

In query-based summarization,the querymay pertain to the type of summary re-

quired or to the information requested in the summary. For instance, in DUC 2005, the

query included a user profile which was used to express the demand for aspecificor

generalsummary (Dang, 2005). The query may also take the form of a question (e.g.

What devices and procedures have been implemented to improve automobile safety?)

or an assignment in imperative form (e.g.Describe developments in the movement for

the independence of Quebec from Canada.). Mani and Bloedorn (1999) used arbitrary

keywords as queries to a query-based summarization system.One of the tasks in DUC

2004 was to produce query-based summaries in response to queries of the form,who is

X, where X is the name of a person or a group of people. Query-based summarization

became the main task of DUC in 2005, where the query was phrased an assignment

comprising one or more sentences phrased as questions or imperatives.
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Nevertheless, there is no clear boundary between question answering and query-

based summarization, as question answering is moving toward less focused questions

and longer answers. For instance, TREC 2004 introducedother questions, to which

the system has to respond with ‘relevant remarks’ about a general topic, such asCrip

gangs.

Extracting versus abstracting. A human summarizer typically does not create a

summary by copying (extracting) sentences verbatim from a source into the summary.

Rather, s/he would abstract from the source, and write a summary containing the most

relevant information in different wording. Kupiec et al. (1995) analyzed the manual

summary creation process by comparing sentences of manually created summaries

with sentences of the source text. They identified the following summary sentence

types, based on their relation with the source document.

Type I: direct sentence matches (79%)– sentences which are copied verba-

tim or with minor modifications from the source.

Type II: incomplete single sentences (4%)– sentences which can be matched

with a single source sentence, but they do not fulfill the constraints of

direct sentence matches, because the content of the summarysentence

is a subset or a superset of the content of the source sentence.

Type III: direct joins (3%)– sentences which are created by combining two or

more sentences from the source with minor modifications.

Type IV: incomplete joins (5%)– sentences which can be match with two or

more source sentences, but they do not fulfill the constraints of direct

joins for the same reasons as that type II is incomplete.

Type V: unmatchable sentences (9%)– sentences which are created from

a general understanding of the text, rather than one or more source

sentences.

The termextractingis sometimes defined as creating summaries by copying parts

of the source text (Radev et al., 2002a). The extracted text units may be paragraphs (e.g.

Mitra et al., 1997), sentences (e.g. Goldstein et al., 1999)or even smaller (Witbrock and

Mittal, 1999). In contrast,abstractingrefers to creating summaries by paraphrasing

the source in a concise manner. Many state-of-the-art summarization systems perform

some form of post-processing on summaries, if only for esthetic reasons. This may
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include for instance normalizing punctuation or removing conjuctive adjuncts (such as

but). By definition of Radev et al., these summarization systemswould be character-

ized as abstractive.

As an alternative to the extract/abstract distinction of Radev et al., summarization

may be seen as a two-stage process, consisting of extractingand abstracting. Extract-

ing is the process ofselectingpassages for inclusion in the summary. Abstraction is

the further processing of those passages into a summary, possibly including sentence

compression, sentence fusion, etc. I use the termsextractingandcontent selection

synonymously.

The table of Kupiec et al. shows that most summary sentences (i.e. 79 percent)

were used with only minor modifications, suggesting that an extraction system with

no or a simplistic abstraction strategy may be reasonably successful. However, care

should be taken when interpreting these numbers, as resultsof empirical studies such

as these may be heavily dependent on the application and the corpus used. For instance,

a similar study by Jing and McKeown (1999) resulted in substantially lower numbers:

42 percent for direct matches and another 36 percent of the (generic single-document)

summary sentences matched 2–3 source sentences.

The majority of summarization systems use only shallow understanding of text,

and is therefore restricted to using type I sentences to construct a summary.Compres-

sion techniques can be used to create type II sentences. Text can be compressed on

a sentence level (Jing and McKeown, 1999; Knight and Marcu, 2000, e.g.) by reduc-

ing the sentence size while retaining grammaticality and the most important pieces of

information. Witbrock and Mittal (1999) applied compression on a document level

by using bigram-based language generation. Marsi and Krahmer (2005) use sentence

fusion to aggregate information from multiple sentences into a single sentence. These

techniques enable construction of sentences of type III andIV.

True abstracting however, involves rephrasing and possibly distilling information

which is left implicit in the source text. For instance, newspaper articles concerning

the murder of the politician Pim Fortuyn contained many quotations of politicians and

statements of people’s opinions. A human summarizer might generalize this in a type

V sentence by stating:Dutch as well as international politicians have expressed their

grief and disbelief(van Halteren and Teufel, 2003).

This type of summarization requires a deep understanding ofthe source and the

ability to derive new information by means of inferencing orgeneralization. Since

type V sentences constitute only 9 percent of the summary sentences, it is unclear how

not being able to create these sentences would affect the quality of the summaries.
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Kupiec et al. do not answer this question. Nevertheless, forming type V sentences are

considered an important next step in automatic summarization.

Generation versus cut-and-paste. The quality of a summary may benefit from us-

ing domain knowledge. Most summarization systems use domain knowledge in one

way or another. The features they use to determine how relevant information is to a

summary (user) may be tailored to specific genres. For instance, named entities (i.e.

names of persons, monetary units, expressions of time, etc)may be a key feature in

newspaper summarization, while they are less relevant whensummarizing medical en-

cyclopedic text. Some summarization systems exploit the fact that some genres or

sources tend to start with an abstract. Also, a system may be tuned to a particular

domain by training on a particular data set. Newspaper articles are a popular domain

of text summarization systems, most likely due to the abundance of resources and the

proliferation of information, and they have been used each year to date in the main task

of DUC.

Cut-and-pastesystems extract information, possibly apply inferencing or gener-

alization, and then revise where needed.Generation-basedsummarization systems

are a class of summarization systems which make extensive use of domain knowledge.

Generation-based systems generate summaries from structured data rather than directly

from text. Possibly, the data source is derived from text by means of information ex-

traction. Information extraction is the process of populating a structured information

source (e.g. a database or a template) from an unstructured information source (such

as free text). From the resulting structured information, natural language generation

can be used to generate fluent text (Theune et al., 2001).

By example, suppose we are interested in company mergers in which a specific

company is involved. We might search a database of newspapertext for articles de-

scribing mergers. Beforehand, we know that two parties and adate are related to

any merger, and this information is likely to be found in an article describing such an

event. We may add information (such as a price) as needed. Theinformation may

be extracted from the article using information extractiontechniques by instantiating a

template with three slots:(company1,company2,date), and then scan the article for a

date and the names of the companies in relation to the takeover. If a sufficiently large

number of newspapers is searched, we (hopefully) have a complete overview of all

mergers which interest the user, and we can present this as a timeline or as fluent text

by means of language generation.
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High quality summaries are possible when using generation,but the type of sum-

maries such a summarizer creates is very specific to a particular domain. The system

must be programmed with prior knowledge about its domain, including the type of in-

formation the user may be interested in. Summarization by generation uses techniques

very different from cut-and-paste systems, where no intermediate structural represen-

tation is used. The focus of this thesis is cut-and-paste summarization systems.

Other applications of summarization. The list of possible summarization applica-

tions is endless. Many applications are based on or use similar techniques as appli-

cations mentioned earlier, but they may pose additional challenges. For instance, in

multilingual summarization, the source language may be different from the target lan-

guage (Evans, 2006). A similarity of spoken dialog summarization (Zechner, 2002)

and multi-document summarization is the involvement of multiple authors, but spoken

dialog summarization faces other challenges such as (a) thetypical length of an utter-

ance, (b) the relation between utterances, (c) the type of language used, and (d) errors

in speech recognition. Other types of summarization include non-text media, such as

diagram summarization (Futrelle, 1999).

4.1 Human summarization

Since human abstracting is often taken as an example and an ideal standard for auto-

matic summarization, it is worthwhile to review similarities and differences between

the two tasks. Services of professional abstractors include the following (Mani, 2001):

• providing abstracts for documents that lack abstracts (e.g. news articles);

• editing author-supplied (or machine-generated) abstracts to conform to guide-

lines or quality criteria;

• tailoring abstracts to different audiences (user-focusedabstracts);

• translating abstracts to different languages;

Considering the automatic summarization applications mentioned earlier, there is

large overlap between automatic summarization and professional abstracting appli-

cations. The contribution of human abstracting to automatic summarization and its

applications is three-fold. First, professional abstracting has led to abstracting guide-

lines which may be relevant for automatic summarization as well. Most notably, NISO
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(1997) describes a set of guidelines for content and style, e.g. desired abstract length,

the use of language constructs, etc. Second, human abstracts have proven to be a valu-

able source for evaluation of automatic abstracts. Third, research in human abstracting

processes and strategies results in knowledge which may be applicable automatic sum-

marization.

4.1.1 The process

Studies in human abstracting distinguish a number of stagesin the abstracting process

(e.g. Cremmins, 1982; Pinto-Molina, 1995; Endres-Niggemeyer, 1998). Although very

similar, the exact definition of these stages differs slightly as described by different

authors. The model of Pinto-Molina (1995) describes abstracting in three stages:

• reading and understanding;

• interpretation and selection of relevant information;

• synthesis: producing a summary.

The abstractor’s expectations play a central role in the first phase (Endres-Nigge-

meyer, 1998). This pertains also to the structure of the documents with respect to

content and layout, and may be genre-specific. For instance,a scientific article most

likely starts with an introduction and ends with a conclusion, while newspaper articles

have a less strict organization.

In the second stage, the abstractor uses a mental representation of the source text

to decide upon the main points of the author and which information is most relevant.

The work of Endres-Niggemeyer is based on earlier research on discourse modeling

(Kintsch and van Dijk, 1978; Mann and Thompson, 1988).

The final abstracting stage comprises summary production from relevant material

from the source. A frequently used technique is to extract sentences or parts of sen-

tences from the source, and applying minor revisions to create a coherent whole (c.f.

Kupiec et al., 1995; Jing and McKeown, 1999).

4.1.2 The strategies

Endres-Niggemeyer (1998, cited in Mani (2001)) discovereda number of strategies

that were used by all expert abstractors they examined. For instance, they never read
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the whole document, but they relied on surface characteristics such as cue phrases,

layout and headings to find relevant passages and how they relate.

During theinterpretation and selectionstage, human abstractors typically do not

create content from scratch. Rather, they use acut-and-pastestrategy to ‘cut’ passages

from the source and ‘paste’ them into the summary. A reason for this is that they are

usually not an expert on the subject matter.

Revision techniques were investigated further by Jing and McKeown (1999), who

analyzed the relation between summary and source sentences. Jing and McKeown

found the following revision techniques to be used frequently.

Sentence reduction.Less important fractions of a sentence are omitted in the summary,

such as attributions (e.g.X said ...), person names, adjectives or propositional

phrases.

Sentence fusion.Two sentences may be merged into one by adding a connective.

Syntactic transformation.Constituents may be moved, or a passive form may be re-

placed by an active form or vice versa.

Lexical paraphrasing.A phrase such aspoint outis replaced bynote, or the phrasefits

squarelyis replaced byhits the head on the nail.

Generalization and specification.Irrelevant details are replaced by generalizations, or

if an element of the summary sentence becomes unclear due to lack of context

(e.g. dangling anaphora), the abstractor may choose to add more detailed infor-

mation.

Reordering.A summary does not necessarily present its content in the same order as

the source document.

All of this has been addressed in Natural Language Processing and most of the tech-

niques may be applied in automatic summarization. Automation of these operations is

discussed in more detail in section 4.4.

4.2 What is a good summary?

Query-based summarization is a relatively new applicationof natural language pro-

cessing, without established evaluation procedures. For evaluation, we may benefit
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Figure 4.2: Generic summarization, query-based summarization and question answer-

ing as extensions to information retrieval.

from relating query-based summarization to related fields.Query-based summariza-

tion is similar to (generic) summarization (it aims to produce a concise version of the

original) and to question answering (it aims to satisfy an expressed information need in

the form of a query). Both question answering and (query-based and generic) summa-

rization systems typically take input from an information retrieval system whose task

is to filter out irrelevant documents, or take for granted that a small number of (poten-

tially) relevant documents is available (Figure 4.2). It should be stressed that variations

of summarization or question answering may be used in different contexts. Neverthe-

less, the fact that they can be used as substitutes makes it worthwhile to examine their

differences and (dis)advantages.

Evaluation procedures in question answering has been shaped largely by TREC

(Text Retrieval Conference), which has a question answering evaluation track since

1999 (Voorhees, 2001). The goal of the track was to ‘foster research on systems that

retrieve answers rather than documents’ in response to a question. However similar the

goals, their evaluation methods are hardly useful for query-based summarization, as

the main criterion of performance in the question answeringtrack is how well a system

succeeds in retrieving ‘correct’ answers, as opposed to ‘incorrect’. In contrast, the goal

of query-based summarization is to produce a ‘useful’ answer rather than a correct one.
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One could argue that not every correct answer is useful, and not every answer which

is incorrect in a strict sense is useless. Especially for longer documents it is difficult to

decide between the predicates ‘correct’ or ‘incorrect’.

In contrast to question answering, summarization has a history of evaluating on

usefulness. In this regard, query-based summarization is viewed as summarization

guided by a query. The next problem is thatusefulnessin itself is a vague concept.

What is useful in one situation may be less useful (or useless) in another. Nevertheless,

a number of general quality considerations apply to a greater or lesser extent Alterman

(1991):

1. a summary should reduce the workload for the interpreter/understander over the

text;

2. a summary should maintain coherence;

3. a summary should maintain coverage.

Although the quality aspects of Alterman are not entirely disjunct, most evalua-

tion metrics for summarization focus on one of these three quality aspects. The first

requirement is strongly connected to the task at hand, and comes down to the effect

on the user while fulfilling this task. The formulation of Alterman (1991) is too strict

for our purposes, as it disregards qualities such as user appreciation. Therefore, I

will use the more generaleffectivenessto a user or an application rather thanwork-

load reduction. Usefulness can be evaluated byutility-basedor extrinsicevaluation,

i.e. evaluation in context, as opposed tointrinsic evaluation, which refers to measur-

ing qualities of a summary as such (Spärck Jones and Galliers, 1996). Requirements

2 and 3 are intrinsic. Coherence (quality 2) can be generalized to linguistic quality,

while coverage (quality 3) is evaluated by means ofcontent-basedevaluation metrics,

usually by measuring information overlap between automatically generated summaries

and hand-crafted “gold-standard” summaries. The remainder of this section discusses

metrics for content-based evaluation (section 4.2.1), linguistic quality (section 4.2.2)

and utility-based evaluation (section 4.2.3).

4.2.1 Content-based evaluation

Perhaps the most difficult aspect of a summary to evaluate is how informative it is. A

straight-forward way to do this is to ask human assessors to simply rate informativeness
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of a summary as a whole. For instance, Mani et al. (1999) performed a QA-like evalu-

ation where users judged correctness of a query-based summary. Similarly, DUC eval-

uations included responsiveness assessments of query-based summaries (Dang, 2005,

see below). In generic summarization as such, there is no explicit information need. In

order allow people to judge the informativeness of generic summaries, Brandow et al.

(1995) used an Information Retrieval setting to measure responsiveness to a query of

summaries of retrieved documents.

Another approach to summary evaluation is to regard summaries as a set of proposi-

tions or information units. Assuming that information units can be extracted from text,

and that the relevance of each information unit can be determined, informativeness

of a generated summary can be measured in terms of precision and recall of relevant

information. Precisionwould be the amount of relevant information in the summary

proportional to the size of the summary, andrecall is the amount of relevant informa-

tion in the summary proportional to the amount of relevant information that should be

in the summary.

But which information is relevant? If each sentence in the source text is (manu-

ally) rated for importance, an extractive summary can be evaluated by calculating the

sum of the ratings of its sentences (Radev et al., 2000; Wolf and Gibson, 2004). An

indirect method of rating sentences was used by (Otterbacher et al., 2005), who asked

annotators to come up with a list of questions to informationkey to understanding the

story. Then, each sentence in the source which answered those questions was marked

as relevant.

Alternatively, relevant information can be found by havingprofessional summariz-

ers make reference summaries under the assumption that human made summaries are

‘ideal’ summaries. However, inconsistent results are caused by the fact that summaries

created by professional summarizers vary greatly in content, while there is no reason

to believe that one man-made reference summary is better than another. Rath et al.

(1961, cited in Mani (2001)) showed that human extractors often disagreed on which

sentences should be in the extract. Moreover, intra-extractor agreement was only 55

percent if the same extractors were given the same assignment eight weeks later. On

the other hand, it appears that the longer the extract is, theless extractors agree on its

content (Jing et al., 1998). In other words, they agree more on what is the most essen-

tial information in a text than on peripheral information which may also be relevant.

The presence of variation in summaries suggests that the task is underspecified. Dif-

ferences among human summaries may be caused by different interpretations of the

query (in the case of query-based summarization) or the source text (Donaway et al.,
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2000). This may affect a summary’s focus and granularity. A reason for DUC to move

to query-based summarization was that it enables the use of tools to better control the

task.

However, it appears very difficult to eliminate natural variability between human

abstractors. To make this acceptable, summaries may be evaluated against multiple

reference summaries of the same document set. The idea behind this is that each piece

of information has some degree of significance. If the information is in each reference

summary, it is very significant. If it is in only one of the reference summaries, it is

marginally significant.

Another unsolved problem is how to compare information in summaries. An ex-

tractive summarization system can be evaluated by imposingthis restriction to extract

also to human summarizers: their summary must consist of sentences which also ap-

pear in the source text, or the source text is annotated with sentence relevance (Gold-

stein et al., 1999). Goldstein and Carbonell (1996) report 68 percent agreement for

relevance assessments among three annotators. Apart from the obvious limitation that

it does not apply to evaluation of abstracts, the main objection to this method is that

checks for sentence identity rather than content: there would not be a match if a sen-

tence of a reference summary is not identical but semantically equivalent to a peer

summary sentence (Donaway et al., 2000).

In sum, the content of a summary can be evaluated for relevance in at least two

ways: (1) by directly judging the query-relevance of a summary as a whole (in case

of a query-based summary), or (2) by first determining which informationshouldbe

in the summary, and then measuring how well the candidate summary resembles this.

The second breaks down into four questions (Hovy et al., 2005b):

1. What is the unit of content?

2. Which content is important?

3. When do two content units match?

4. How can a score be derived from these matches?

The remainder of this section describes a number of evaluation metrics which are

based on different answers to these questions.
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4.2.1.1 Fidelity to source

Information retrieval and search methods aim at finding relevant documents and deter-

mining if a document is relevant. Indicative summaries can be part of a search process,

but since information retrieval (IR) has received much moreattention than indicative

summarization, it makes sense to investigate how IR can be used for summary evalu-

ation. If the content a document is relevant to the user, thenits summary should also

be relevant, and vice versa, as the summary should catch the main points of the doc-

ument. More specifically, Donaway et al. (2000) argued that asearch engine can be

used to index a document and its (generic) summary, and the similarity of the indices

is a measure of the summary’s quality. Term frequency vectors have been successful in

information retrieval as a model of document content. Sakaiand Spärck Jones (2001)

confirmed that a vector representation of a summary is as goodan indicator of rele-

vance as the full text index. Thus, a (generic) summary can beevaluated without the

use of reference summaries, just by comparing it to the source text.

In order to evaluate the quality of summaries, Donaway et al.(2000) used cosine

similarity (c.f. eq. 2.1, section 4.3.4.1) to compare vector representations of summary

Sand source textT.

cosim(S,T) =
∑N

i=1si · ti
√

∑N
i=1s2

i ·
√

∑N
i=1 t2

i

(4.1)

whereN = ‖S‖ = ‖T‖. The values ofsi andti are the number of occurrences of termi

in the summary and the source respectively.

Because the summary vector contained relatively few terms which may be syn-

onyms of terms in the document, Donaway et al. applied LSA (Latent Semantic Anal-

ysis) transformations to the vector representations before measuring cosine similarity

(Deerwester et al., 1990). LSA can be used for inferencing ona lexical level (c.f. Lan-

dauer et al., 1998). For instance, if the terms ‘bank’ and ‘financial institution’ are used

(nearly) interchangibly, LSA would transform the vector representation of the sum-

mary in a way that it is similar to the vector representation of the source text, even if

the source text uses mostly the term ‘bank’ while the summaryuses ‘financial institu-

tion’.

Donaway et al. claimed that similarity between summary and source mimics hu-

man judgment better than earlier (sentence identity-based) methods. A limitation of

their experiments is that the data which is used for summarization (the source text)
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is also used for testing. In fact, many summarization systems may use (and do use,

see e.g. Edmundson, 1969) the same or similar information (e.g. term frequency) to

determine importance of information. No external validation is performed to avoid

circularity during evaluation: in the worst case, the summarization system evaluates

itself. Techniques similar to that of Donaway et al. were employed by Radev et al.

(2003).

Alternatively, Saggion and Lapalme (2000) asked users to describe a summary in

terms of keywords. The idea behind this is that a summary can be described best using

the keywords used to describe the full text. In order to prevent polluting the evalua-

tion, the summarization system must not use the list of keywords in the summarization

process.

Finally, experiments of Minel et al. (1997) included a user evaluation of the (lack

of) presence of essential ideas and parasitic concepts in the summary which are impor-

tant for a relevance assessment of the source. In addition, the informative (but not the

indicative) task required the summary to retain alsorelationsbetween concepts, such

as cause-result, solutionhood, generalization, list and contrast.

4.2.1.2 SEE and responsiveness

For query-based summaries in DUC (Dang, 2005),responsivenesswas used (alongside

other metrics) as a measure of quality. Human subjects were asked to judge on a 5-

point scale how well a summary as a whole provided the information requested in the

query. Since a query is used for the relevance test, this method only applies to query-

based summarization. Query-based summarization was introduced in DUC in 2003

and it is the main task since 2005.

Most state-of-the-art evaluation metrics require the use of hand-craftedreference

summariesto whichcandidate summariesare compared. In DUC 2001 to 2004, sum-

maries were evaluated by human judges who had to annotate information overlap be-

tween a system summary and a reference summary by marking pairs of sentences

which shared information. They also assigned a rating to thedegree of recall in the

system summary, i.e.all, most, someor hardly any. In these experiments, information-

carrying units of text are sentences. A tool calledSummarization Evaluation Environ-

ment(SEE) was used to carry out the annotations. As Lin and Hovy (2002b) pointed

out, this rating is unreliable because human judgment is involved, and in many in-

stances they assigned a different rating to the same phrase compared to the same ref-

erence summary, when produced by a different system. Lin andHovy (2002b) did not
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investigate whether this variation in rating might be caused by a change in the actual

content of the phrase due to the different context in which itappeared.

4.2.1.3 Lexical similarity

Saggion et al. (2002) proposed three similarity metrics forevaluation of summaries

using reference summaries: cosine similarity, n-gram overlap, and longest common

subsequence (LCS). While Saggion et al. measuredsimilarity between a summary and

a reference summary, Lin (2004) used n-grams and LCS to measure recall of a peer

summary with respect to a reference summary: a summary achieves higher scores if it

contains more information which is also in the reference summary. No penalty is given

for irrelevant information. Instead, a brevity bonus is given to shorter summaries, or a

restriction is imposed to the length of the summary.

Cosine similarity. Saggion et al. used cosine similarity to compare summaries.Sag-

gion et al. employed a simpler version of cosine similarity than Donaway et al. without

the use of LSA, but they experimented with different weighting schemes. The weight-

ing schemes they used were term presence/absence andtf · idf. In the first weighting

scheme, a vector element for a term contained a 1 if the term occurred in the document,

and 0 otherwise. In thetf · idf weighting scheme, the term frequency is multiplied by

the inverse document frequency:

tf · idf = tf · log
‖D‖

‖{d ∈ D | t ∈ d}‖
(4.2)

where tf is the frequency of a term, the numerator of the fraction is the number of

documents in the corpus, and the denominator is the number ofdocuments in which

the term appears.

N-gram recall. The second similarity metric proposed by Saggion et al. to compare

summaries is n-gram overlap, withn = 1 or n = 2. An n-gram is a substring of a

sequence (in this case a sequence of words) with lengthn. The following example

exhaustively shows 1-grams (unigrams), 2-grams (bigrams)and 3-grams of a sentence.

S: Spain prosecutes Rwandan leaders

1-grams: Spain; prosecutes; Rwandan; leaders.
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2-grams: Spain prosecutes; prosecutes Rwandan; Rwandan leaders.

3-grams: Spain prosecutes Rwandan; prosecutes Rwandan leaders.

N-gram overlap between summaries was calculated as the sizeof the intersection

between the sets of n-grams in both documents, divided by thetotal number of n-grams

in both documents:

overlapsaggion(S,R) =
‖S∩R‖
‖S∪R‖

(4.3)

whereSandR are the sets of n-grams in the summaries under comparison.

Alternatively, Lin and Hovy (2003) defined n-gram overlap interms of precision

and recall, by example of the Bleu metric for evaluating machine translation systems

(Papineni et al., 2001). Because BLEU is precision-oriented and DUC summary evalu-

ations were recall-oriented, BLEU could not be used directly. Lin and Hovy proposed

the following formula for measuring n-gram recall of a peer summaryS with respect

to reference summaryR.

overlapsingle(S,R) =
‖S∩R‖
‖R‖

(4.4)

In essence, formula 4.4 calculates the number of n-grams shared by a peer summary

and a reference summary, divided by the total number of n-grams in the reference

summary. When using a collectionC of multiple reference summaries, the formula

can be written as follows:

overlapmulti(S,C) =
∑R∈C‖S∩R‖

ΣR∈C‖R‖
(4.5)

Because this formula calculates recall but not precision, it would give a bonus to

longer summaries. To compensate for this, a brevity bonusBB is awarded to favor brief

summaries. Furthermore, Lin and Hovy use n-grams with different values forn and

average the result. The n-gram score withn = i.. j is calculated as follows:

Ni, j(S,C) = BB·exp

(

j

∑
n=i

1
j − i +1

logoverlapn(S,C)

)

(4.6)

whereNi, j(S,C) is the average n-gram overlap ofS andC with n-gram parametersi

and j; overlapn(S,C) corresponds tooverlapmulti(S,C) with n-grams as content units.
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R police killed the gunman

12A police kill the gunman

12B the gunman kill police

12C the gunman police killed

Figure 4.3: An example of paraphrases of phrase R.

Table 4.1: Comparison of different recall metrics.
12A 12B 12C

unigram 3
4

3
4

4
4

bigram 1
3

1
3

1
3

LCS 3
4

2
4

2
4

skip bigram 3
6

1
6

2
6

Lin and Hovy (2003) report good correlation between human assessments and

the automatic scoreN(1,4). N-gram recall is a widely accepted metric for content-

based summary evaluation and it has been implemented under the nameRouge-Nin

the Rouge toolkit (Lin, 2004).

N-gram overlap withn = 1 behaves similarly to cosine similarity. But forn > 1,

n-gram overlap is a more strict matching algorithm than cosine similarity, because it is

sensitive to the ordering of words in a sentence. For instance, Given the paraphrases in

Figure 4.3, Table 4.1 reads a unigram recall of4
4 for 12C with respect to R, while 12C

contains only one of the four bigrams in R (i.e. “the gunman”).

Lin (2004) implemented two extensions to Rouge-N: skip-bigram co-occurrence

(Rouge-S) and skip-bigram co-occurrence averaged with unigram co-occurrence

(Rouge-SU). The way Rouge-S is calculated is identical to Rouge-2, except that skip

bigrams are defined assubsequencesrather than the regular definition of bigrams as

substrings. In contrast to substrings, subsequences may be discontinuous. For instance,

the sentence “police killed the gunman” contains six skip bigrams (among which are

three bigrams), e.g. “killed gunman” is a skip bigram but nota bigram. Because

Rouge-S in this form may be too lenient, Lin proposed an intermediate solution by im-

posing the restriction to skip bigrams that the ‘gap’ between both terms in the bigram

may not exceed a specific size. For instance, if the maximum skip size is 1, “police

gunman” is not counted as a skip bigram because both terms areseparated by more

than one term.
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Rouge-SU is a weighted average between Rouge-S and Rouge-1.It can be calcu-

lated by adding an end-of-sentence marker to the end of each sentence, and measuring

Rouge-S.

Longest common subsequence. The longest common subsequence (LCS) of two

passages is the longest sequence of words which is a subsequence of both passages. A

sequenceA is said to be a subsequence ofB is A can be obtained fromB by deleting

elements, in this case words. For instance, the sequencethe attacked thewould be the

longest common subsequence of the following sentences:

13A theterroristattacked thepresident

13B thepresidentattacked theterrorist

In the above example, the vector representations of 13A and 13B would be iden-

tical, while the length of the longest common subsequence would be only 3
5 of the

sentence length. Saggion et al. (2002) measured normalizedLCS on a sentence level

by comparing each pair of sentences of two documents. This measure was imple-

mented in the Mead summarization framework (Radev et al., 2002b) The length of

the LCS between summariesS andR can be computed using the following formula

(Crochemore and Rytter, 1994):

lcs(S,R) =
1
2
(‖S‖+‖R‖−editdi(S,R)) (4.7)

where‖S‖ and‖R‖ is the length of the summariesSandR respectively, andeditdi(S,R)

is the minimum number of deletion and insertion operations required to transformS

into R.

The normalized pairwise LCS similarity of two summariesSandR is calculated as

follows (Radev et al., 2002b):

LCSmead=
∑si∈Smaxt j∈TLCS(si , t j)+∑ti∈T maxsj∈SLCS(ti,sj)

∑si∈S‖si‖+∑ti∈T ‖ti‖
(4.8)

Similarly to the n-gram-based metric of Saggion et al., their LCS measure is sym-

metric in the sense thatLCSmead(A,B) = LCSmead(B,A). And similarly to the way

Lin (2004) adapted the n-gram measure of Saggion et al., he reformulated their LCS

measure information recall and precision separately. It has been claimed that the LCS

measure in MEAD is in fact equivalent to the F-measure in Rouge-L (Lin, 2004), but
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since MEAD is symmetric while F-measure is not, this is obviously not the case. Lin

defines recall and precision of a candidate summary sentencewith respect to a refer-

ence summary sentence as follows:

Recall(S,R) =
lcs(R,S)

‖R‖
(4.9)

Precision(S,R) =
lcs(R,S)

‖S‖
(4.10)

Formulas 4.9 and 4.10 calculate LCS scores on a per-sentencebasis. In order to cal-

culate LCS scores on a summary level, Lin introduce the termunion LCS(LCS∪(r,S)

between a reference summary sentencer and a candidate summaryS. The union LCS

of r andS is size of the set of terms which appear in the longest common subsequence

of r and any of the sentences inS. Now, summary-level LCS is defined as follows:

Recall(S,R) =
∑r∈Rlcs∪(r,S)

∑r∈R‖r‖
(4.11)

Precision(S,R) =
∑r∈Rlcs∪(r,S)

∑s∈S‖s‖
(4.12)

It should be noted that these formulas are slightly awkward,which can best be il-

lustrated by an example. Suppose a reference summaryR consists of five sentences

each of which consist of only the wordv. A candidate summarySconsists of five sen-

tences of which one sentence consists of the wordv, and the remaining four sentences

contain only the wordw. We would expect the recall to be high (i.e. close to 1) because

all information in the reference is also in the candidate. Onthe other hand, precision

should be low (i.e. close to 0) because four out of five sentences consist of information

which is not in the reference. When calculating recall, we find (as expected) that the

recall value for summary-level LCS is 1, asLCS∪(r,S) = 1 for eachr ∈ R. However,

precision also appears to be 1 because we calculate the sameLCS∪ values, except we

divide by the size of the candidate instead of the reference.This is caused by the fact

that the denominator is asymmetric.

A feature of LCS is that it takes discontinuous sequences into consideration. Le-

nient matching to some extent is desired for text similarityalgorithms, but a conse-

quence of using LCS is that two sequences of the same length receive the same scores,

even if one of them contains gaps while the other is continuous. Intuitively, the contin-

uous sequence should be preferred. Lin (2004) implemented an extension to Rouge-L
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which discriminates between sequences with discontinuoussubsequences of different

lengths.

Rouge performance. Rouge was inspired by Bleu, a metric for n-gram precision

widely used in machine translation evaluations. Bleu has been evaluated for perfor-

mance in a summarization setting (Pastra and Saggion, 2003). Pastra and Saggion com-

pared Bleu scores with human assessments of information overlap on a per-sentence

basis, similar to DUC 2001 evaluations. Pastra and Saggion are optimistic but they

also mention the limitation of n-grams not to capture a number of linguistic phenom-

ena such as paraphrasing. As a result, Bleu may be useful onlywhen multiple reference

summaries are used.

The evaluations of Pastra and Saggion have been repeated forRouge, a metric for

n-gram recall and other statistical similarity measures (Lin, 2004; Lin and Hovy, 2003).

Lin evaluated their evaluation algorithms on a number of corpora for different summa-

rization tasks: generic single-document summaries, very short summaries (or head-

lines), and multi-document summaries. Not surprisingly, no measure outperformed all

other measures for all tasks. In general, multi-document summaries appeared to be

more difficult to evaluate than single-document summaries.Although various Rouge

measures have been used for query-based summarization in DUC, I am not aware of

any evaluation of Rouge performance on query-based summarization.

An important limitation of these performance evaluations of Rouge is that the

ground truth was human assessments of information overlap between sentences. As

mentioned earlier, these human assessment scores themselves appeared to be unreli-

able (Lin and Hovy, 2002b).

4.2.1.4 Factoids and Pyramids

Statistical similarity metrics such as used in Rouge address unreliability of human

judgments of content overlap between sentences, but they are very rigid similarity met-

rics. Synonymy and paraphrasing are left largely unattended. Reformulation to some

degree is allowed, but this inevitably introduces false matches as well. This dilemma

between strict and lenient matching is reflected by the largenumber of algorithms

implemented in Rouge (c.f. Lin, 2004). Nenkova and Passonneau (2004) argue that

similarity metrics are less suitable for summarization evaluation than for evaluation of

machine translations (c.f. Papineni et al., 2001), becausewhat is a “good” and what is
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a “bad” translation is better defined than what should be in a summary. As a result,

variation in summarized text may be greater than variation in translated text.

Factoids. Rather than string matching, thefactoidevaluation method uses informa-

tion overlap for evaluation of summaries (van Halteren and Teufel, 2003; Teufel and

van Halteren, 2004). The unit of information is called a factoid. A sentence contains at

least one but potentially any number of factoids. For instance, consider the sentence:

“The police have arrested a Dutch white man.” Teufel and van Halteren identify five

factoids in this sentence: (a) a suspect was arrested; (b) the police did the arresting;

(c) the suspect is white (d) the suspect is Dutch; (e) the suspect is male. The factoid

method evaluates a summary in four phases:

1. factoids are identified in a set of reference summaries by human annotators;

2. each of the factoids is assigned a weight algorithmically;

3. occurrence of these factoids in candidate summaries are marked by human an-

notators;

4. a score is assigned to candidate summaries, based on the number of factoid oc-

currences and the weights of the factoids.

During phase 1, reference summaries are represented by a number of factoids. The

set of factoids iscompleteanddisjunct: the factoids cover all of the information in

the set of reference summaries, and information overlap between factoids is not al-

lowed. The factoid method is based on the assumption that reference summaries share

common (but possibly differently phrased) factoids with each other and with candidate

summaries. Factoids can be used to formalize information overlap between summaries,

but partial overlap is not accepted: a factoid is either in a summary or it is not. If a

factoid partially occurs in a summary, the factoid is divided into multiple factoids. For

instance, if one summary contains the words “was killed” while another reads “was

shot dead”, three factoids are identified: (a) there was an attack; (b) the victim died;

(c) a gun was used. Splitting up factoids ad hoc implies that factoids may vary in

granularity.

When the set of factoids is determined, each factoid is weighted (phase 2) de-

pending on its number of occurrences in reference summariesand the position of the

factoids in the reference summaries. This reflects the idea that information in many
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reference summaries is important information, and that theauthor may indicate impor-

tance of information by mentioning it near the beginning of the summary.

A candidate summary is evaluated during phases 3 and 4 by marking occurrences

factoids in the summary and adding the weights of the factoids. The final score is the

sum of weights of factoids in the candidate summary, dividedby the sum of weights of

factoids in the set of reference summaries.

Pyramids. The Pyramid evaluation scheme (Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004) is very

similar to the factoid evaluations of Teufel and van Halteren (2004). Pyramid scores of

summaries are acquired in the same four phases as factoid scores, as discussed in the

previous paragraph. The main difference between the pyramid and the factoid method

is how SCUs are used when compared to factoids. An SCU is a Summary Content Unit,

as the equivalent of factoids are called in the pyramid method. The form of factoids

is defined more strict and matching factoids from different summaries is more strict

than SCU matching. In practice, strict matching causes problems, e.g. if one summary

phrases a factoid more general than another. Teufel and van Halteren solve this by

adding annotation layers: they annotate generalization relations between factoids and

they annotate the fact/opinion status of a factoid. Nenkovaand Passonneau approach

this problem differently by accepting an SCU match when a SCUcontains “largely”

the same information as another SCU.

Pyramids and factoids differ slightly in the way the scores are calculated. While

the factoid score depends on a number of factors, the contribution of each SCU to the

score of a candidate summary is simply linear to the number ofreference summaries

it occurs in. The factoid method prefers factoids which occur near the beginning of a

reference summary.

The Pyramid method has been applied in DUC first in 2003, and the DUCView

tool4 for Pyramid annotation has been made available publicly. Anobvious limitation

of the Pyramid (and Factoid) method is that manual annotation is required. Attempts

have been made to automate phase 3 Harnly et al. (2005). This still requires manual

annotation in phase 1, but this has to be done only once for each document set, no

matter how many candidate summaries have to be evaluated. Harnly et al. achieve bet-

ter correlation with the Pyramid score when using their automated Pyramid annotation

than when using Rouge n-gram recall.

4http://www1.cs.columbia.edu/˜ani/DUC2005/Tool.html
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Performance of factoids and pyramids. Teufel and van Halteren (2004) evaluated

their factoids method on a small number of summaries, and claim that factoids can be

extracted from and annotated in naturally occurring text with high agreement between

annotators. They conclude that factoids are well defined andreproducible. With large

sets of reference summaries, they also found high correlation between factoid scores of

the same summary based on factoids from different referencesummary sets. They sug-

gest to use 20–30 reference summaries as a minimum required to obtain reproducible

scores. However, correlation of factoid scores with human rankings as used in DUC

2001 was low, and so was correlation with Rouge scores. On theother hand, the DUC

2001 scores used for comparison are based on human relevancejudgments of summary

sentences, which Lin and Hovy (2002b) claimed is an unreliable evaluation method.

Experimental results of Teufel and van Halteren were confirmed by (Passonneau,

2005) who did similar experiments with Pyramid annotationson a larger document

set: they measured high inter-annotator agreement and theywere able to reproduce

pyramid scores with independent annotations of the same document set. Like factoid

scores, pyramid scores showed low correlation with manual DUC 2001 annotations

and with n-gram recall. A point of concern Passonneau raisedwas that differences in

Pyramid scores across document sets was greater in magnitude than differences across

systems. They suggest this may complicate comparing performance of systems. On

the other hand, Donaway et al. (2000) argued that in general,scores are not comparable

across document sets –rankingsof different systems should be compared rather than

(the average of) the actual scores.

4.2.1.5 Nuggets and Basic Elements

Refined evaluation methods such as Factoids and Pyramids still require human anno-

tation. The Basic Elements (BE) method (Hovy et al., 2006) uses content units smaller

than factoids/SCUs, which (unlike factoids and SCUs) can beextracted automatically

from text, but they are more refined than n-grams as used by Rouge. Hovy et al. (2006)

envision the use of compound Basic Elements (as they call their content units) to mimic

the Pyramid method. Basic Elements are defined as follows:

• the head of a major syntactic constituent (noun, verb, adjective or adverbial

phrases), expressed as a single item; or

• a relation between a head-BE and a single dependent, expressed as a triple (head,

modifier, relation).
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Table 4.2: Correlation between responsiveness and variousautomatic metrics in DUC

2005 (Hovy et al., 2006).
Metric Spearman Pearson

Rouge-2 0.900 0.926

Basic Elements 0.905 0.902

Pyramids 0.785 0.818

Basic Elements can be considered an evaluation framework rather than a metric.

How exactly BEs are extracted from text is left open to the implementation, and so is

BE comparison, and how summary scores are derived. However,Hovy et al. (2006)

offer a full implementation of the framework, including modules for BE matching and

BE extraction using various dependency parsers. For instance, the extraction module

using MiniPar (Lin, 1998) extracts the following Basic Elements form the sentence,

“Two Libyans were indicted for the Lockerbie bombing in 1991”:

• (libyans, two, nn)

• (indicted, libyans, obj)

• (bombing, lockerbie, nn)

• (indicted, bombing, for)

• (bombing, 1991, in)

Zhou et al. (2007) acknowledge that automatic matching of content units is error

prone, but they insist that reliable automatic extraction of content units is feasible. As

an alternative to the Basic Elements method, they proposed asemi-automatic evalua-

tion method. First, using syntactic patterns, the content units (which they callnuggets)

are extracted from reference summaries as well as candidatesummaries. Then, human

annotators decide which nuggets are equivalent, so that an information recall score of

the candidate summaries can be calculated.

4.2.1.6 Discussion

Several methods and metrics have emerged for evaluating relevance of summaries’

content, most of which rely on a ground truth in the form of hand-crafted reference

summaries. Others use a manual relevance judgment of the summary or of content
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Table 4.3: Correlation between responsiveness and other metrics in DUC 2006 (Dang,

2006).
Metric Spearman Pearson

Rouge-2 0.767 0.836

Rouge-SU4 0.790 0.850

Basic Elements 0.797 0.782

Pyramids – 0.787a

a My own measurement using DUC

2006 data – not published in Dang

(2006).

Table 4.4: Correlation between Pyramid scores and other metrics in DUC 2005 (Hovy

et al., 2006).
Metric Spearman Pearson

responsiveness 0.785 0.818

Rouge-2 0.665 0.880

Basic Elements 0.807 0.815

elements in the source text. Evaluations based on relevancejudgments have been crit-

icized for being unreliable due to variability in human judgment (e.g. Lin and Hovy,

2002b; Hovy et al., 2006). However, the only way that fully automatic metrics are

validated is by measuring correlation with metrics based onhuman judgment, usually

SEE for generic summaries or responsiveness for query-based summaries. Because a

number of metrics were used in DUC 2005 and 2006 (query-basedmulti-document)

summarization evaluations, it is a great resource for comparison of evaluation met-

rics. The responsiveness and the Pyramid metrics both use fully manual procedures

to determine relevance of information, and may be used to validate automatic metrics.

Tables 4.2 and 4.3 show Spearman and Pearson correlations between responsiveness

and other metrics in DUC 2005 and 2006 respectively; Table 4.4 shows correlations

with Pyramid scores in DUC 2005. It is remarkable that mutualcorrelation of respon-

siveness and Pyramid scores is lower than correlations of either metric with automatic

metrics.

Another point of concern is the supposedcontext-independenceof information-

carrying text units. Apart from responsiveness, metrics divide a summary into content

units and assign a relevance score to each content unit more or less independently.
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This contradicts models of text understanding (e.g. Kintsch and van Dijk, 1978; Mann

and Thompson, 1988) which argue that the meaning and understandability of a content

unit may depend on its context, or that a content unit may serve a particular purpose in

discourse other than plainly to inform the user of its content.

Content-based evaluation methods described here focus entirely on genericsum-

marization. How well are they applicable to query-based summarization? Evaluation

methods which rely on hand-crafted model summaries are usable to a certain extent as

long as the conditions pertaining to the creation of the reference summaries are maxi-

mally similar to the peer summary conditions. In fact, results may be more consistent

if the summarization task is defined better. In query-based summarization, the summa-

rizer has more clues to what is relevant and what is not. As a result, evaluation metrics

may perform more consistently. To my knowledge, this has notbeen verified.

4.2.2 Linguistic quality

The linguistic qualityof a summary is the overall readability of the text, regardless of

content or potential use. This includes coherence, style and grammaticality. Typical

problems inautomaticallycreated summaries include:

• a sentence cannot be properly understood because it lacks context;

• a changed meaning of a sentence due to appearance in a different context;

• anaphora which cannot be resolved because its antecedent isnot in the summary;

• ungrammatical sentences caused by sentence revision or end-of-sentence detec-

tion.

4.2.2.1 Subjective criteria

The readability of a summary can be measured by having human subjects read the

summary and rate it for specific qualities, but there is no consensus on the actual read-

ability criteria to use. A fairly general approach is to ask judges to assign a single

rating of ‘acceptability’ based on a number of guidelines (e.g. Brandow et al., 1995;

Saggion and Lapalme, 2000). The judges of Saggion and Lapalme (2000) were free

to use their own readability criteria, but they suggested a number of criteria to them

which are derived from Rowley (1988).

• good spelling and grammar;
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• clear indication of the topic of the source document;

• the use of an impersonal style;

• consisting of one paragraph;

• conciseness;

• readability and understandability;

• the presentation of acronyms along with their expansions;

• other criteria that the judge considered important for readability.

These criteria are derived from Rowley (1988). Rowley aim atassessing the qual-

ity of human abstracts. DUC 2005 introduced a questionnairewith readability criteria

which specifically targets automatic abstracts (Dang, 2005). Furthermore, the assess-

ment was broken down into five questions, instead of using onegeneral question. Sum-

maries were rated on a 5-point scale for each of the followingcriteria:

• grammaticality;

• non-redundancy;

• referential clarity;

• focus;

• structure and coherence.

4.2.2.2 Objective measurements

If readability qualities can be formalized as objective criteria, they would not be subject

to human variability and thus easier to reproduce. Another advantage is that they may

be easier to automate, as to reduce human effort.

Cherry and Vesterman (1981) developed the Unix Style tool for analyzing surface

characteristics of text that are important for a good writing style. The Unix Style tool

implements various readability indices proposed in literature, based on textual features

such as sentence and word length. Although the tool is designed to measure the read-

ability of human text, it has also been used for measuring readability of automatic

summaries (e.g. Mani et al., 1999). Schwarm and Ostendorf (2005) argue that the use
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of long sentences and long words does not necessarily imply that the text is difficult

to read. As an alternative, they propose an approach to measuring readability using

statistical language models. However, also their method isdesigned for assessing hu-

man text. It is unclear whether their method is suitable for measuring the quality of

summaries.

Minel et al. (1997) specifically aim at evaluating the readability of automatic sum-

maries. Along with subjective assessments, they counted grammar and style errors of

a small number of priorly defined error types in order to measure the quality of a sum-

mary. More specifically, they counted the number of anaphoradeprived of antecedents

and the number of instances of improper use of linear integration markers. For in-

stance, the use offirstly in a text suggests that a list of items will follow. It would count

as a style error iffirstly marks a list of only one item.

A more extensive list of countable grammar and style errors in automatic sum-

maries was used in the DUC 2003 evaluation (Over and Yen, 2003) as a measure of

quality. This includes grammatical errors, capitalization errors, dangling conjunctions,

improper use of referential expressions (e.g. pronouns or definite noun phrases), and

discontinuities in coherence (e.g. time sequences or cause-effect relationships). Some

of these errors may be automatically detectable using heuristics or a general purpose

spelling checker.

4.2.3 Utility-oriented evaluation

Previous sections described how specific qualities of a summary are evaluated, but it is

not clear how each of these qualities contribute to a real-life environment in which the

summarization system may be employed. In contrast to intrinsic (content-based and

linguistic quality) metrics, extrinsic or utility- metrics measure how a summarization

system affects theuser. If a summary is supposed to help the user complete a specific

task, we may be interested in a number measurements:

• the time it takes the user to perform the task (efficiency);

• how it affects the result (effectiveness);

• the user’s perception of either of the above (appreciation).
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4.2.3.1 Categorization and relevance assessment

Clearly, how the summary affects a task depends on the application. A summarization

system may be used to help an information analyst categorizedocuments if using a

summary instead of (or in addition to) the full text saves time or increases categoriza-

tion results. Minel et al. (1997) measured accuracy of categorization decisions based

on summaries in an experimental environment with eight categories such as political,

sociological, scientific or technical, etc. It was allowed to assign more categories to a

document. Klein et al. (1999) performed similar experiments on a larger scale in the

context of the TIPSTER SUMMAC evaluation program with a number of summariza-

tion systems and five disjunct categories.

In an information search process, a summarization system may help assessing the

relevance of documents more quickly and even more accurately. In DUC 2003 (Over

and Yen, 2003), users were asked to rate theusefulnessof indicative summaries, where

usefulness was defined in terms of time efficiency, i.e. to decide whether or not to read

the full text.

Tombros and Sanderson (1998) set up an experiment in an IR setting in which the

users had to identify relevant documents to a given query. A list of potentially relevant

documents was produced by an IR system, and subjects were given five minutes to

select as many relevant documents as possible. A query-based summary was presented

along with the full text each document to determine its relevance. Measurements taken

were precision and recall of selected documents, the numberof documents examined,

the number of references to the full text, and the general appreciation of the users. Sim-

ilar experiments were run using generic summaries instead of query-based summaries

(Brandow et al., 1995; Jing et al., 1998; Miike et al., 1994).

The TIPSTER SUMMAC (Klein et al., 1999) experiments are alsobased on the

same ideas but were more constrained, as access to the full text was not allowed. Klein

et al. also did not have a five minute time limit. While Tombrosand Sanderson used a

lead summary (i.e. the first few sentences) as a baseline, Klein et al. used the full text

as one of the experimental conditions. A serious limitationof the latter approach is

that the full text must be of reasonably small size so that it can be read in a reasonable

amount of time.

4.2.3.2 Information gathering

In summaries aiming at informing the user, reading understanding is an essential qual-

ity. In experiments of Morris et al. (1992), subjects read a number summaries, and
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then had to answer a number of questions to which the answers were in the summaries.

Morris et al. (1992) were specifically interested in the lossof information for different

summary lengths, and concluded that the documents they usedcould be condensed to

less than 25 percent of their size without significant information loss.

The reduction of workload can be measured by scenario-basedstudies, in which

users are assigned a task they have to carry out. For instance, Bakshi et al. (2003b)

measure the effectiveness of a question-answering system by the number of queries

that users pose to the system before they find the required information.

In experiments of McKeown et al. (2005), subjects were presented a topic, con-

sisting of a number of questions. Using a web interface to a number of documents

grouped into four clusters, the subjects were given 30 minutes to write a report con-

taining the answers to the questions posed in the topic. Under various conditions, the

web interface showed along with the documents:

1. no summary (document headlines only);

2. a one-sentence lead summary for each document and a one-sentence summary

for each cluster;

3. an automatically generated multi-document summary for each cluster;

4. a human multi-document summary for each cluster.

After the experiment, the users filled out a questionnaire inwhich they were asked

how they experienced the task, including how difficult it wasand how they felt the sum-

maries affected the task. In total, the corpus included fourtopics and related document

sets, and all 45 subjects covered each of the four topics once.

The quality of the users’ reports was measured using the Pyramid method (Nenkova

and Passonneau, 2004, described earlier), so user performance under different condi-

tions could be measured. In order to measure how much of the information in the

reports originated from summaries, users were asked to citetheir sources while writ-

ing the report. Percentages of summary information in the report ranged from 8 percent

(one-sentence summary) to 27 percent (human summary).

A problem of the experiments was that reports vary greatly inlength (between

102 and 1525 words), and long reports tended to contain much redundant information.

McKeown et al. attribute this to the setup of the experiment:subjects were allowed

to cut-and-paste content directly in the reports without producing coherent text. They

suggest that the report lengths would be more consisted if the task was more directed
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toward synthesis rather than cut-and-paste. McKeown et al.also remarked that it is

difficult to control all variables in user experiments involving a complex task.

4.3 Content selection

As mentioned in section 4.1, the human summarization process consists of three stages:

understanding, interpretation and synthesis. Analogously, typical stages of automatic

summarization arepreprocessing, content selectionandrevision. During preprocess-

ing, an internal representation of the source and the query (if any) is constructed. This

may include NLP tasks such as indexing, part-of-speech tagging, dependency parsing,

discourse analysis. During content selection, relevance decisions are made and rele-

vant passages (usually sentences or paragraphs) are extracted. In a coherent source,

the selection of passages to extract not only affects the subset of the information of the

source to appear in the summary, but also coherence of the summary. Finally, revi-

sion may involve ordering of extracted passages, sentence fusion, sentence reduction

and generalization/specification. This section discussesthe content selection process.

Since the kind of preprocessing required depends on the features used for content se-

lection, preprocessing is not discussed separately. Revision is discussed in section 4.4.

In the interpretation stage, summarization systems (explicitly or implicitly) use

knowledge about how the source is organized. This can be rooted in theories of dis-

course organization.

4.3.1 Discourse models for content selection

According to the discourse model of Kintsch and van Dijk (1978), a discourse consists

of a set of propositions. As these propositions are processed by the reader, they may be

generalized, constructed by combining propositions, or deleted if the proposition is in-

significant. Coherence is modeled as interdependence between propositions, and is the

cause of compression of the document in memory by reduction of the number of propo-

sitions. This we will call thememory-baseddiscourse model. A simplified version of

this model is used by most state-of-the-art summarization systems. They attempt to

find the set of most significant propositions. Each passage isjudged by its significance

independently, based on correspondence with the user query(if any), and redundancy

with respect to other candidate passages. The passages withthe highest significance

value are extracted. An implicit assumption behind this is that coherence is implied

when including the most salient propositions in the summary. After all, coherence is
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present if the reader can understand the summary using previous propositions and prior

(background) knowledge.

In contrast, with their Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST),Mann and Thompson

(1988) take a more discourse oriented perspective with respect to coherence. Other

intention-based discourse models are those of Grosz and Sidner (1986), Wolf and Gib-

son (2005). Their position is that a text is intended to convey a piece of information or

an opinion, and that the author uses most of the text to support that information. This

process is recursive in the sense that peripheral information may in turn also be sup-

ported. Similarly to the memory-based model, a discourse consists of a set of proposi-

tions, and the atomic unit of discourse is the smallest phrase conveying a proposition.

According to Mann and Thompson (1988), peripheral information can not be inter-

preted properly without the information it supports. The result is a hierarchical view

on a discourse: the top is the information most close to the author’s intention; each

following layer consists of information supporting a particular piece of information in

the previous layer. Thisintention-baseddiscourse model is used by the summarization

system of Marcu (1999). The content selection process consists of two phases. First,

the discourse structure is identified in terms of RST. Then, the lower levels of the RST

structure are discarded, until the remaining text is the desired size for the summary.

The relevance of a sentence depends on the relevance of other(related) sentences. In

doing so, this approach makes discourse-level coherence relations between passages

explicit in source and summary. Intuitively, it is therefore more suitable for informa-

tive summarization, as informative summarization is more demanding with respect to

coherence (c.f. NISO, 1997).

Radev (2000) attempted to scale RST to accommodate single analyses of multiple

documents, but by doing so, he relaxed the definition ofrhetorical relations by re-

moving the intentional aspect. In RST, each relation comes with a proposition which

is intentional but implicitly conveyed by the juxtaposition of the related sentences.

According to Radev (2000), a CST relation may also be conflicting information in

newspaper articles, e.g. conflicting numbers of victims in aplane accident. The cause

of this conflict may be false sources of information, or out-dated information, but the

conflict is not necessarily or even unlikely to be intended, as is a requirement for RST

relations. Although good results have been reported with using CST information in

multi-document summarization (Zhang et al., 2002), CST suffers from problems simi-

lar to RST’s, namely that CST relations are difficult to detect automatically.

A third model for summarization is theschema-baseddiscourse model (van Wijk

and Sanders, 1999; Rumelhart, 1975). The schema-based model is hierarchical, simi-
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larly to the intention-based model. Van Wijk en Sanders (1999) argue that knowledge

about the genre can be exploited to predict the structure of the text because authors

use writing conventions of the genre. This model has been used in combination with

the memory-based model by Radev et al. (2004), who argue thatnewspaper articles

describing an event start with a brief description of the event, followed by less and

less important details. This knowledge can be used to createa summary by giving

sentences near the beginning of the article preference overother sentences.

4.3.2 Features for content selection

Apart from a few exceptions, most summarization systems usethe memory-based

model. The main reason for this is that it is fairly generallyapplicable, requiring a

minimum of domain knowledge. Schema-based summarization relies on specific ex-

pectations of the format of the source. The main disadvantage of the intention-based

summarization system of Marcu (1999) is that it relies on an RST analysis, for which

there is presently no reliable way to generate it automatically.

Content selection systems select passages – typically sentences but possibly para-

graphs – from one or more source text. Thus, for each passage,they decide whether or

not to include it in the summary. This decision may rely on features of thepassages as

such or its position in the document, e.g. cue phrases, weighted term frequencies, the

presence of anaphoric references. It may rely on thequery (if any), e.g. the presence

of query terms, or on itsrelation with summary candidate passages by any definition

of ‘relation’. For instance, a passage may be relevant because it is required to under-

stand another passage. This aspect of summarization is widely neglected in literature,

possibly because the conditional relevance of a passage is harder to establish.

A number of authors have implied that some passages are inherently more salient

than others (e.g. Otterbacher et al., 2005; Jagarlamudi et al., 2006). These authors argue

that there is a prior probability that a passage in a documentis salient, independent of

the query, and that the salience value of a passage is a weighted average of the relevance

based on the document alone and the query-relevance.

Rpassage= (1−λ) ·Rdoc+λ ·Rquery (4.13)
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4.3.3 Lexical knowledge and cue phrases

Edmundson (1969) hypothesized that authors indicate importance by using pragmatic

cue wordssuch as “significant”, “impossible”, and “hardly”. Edmundson stored three

types of words in a dictionary: bonus words, stigma words, and null words. If a sen-

tence contains a bonus word, its relevance probability is increased. Stigma words in-

dicate irrelevance, and null words do not affect the sentence’s relevance. Edmundson

used a supervised learning algorithm (section 4.3.8) to derive the cue dictionary from

a set of documents and reference extracts.

Paice (1981) generalized this idea by using cuephrasesinstead of cue words as

indicators of relevance. In the target genre of the summarization system of Paice —

scientific papers — authors use linguistic structures such as “we found that ...” and “the

results of this study confirm that ...”. These phrases may occur in numerous variations,

but Paice argue that the underlying structures are limited in number. For each group of

phrases, seven in total, templates were constructed, similar to regular expressions. If a

sentence matched the template, it has an increased probability of relevance.

Due to the relative infrequent occurrence of cue words and phrases, both Edmund-

son and Paice use the cue method in conjunction with other indicators of relevance.

4.3.3.1 Sentence structure

Not only cue phrases may indicate importance, but authors may also alternate syntac-

tic constructs to this end. Preliminary investigations by Earl (1970) to find syntactic

patterns for use in summarization was unsuccessful. Earl suggests that syntactic pat-

terns may positively affect a summary’s quality when used inconjunction with other

methods such as word frequencies. Janoš (1979) suggests that a functional analysis of

a sentence may help for summarization.

4.3.4 Term frequency

A writer who discusses a specific topic is likely to frequently use words related to that

topic. On the other hand, the most frequent words are usuallyfunction words(e.g.

articles, propositions) which are not topic-specific and may appear in any text. Thus,

for generic summaries, Luhn (1958) proposed to use term frequency in a document to

derive describing power: both high and low frequency terms are less likely to be topic-

related than mid range frequency terms. The high frequency words can be filtered out
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by using a cut-off frequency or astop list, i.e. a list of words which can be ignored

safely.

Based on a term’s occurrence frequency, the extraction system of Luhn (1958)

distinguishedsignificantfrom insignificantterms. It extracted sentences based on a

sentence significancevalue, which was derived from a sentence’s number of significant

words and the linear distance between them.

4.3.4.1 The vector space model

Besides the occurrence frequency, Luhn relied for summarization on the position of

terms in a sentence relative to each other. Later summarization systems tend to drop the

order of words as a distinguishing feature, and represent passages as term-frequency

vectors. The vector space model was introduced in information retrieval by Salton

(1988) and gained popularity in summarization as well (e.g.Radev et al., 2004; Erkan

and Radev, 2004). In this model, each passage is representedas a vector of terms

[ f1... fn], where fi is the number of occurrences of termi in the passage, andn is

the number of distinct terms in the corpus (c.f. section 2.1.4). Two passages can be

compared by measuring the similarity of their vector representations inn-dimensional

space. This is typically done by measuring the cosine of the angle between the two

vectors.

In a corpus withn distinct terms, a document can be written as a vector of length

n. Given documentsA andB and their respective vector representations[a1..an] and

[b1..bn], the cosine similarity of those documents is their angle inn-dimensional space,

calculated as follows (Salton, 1988):

cosim(A,B) =
A ·B

‖A‖ · ‖B‖
(4.14)

=
∑n

i=1ai ·bi
√

∑n
i=1a2

i ·
√

∑n
i=1b2

i

(4.15)

In the term-frequency vector representation in its pure form, all words are of equal

importance. This does not reflect reality, as acontent wordsuch asestablishmenttells

more about the nature of a text than afunction wordsuch asthe or of, which may

appear in any text. So, some words should weigh heavier than others. Term weight-

ing is presently considered the most important challenge ininformation retrieval, and

many ways for weighting terms have been proposed in literature. In eq. 4.15, terms are

weighted by their occurrence frequency in the compared vectors. Weights can be ap-

plied as a transformation of the term frequency vectors, so that the same formula 4.15
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can be applied. The vector representation of a sentenceA = [a1..am] is now derived

from the term frequency vector by the weighting function. Incase term frequencies

are used directly,ai = tfi , wheretfi is the occurrence frequency of termi in the sen-

tence.

Luhn (1958) maintained astop listof non-content words, so these words can be

disregarded by assigning a weight of 0. A disadvantage of stop lists is that they usually

rely on hand-crafted rules and there is no general consensuson a list of stop words.

Alternatively, weights are assigned to terms depending on their class. For instance,

nouns and verbs may be considered more meaningful than articles or propositions. In

particular, named entities are important to understand what a text is about (Conroy and

Schlesinger, 2006). A notable limitation of this approach is that term classes must be

recognized as such, requiring a deeper text analysis.

The most wide spread method for weighting terms is to use corpus statistics to

distinguish common words from uncommon words. In its most basic form, a cut-off

frequency is used as a threshold; all terms occurring in morethan a specific number

of documents receive a weight of 0 (Luhn, 1958). A more refinedweighting method

is inverse document frequency(IDF), proposed by Salton (1988). Rather than dividing

terms in two classes — content words and stop words — a word’s IDF value is higher

(and thus is more descriptive) if the word appears in less documents, hence the term

inversedocument frequency.tf · idf is theterm frequency(tf) multiplied by theinverse

document frequency(idf). Inverse document frequency is a weighting function which

returns a value greater than 0. Prevalent terms in the corpus(occurring in many doc-

uments) are less characteristic for a topic than uncommon terms if they occur equally

frequently in a document. These terms have a loweridf value. The term frequencytf

is the number of occurrences of a term in a document;idf of a term is defined as the

logarithm of the ratio of number of documents in the corpus (‖D‖) and the number of

documents in which the term occurs (‖{d ∈ D | ti ∈ d}‖):

idfi = log
‖D‖

‖{d ∈ D | ti ∈ d}‖
(4.16)

Salton and Buckley (1988) compared a number of weighting schemes in informa-

tion retrieval. They concluded thattf · idf performs best for weighting document terms.

For weighting query terms, the best weighting scheme appeared the following.

(0.5+
0.5 · tf
maxtf

)log
‖D‖

‖{d ∈ D | ti ∈ d}‖
(4.17)
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4.3.4.2 Similarity-based summarization

In query-based summarization, the query is represented as avector as well. The core

idea is that, in order to maximize relevance to the query, sentences most similar to the

query constitute a query-based summary. In multi-documentsummarization, redun-

dancy is a complicating factor. Carbonell and Goldstein (1998) attempt to reduce the

risk of selecting sentences with redundant information by maximizing themarginal

relevance. The marginal relevance of a sentence indicates how much a sentence con-

tributes to the summaryin addition to the already-selected sentences. Given a query

vectorq and a summaryS, the marginal relevance of a sentenced is measured as fol-

lows.

marginal relevance= λ ·cosim(d,q)−λ · (1−λ) ·max
si∈S

cosim(d,si) (4.18)

In words, the marginal relevance of a sentence is positivelyaffected by similarity

with the query, and negatively by similarity with previously selected summary sen-

tences. The set summary sentencesS is initially empty, after which sentences are

added one by one, based on their marginal relevance, until the desired length of the

summary is reached.

Similar methods of preventing redundancy are adopted in generic summarization.

For instance, Hovy et al. (2005a) veto inclusion of a sentence in a summary if it is too

similar to already selected sentences.

In generic single-document summarization, a good summary should be representa-

tive of its source (section 4.2.1.1). If a term-frequency vector of the source is available,

fidelity to source can be measured as similarity between the term-frequency vector of

the summary and that of the source. An extractor can then simply select the sentence

which brings the summary representation closest the the source representation, by tak-

ing the sentence with the highest cosine similarity with respect to the full document

vector. This is repeated until specified criteria (e.g. desired summary length) are ful-

filled. This method was refined and extended for multi-document summarization by

Radev et al. (2004). Radev et al. measured relevance as a combination of factors.

One of them was similarity to thecentroidof the document cluster. The centroid is

a pseudo-document, a term-frequency vector derived from the document cluster. The

centroid is used as a query in a way similar to how Carbonell and Goldstein (1998)

maximize marginal relevance. Radev et al. used thetf · idf weighting scheme for doc-
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ument sentences. The centroid was alsotf · idf-weighted, but all terms with atf · idf

value below a certain threshold were weighted 0.

In some corpora, descriptive titles and headings may be present. Viewing them

as a very short indicative summary, title words are likely toappear in a longer, more

elaborate summary as well. Hence, the presence of title words increases the salience

of a sentence (Edmundson, 1969). The same is true for the presence of first-sentence

words (Radev et al., 2004).

A problem for cosine similarity is that terms are either different or equal, terms

cannot be ‘similar’. Even the same word appears in a different form (e.g. establish,

established, establishment), it is treated as another term. Normalization of words can

be applied to address this problem, e.g.word stemming. By using stems of words, a

term likeestablishmentis recognized as an alternative form ofestablish. Methods to

acquire word stems include dictionary-based stemming and algorithmic stemming. A

widely used algorithmic stemmer is the Porter stemmer Porter (1980), which uses a set

of heuristics to normalize terms to a common form. Although the original algorithm

was limited to English text, it lead to a generic ‘programming’ language for stemmers

(Porter, 2001) in which stemmers for a variety of languages are designed. Algorithmic

stemming may improve performance, but, as Harman (1999) point out, it may also

cause false positives which balanced out the performance gain in her IR experiments.

4.3.5 Cohesion

While coherence is used to describes links between ideas, cohesion describes links

between textual elements on a linguistic level. How is cohesion – anaphoric references,

ellipsis, lexical iteration, etc – relevant for summarization? First, the cohesive structure

of a text provides information about topic shifts and the general flow of a text. Second,

a cohesive tie links to items of which interpretation of one relies on the other. If one

is included in a summary but not the other, the cohesive structure of the summary is

broken. As a result of this lack of context, the summary is more difficult to read or

become illegible. It is also possible that unintended cohesive ties are introduced if

a textual item in the summary becomes a likely antecedent candidate for a dangling

reference. Taking cohesion into account may prevent such problems.

4.3.5.1 Lexical chains

Barzilay and Elhadad use the WordNet thesaurus (Miller, 1995) and an algorithm based

on Morris and Hirst (1991) to extract lexical chains from text. They rank the lexical
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chains by the number of distinct words that are part of the chain. Then, Barzilay and

Elhadad devise a summary from one sentences for each of the strongest chains of the

source text. They invented a set of heuristics to decide which sentence is actually

picked to represent a chain. For instance, one of their methods selected the sentence

containing the first word of a chain. By covering the strongest chains of the source

text, Barzilay and Elhadad aim to maximize coverage and minimize redundancy.

Witte and Bergler (2003) combined a number of heuristics to determine the simi-

larity of noun phrases in order to create what they callco-reference chains. They used

thesaurus relations (synonymy and hyponymy), substring matching, acronym match-

ing, pronoun resolution, and head identity to determine whether two noun phrases

co-refer to the same item.

4.3.5.2 Matrix decomposition

Constructing a thesaurus is laborious and expensive, and coverage of presently avail-

able thesauruses varies by language and domain. Instead of relying on a thesaurus,

Manabu and Hajime (2000) used text statistics measure of word similarity for discov-

ering lexical patterns (see section 2.1.4).

Manabu and Hajime (2000) still need words to co-occur to detect a semantic rela-

tion between them. Matrix decomposition can be used to discover similarity of words

if they are commonly used in a similar context, even if they never co-occur. Gong and

Liu (2001) use singular value decomposition (SVD) to discover ‘latent concepts’ from

corpus statistics. More recently, Park et al. (2006) proposed non-negative matrix fac-

torization (NMF) for the same purpose. Latent concepts can be roughly described as

sets of terms which share a lexical environment, similar to lexical chains. For instance,

if the termsPM andBalkenendewere used interchangibly along with words such as

elected, parliament, jurisdiction, these terms would all contribute to the same concept.

In the term-frequency vector representation, text documents are represented as a set of

terms. Matrix decomposition is used to represent documents(or passages) as a set of

concepts; concepts are represented as a set of terms.

Similarly to lexical chains, terms are grouped by topic, themain difference be-

ing that corpus (co-occurrence) statistics are used, whilethese lexical chains extrac-

tion algorithms use semantic relations from thesauruses. Also, what is a ‘concept’ is

loosely defined, while thesauruses contain well-defined relations such as hypernymy,

antonymy and synonymy.
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If each ofm document is represented as a term-frequency vector ofn terms, an

m× n matrix X can be constructed to map terms to documents. This matrix canbe

decomposed into two matrices,W andH, and a residual matrixE:

X = WH+E (4.19)

whereW is anm× r matrix; H is anr ×n matrix; andE is the residual matrix with

dimensionsm×n. The value ofr is the maximum number of concepts, and is chosen

as r ≤ n. The matrixW maps terms to concepts: it has a row for each term and a

column for each concept. MatrixH maps concepts to passages. Ifr < n, there may not

exist matricesW andH such thatX = WH. In that case,X is approximated byWH

with errorE.

At least two forms of matrix decomposition have been used forgeneric summariza-

tion. Inspired by Latent Semantic Analysis (Deerwester et al., 1990), Gong and Liu

(2001) use singular value decomposition in summarization to recognize ‘relatedness’

between terms by means of corpus statistics. SVD decomposesanm×n matrix X as

follows:

X = WΣH (4.20)

whereW andH correspond to the identically-named matrices in eq. 4.19.W is an

m× n, H is ann× n matrix. Σ is ann× n diagonal matrix containing non-negative

singular values, which can be viewed as prominence values ofcorresponding concepts.

Park et al. (2006) proposed to use non-negative matrix factorization for matrix

decomposition in summarization. NMF factorizes a matrix incorrespondence with

eq. 4.19 with matricesW andH containing non-negative values only. In SVD, the

matricesW andH may contain negative numbers, meaning that a term may negatively

‘contribute’ to a concept and a concept may negatively contribute to a document. Park

et al. argue that this is counter intuitive. As the matricesW andH contain only non-

negative values in NMF, they favor the use of NMF for summarization.

Gong and Liu represent sentences of the source text as term-frequency vectors, and

apply SVD to the resulting matrix. SVD not only derives concepts, but also orders them

by prominence in the text. Gong and Liu (2001) use concepts for content selection in a

way similar to how Barzilay and Elhadad (1997) exploit lexical chains. Gong and Liu

start with the most prominent concept and select the sentence most representative for

that topic. Then, they extract a sentence for the second mostprominent concept, and

so on, until a pre-defined number of sentences is extracted. Gong and Liu compose a
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summary of the most representative sentences of the most salient concepts. Doing so,

Gong and Liu aim to maximize coverage and minimize redundancy.

Independent from the decomposition method of choice, Park et al. also used a dif-

ferent content selection algorithm from Gong and Liu because their goal was to create

query-based rather than generic summaries. Park et al. firstselect the concept most

similar to the query (in matrixW) and extract the sentence to which the concept con-

tributes most (in matrixH). Then, they extract a sentence for the concept second most

similar to the query, and so on, until a pre-defined number of sentences is extracted.

4.3.5.3 Graph based methods

Lexical chains and matrix decomposition are methods for clustering words (into chains

or concepts respectively). A content selection algorithm uses the clusters to select the

best sentences for a summary. Alternatively, relations between sentences or passages

are represented as a graph, and properties of the graph are used to determine which

passages are most salient.

Degree. Salton et al. (1997) construct a graph in which each vertex represents a sen-

tence, and each edge a semantic relation between sentences.The nature of the seman-

tic relations is independent from the content selection strategy, but Salton et al. use

IDF-weighted cosine similarity. They regard two sentencesrelated if their similarity

exceeds a certain threshold.

Sentences which are ‘central’ in the graph are regarded central to the topic of the

document. Centrality of a sentence is measured as theirdegree, i.e. the number of

related sentences. Salton et al. expect sentences of a peripheral topic to be relatively

isolated in the similarity graph.

Normalized centrality. This rationale was taken further by Erkan and Radev (2004).

In analogy with social networks, they argue, it matters not only how many people you

know, but alsowhoyou know: sentences linked to well connected sentences are likely

more salient themselves. Erkan and Radev made two modifications to the source text

graph representation. First, the edges (links) of the graphare weighted and normal-

ized, so that the sum of weights of all outgoing edges is normalized to 1. Since each

sentence is similar to itself, all nodes have outgoing edges. Second, an ‘entropy’ value

is assigned to each passage. Because of the weight normalization, the graph behaves

as a Markov chain.
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Their summarization algorithm iteratively alters the entropy of the sentences, until

the algorithm converges to a stationary state. In subsequent iterations, each passage

will activate related passages by dividing its entropy among connected nodes, thus

allowing entropy to propagate through the network. Erkan and Radev argue that a

node which is highly connected (i.e. a passage with many related passages) is more

likely to be important and thus receives a higher entropy than less connected nodes,

given a sufficient number of iterations. As the graph is a Markov chain, the salience

of a node – the centrality – is the probability that someone would end up at that node

after an arbitrary number of steps traversing the graph fromnode to node, regardless

of where one started, each time randomly following an edge toa related node. Erkan

and Radev (2004) formalize this as follows.

µj(t +1) = ∑
i∈ad j j

µi(t)
degi

(4.21)

whereµi(t) is the activation level of a passagei at iterationt; ad ji is the set of passages

adjacent toi; degi is theout degreeof i, i.e. the number of outgoing edges. Dividing

by the degree of the node ensures that the graph behaves as aMarkov chain, as the

activation of each node is shared among adjacent nodes – no activation is created or

lost. If the relations between passages may be of unequal strength (i.e. the probability

of transitions between nodes differ), the weighted variantis applied by analogy:

µj(t +1) = ∑
i∈ad ji

wi j µi(t)

Σk∈ad ji wik
(4.22)

The ‘final’ activation levels are reached when the algorithmconverges to a station-

ary state. This can be checked by estimating the error as a stopping criterion:

n−1

∑
i=0

‖µi(t +1)−µi(t)‖ ≤ ε (4.23)

Convergence is essential, as the algorithm depends on this feature to determine

salience. Erkan and Radev (2004) address a number of issues with respect to the ade-

quacy of the algorithm, including irreducibility and periodicity. A graph isirreducible,

if there is a path between any two nodes in the graph. If this feature does not pertain

to a graph, all activation may be trapped in a small number of nodes. A graph isperi-

odic, if there is an integerk > 1 that divides the length of each cycle in the graph. If
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the graph is periodic, the algorithm may never reach a stationary state. On the other

hand, a Markov chain is guaranteed to converge if the graph isirreducible and aperi-

odic. Following the PageRank algorithm of Brin and Page (1998), Erkan and Radev

added a smoothing function to ensure these properties, by assigning a small non-zero

weight to the transition between each two nodes, thus ensuring convergence. Neither

Erkan and Radev nor Mani and Bloedorn make use of directed graphs, as both used

lexical similarity for measuring relatedness. Nevertheless, the algorithm converges for

directed graphs as well.

µj(t +1) = d
1
N

+(1−d) ∑
i∈ad ji

wi j µi(t)

∑k∈ad ji wik
(4.24)

whereN is the number of nodes in the graph, andd is the non-zero weight (the “damp-

ing factor”).

The sentences ending up with the highest centrality rank arethe sentences which

would receive more activation than they would yield to theirneighbors in a state of

equal activation. Erkan and Radev (2004) use a commutative similarity measure sim-

ilar to that of Salton et al. (1997), meaning thatwi j = w ji for all (i, j). For any two

sentences, if their activation is equal and the weight of their link is equal in both di-

rections, the link does not affect the activation of either,since an equal amount of

activation is carried in both directions. Due to the outgoing degree normalization, the

weight of the link fromi to j is not the same as fromj to i if the out-degree of the

nodes differ, despite the commutative similarity measure.In other words, unlike in

Salton et al. (1997), the degree itself does not contribute to the centrality of a sentence;

the degree of a node relative to the degree of its neighbors does.

The central idea behind centrality is that, after a sufficient number of iterations,

highly connected nodes receive a higher amount of activation than less connected

nodes. It appears that this is not necessarily the case in undirected graphs. In the

extreme case, a passage which is not related to any other passage then itself, will di-

rectly return its activation level to itself. The result is that its activation will not be

changed from its initial (average) value, which is likely higher than the final activa-

tion level of better connected nodes. In a practical situation, it is well possible that a

to-be-summarized document cluster contains at least one document which is slightly

off-topic which is hardly related to any of the other documents. Even if this isolated

document did not have any relation with any other document, the average activation

level of passages of this document would still be equal to theoverall average activa-

tion level. In essence, the algorithm prefers nodes which are connected to nodes less
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Figure 4.4:Left: hopfield transformation function of Chen and Ng (1995);right: cen-

trality transformation function of Erkan and Radev (2004).

connected than themselves, as less connected nodes distribute their activation over less

nodes.

Query-biased centrality. The algorithm for measuring centrality (as in Erkan and

Radev, 2004) converges to the same state, regardless of initial activation levels. With-

out modification, this renders the algorithm useless for query-based summarization.

Mani and Bloedorn (1997) set the initial activation levels to the sentence’s query-

relevance; the algorithm simply stops after a pre-set smallnumber of iterations, rather

than waiting until the algorithm converges. This way, the initially set activation has

only propagated slightly, resulting in a mix of centrality and query-relevance. Otter-

bacher et al. (2005) modified the transformation function ofErkan and Radev (2004)

by adding a query-dependant component to the transformation function:

µj(t +1) = d
wq j

∑kwqk
+(1−d) ∑

i∈ad j j

wi j µi(t)

∑k∈ad ji wik
(4.25)

wherewq j is the query-relevance of sentencej.

Other than that their algorithm stops after a few iterations, the approach of Mani

and Bloedorn (1997) is almost identical to Erkan and Radev (2004). The most notable

difference is the transformation function applied to the activation level after each it-
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eration, which is a linear redistribution of weights in Erkan and Radev (2004) and a

Sigmoid transformation in Mani and Bloedorn (1997). Both functions are plotted in

Figure 4.4. The algorithm of Mani and Bloedorn is derived from Chen and Ng (1995),

using a threshold value to discriminate ‘activated’ from ‘unactivated’ nodes. This al-

lows the algorithm to converge after less iterations, at thecost of requiring the threshold

to be tuned.

µj(t +1) =

(

1+exp

(

1
θ0

· (θ1−
n−1

∑
i=0

ti j µi(t))

))−1

(4.26)

whereθ0 andθ1 are the threshold values. Chen and Ng use the initial values of θ0 =

0.05 andθ1 = 0.11. If this does not give satisfactory results, the algorithm is rerun with

other values. It should be noted that Chen and Ng used the algorithm for knowledge

exploration in thesauruses, rather than summarization. Mani and Bloedorn (1997) did

not publish their threshold values or number of iterations before stopping.

4.3.5.4 Anaphoric references

Although cohesion can be used to find salient passages for summary generation, a

sentence which has a strong embedding in a text may be better avoided for use in

extracts (Pollock and Zamora, 1975). In particular, an extracted sentence containing

referring expressions cannot be interpreted as intended bythe author if the antecedent

is not present in the summary. The extractive summarizationsystem of Pollock and

Zamora tries to avoid dangling references in the summary, byincluding sentences con-

taining referring expressions such as ‘this’ only if the preceding sentence can also be

included in the summary. Even though this may not enhance a summary’s content rele-

vance, it partially relieves the revision task and relianceon anaphora resolution. While

anaphora can be used as a positive (Mani and Bloedorn, 1997; Manabu and Hajime,

2000) as well as a negative (Pollock and Zamora, 1975; Brandow et al., 1995) cue for

sentence scoring, lexical cohesion is typically used as a positive indicator for inclusion

in a summary.

4.3.6 Coherence

According to theories of discourse organization (Mann and Thompson, 1988; Grosz

and Sidner, 1986), documents are organized hierarchically: the author’s main points

are higher in the hierarchy than peripheral ideas. The summarization system of Marcu
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(2000) exploits this information by ranking passages by their position in the hierar-

chy. Selecting the sentences highest in the hierarchy tree still leaves many possibili-

ties. Marcu used rules for selecting the most salient sentences from the tree. O’Leary

et al. (2001) experimented with machine learning algorithms to determine the opti-

mal set of rules automatically. They used a hidden Markov model, a Bayesian model,

and a dynamic decision-based model. In their evaluation measurements, the dynamic

decision-based model achieved near-human performance.

The representation of discourse as a hierarchical tree is disputed by Wolf and Gib-

son (2005). They built a summarization system which used their non-hierarchical

discourse model for content selection (Wolf and Gibson, 2004). They claim to have

achieved a higher quality summaries with their graph-basedapproach than with the

(RST) tree-based approach of Marcu (2000). Both systems used hand annotated co-

herence structures.

Blair-Goldensohn and McKeown (2006) used RST for conditional inclusion of sen-

tences in a summary. They use the RST relation recognition ofMarcu (2000), but they

abandoned the idea that single coherence structure is required for summarization. In-

stead, they determine the salience of sentences using features such as centroid and lex-

ical cohesion. If a sentence is selected for inclusion in a summary, they check whether

the sentence participates in a rhetorical relation with another sentence. If that is the

case, they include also that sentence in the summary.

4.3.7 Layout

Writing conventions of the genre may provide clues as to where particular information

can be found. Baxendale (1958) concluded that in 85 percent of the 200 paragraphs of

technical documents they examined, the first sentence contained the ‘prime thought’

of the paragraph. In 7 percent of the paragraphs, the prime thought was in the last

sentences. Edmundson (1969) used this knowledge alongsideother methods in an

automatic summarization system. Lin and Hovy (1997) designed a method for using

corpus statistics to derive the most salient sentence positions. They confirmed that also

in newspaper text, the first sentence of a paragraph is often the most representative. Lin

and Hovy (2002a) claim that taking the sentence position into account is also a good

method to enhance coherence.

Using layout information such as sentence position is proven successful in sum-

marization (Mani and Bloedorn, 1997; Lin and Hovy, 2002a) – it is also popular as a

simple but competitive baseline. For instance, Dang (2006)used the leading sentences
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of the most recent documents to create baseline summaries. Wolf and Gibson (2004)

used the leading sentences of paragraphs in baseline summaries.

4.3.8 Machine learning for extraction

Lately, machine learning has been a major driving force behind NLP tasks. This in-

cludes sub tasks of automatic summarization, but extraction has lagged behind in this

matter. Nevertheless, I will discuss two forms machine learning may take in extracting:

supervised learningandreinforcement learning.

Both forms use thenoisy channelmodel: there is an inputx, an output valuey, and

an unknown (noisy channel) functionf to transformx into y = f (x). In an extraction

setting, the input would be a representation of the source and the query, the noisy

channel is an extractor, and the output is (a representationof) the extract created by the

extractor. The goal of machine learning is to ‘learn’ the behavior of the noisy channel

f and create a functiong which estimatesf . The performance of the extractor depends

the quality of the model (i.e. the features) and the errorf (x)−g(x)

For instance, suppose we suspect that certain cue phrases (e.g. “in sum”, “most

importantly”) may indicate that a passage is relevant. In addition, lexical similarity to

the query may be useful for extracting. These features are observable for each passage

and may be encoded inx. The output valuef (x) could encode whether or not a passage

is relevant. The functionf encodes decisions based on features inx as to whether a

passage is relevant or not. This function may be performed bya human (e.g. in manual

abstracting) or by a machine (automatic extracting).

4.3.8.1 Supervised learning

In supervised learning, a set of input/output pairs(x, f (x)) is priorly known and is used

as training data, and the task of machine learning is to inferf (x) from these samples.

If f (x) is a transformation function from passage feature observations to passage rel-

evance, this means the relevance must be known in advance. Edmundson (1969) used

manually created reference extracts from single documents; extracted sentences were

considered ‘relevant’. As the original passages stay intact, this procedure is relatively

straight forward. In general, any content evaluation method based on sentence (or

passage) identity applies.

If the reference summaries are abstracts rather than extracts, abstract passages must

be mapped on source passages in order to determine their relevance. Mani (2001) au-

tomatically mapped abstract sentences on the source sentence with the highest cosine
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similarity, but this may introduce an additional learning error. However, renewed in-

terest in tracing the origin of content in abstracts may openup new opportunities for

applying supervised learning with abstracts as training material.

4.3.8.2 Reinforcement learning

Reinforcement learning is applied if the ‘correct’ output of function f (x) is unknown,

but the errorf (x)−g(x) canbe estimated for individual samples. In the case of extract-

ing, an extraction learning algorithm would start with a function f , and the resulting

extract can be evaluated with an (automatic) evaluation metric. Next, f is slightly al-

tered, and the learning algorithm learns from the way changes in f affect the summary

score.

Genetic algorithms (Russell and Norvig, 1995) are an example of reinforcement

learning which is applied in (extractive) summarization (Yeh et al., 2005). The sum-

marization system of Yeh et al. uses a combination of features to judge sentence rele-

vance: sentence position, keywords, centrality, and titlewords. Each of these features

results in a score for each sentence; the final sentence scorewas a weighted average

of the sentence feature scores. The genetic algorithm was used to iteratively tweak

the feature weights. For evaluation, Yeh et al. used annotators who ranked sentences

of the source text by relevance. A set of weights was successful if it caused relevant

sentences to be picked.

It should be noted that reinforcement learning relies on an evaluation after each

iteration, and it may take many iterations for the algorithmto converge. This makes

this rationale especially suitable if a quick automatic evaluation method is available. In

the case of abstractive summarization, there is no single generally accepted automatic

evaluation measure. The most commonly used metric which runs without human in-

tervention is n-gram recall (see section 4.2), but n-gram recall ignores a number of

essential aspects of summary quality. In fact, n-gram recall is an indicationof certain

aspects of summary quality without measuring the quality itself. As a result, rein-

forcement learning may lead to improved n-gram recall scores without improving the

quality of the summary in any way. Thus, after the iterative learning process has fin-

ished, a different evaluation metric would be required to validate the results. Yeh et al.

avoid this by using sentence identity rather than n-grams, but sentence identity itself is

disputed for use in summary evaluation (Donaway et al., 2000).
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14A RSI can be caused by repeating the same sequence of movements many times an hour or

day.

14B RSI is generally caused by a mixture of poor ergonomics, stress and poor posture.

14C RSI can be caused by a mixture of poor ergonomics, stress and poor posture, and by re-

peating the same sequence of movements many times an hour or day.

Figure 4.5: Sentences 14A and 14B are fused into 14C.

4.4 Revision

In theextractionstage of summarization, passages are extracted from text documents.

This inevitably leads to a lack (or change) of context when these passages are (re-

)used in a summary. Revision can help recreate coherence in the summary. Another

reason to revise is to increase the information density by removing unnecessary parts

of sentences. Revision techniques Jing and McKeown identified in manual abstracting

(see section 4.1) also apply to automatic summarization:

Sentence reduction:Text can be condensed by omitting the least salient sentences. It

can be condensed even further by leaving out the less important words, i.e. by

sentence reduction.. A way of doing this automatically is tocreate a dependency

analysis for a sentence, and stripping parts of the tree for which is heuristically

determined that they are unlikely to contain necessary information (Jing, 2000;

Hovy et al., 2005a).

Sentence fusion:If two summary sentences are closely related, they may be merged

into one sentence in order to indicate this relation (Jing and McKeown, 1999),

but also to remove redundancy (Barzilay, 2003; Marsi and Krahmer, 2005). For

instance, if a user asks for causes of RSI, the query-based summary may contain

a number of answers, such 14A and 14B in Figure 4.5. This may bemerged into

the single, shorter sentence 14C without losing information.

Syntactic transformation and lexical paraphrasing:In NLP, paraphrasing is used to

detect equivalence relations, but to my knowledge no attempts have been made

to use paraphrasing as a revision technique in order to improve summary presen-

tations.

Generalization and specification:If a sentence from a text is re-used in a summary,

its meaning as well as the reader’s capability to understandit may change due to

the change of context. Examples are anaphora whose referentis excluded from
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the summary, co-references which cannot be correctly interpreted because their

context has changed, or relative expressions of time referring to the source text’s

publication date, e.g. ‘yesterday’, ‘Bill’. This can be solved if the summarizer

resolves these references and replaces them by absolute expressions, e.g. ‘10

April 2007’ or ‘a Microsoft spokesman’. The reverse is also being applied in

text summarization. To increase variation in text, absolute expressions may be

replaced by referring expressions.

References to complex concepts introduced in the text are more difficult to re-

solve, such as ‘this’ referring to the previous paragraph. Current-day summa-

rization systems solve this problem mostly by avoiding it during theselection

phase. This can be done by penalizing the appearance of such expressions, or

by preferring longer sentences. By ratio, longer sentencestend to contain less

unresolvable references.

Reordering: In single-document summarization, machine understandingof text is usu-

ally not good enough to outperform the original ordering in which the sentences

appeared in the source. Following the original presentation is not possible in

multi-document summarization, but since most summarization systems summa-

rize (dated) newspaper articles, it is common practice to present content from

different documents in the order of publication time. The use of alternative or-

dering methods has been studied by (Barzilay et al., 2002; Lapata, 2003; Mad-

nani et al., 2007).

4.5 Conclusion

Summarization systems extract content from the source text. Most systems apply only

minor revision or present extracted content verbatim. Research showed that profes-

sional human summarizers also use this strategy.

For content selection, a variety of methods have been proposed. Most systems se-

lect particular sentences by the presence of salient words.Individual words are salient

for instance if they belong to a priorly defined set of cue phrases (such asimportant,

in sum), to a set of words which are descriptive for the source, or tothe set of query

terms (in case of query-based summarization). Alternativemethods exploit cohesion,

coherence, or layout.

Evaluation methods are divided into three categories. Content-based methods in-

tend to measure how successful a summarization system is in extracting relevant con-
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tent. Usually, this is done by comparing generated candidate summaries with hand

written reference summaries. Other methods measure the linguistic quality of a sum-

mary, including aspects such as grammaticality and coherence. Finally, utility-oriented

methods measure the utility of a summarization system. Thisinvolves designing an

evaluation environment which resembles a realistic use case as closely as possible.

Then, the effect of the summarization system on this environment is measured. A dis-

advantage of utility-oriented methods is that experimentsare expensive to carry out, as

they typically require human participants.



5
The role of discourse in summarization

Even if a question can be answered with a concise and precise an-

swer, it pays off to be more verbose. Given an answer pinpointed in

text by a question answering machine, related content can befound

using the layout or the discourse structure of the text. Thischapter

shows by means of a user study that both of these methods help the

user to verify that the question was correctly ‘understood’. In ad-

dition, the discourse-based method also improved the relevance of

the presented information. Although hand-crafted Rhetorical Struc-

ture Theory analyses as used in this study limits applicability in auto-

mated systems, results show that discourse relations are relevant for

query-based summarization.

Issues in query-based summarization have been addressed inquestion answering (QA)

and generic summarization. Much can be gained by integrating existing techniques

from these areas (Strzalkowski et al., 2000; Mori et al., 2004). A question answering

system works by pinpointing ananswerto a user-provided question in a set of doc-

uments. Aresponseis then generated for this answer, and presented to the user (c.f.

Hirschman and Gaizauskas, 2001). Making a distinction betweenanswerandresponse

makes it possible to view question answering and summarization as different tasks of

query-based summarization. A question answering system locates the sentence which

best matches the question, theanswer, in a corpus of text documents. What remains is

the task of generating an appropriate response and presenting it to the user, for which

summarization techniques can be employed.

105
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Question answering systems traditionally try to find and present an ‘exact answer’.

This is also the focus of large-scale question answering evaluation programs such as

TREC (Voorhees and Tice, 2000). Although what is ‘complete’may be subject to

discussion, Voorhees (2002) defines an exact answer asa text string consisting of a

complete answer and nothing else. Strings that contain a correct answer with additional

text are considered ‘inexact’.

Studies have shown, however, that users appreciate receiving more information

thanonly the exact answer (Strzalkowski et al., 2000). The user may not only be inter-

ested in the answer to the question, but also in related information. The ‘exact answer

approach’ fails to show leads to related information that might also be of interest to the

user. Bakshi et al. (2003a) show that when searching for information, increasing the

amount of text returned to users significantly reduces the number of queries that they

pose to the system, suggesting that users utilize related information from supporting

text.

Bakshi et al. (2003a) did not specifyhowcontext is put to use by users. Does con-

text contain information that contributes to the answer? Isit used to answer (implicit)

follow-up questions? Or is the context simply used to verifythat the question has been

answered adequately? In this chapter, a user experiment is set up to find out which

summarization strategies help the user, and how.

Both commercial and academic QA systems tend to present moreto the user than

only the exact answer, but the sophistication of their responses varies from system to

system. There are three degrees of sophistication in response generation: giving the

exact answer, giving the answer plus context, and giving an extensive answer. The first

is the most basic form of answer presentation. The second includes text surrounding the

exact answer as well, which may allow the user to assess the accuracy of the answer

extraction, and thus to verify whether the answer is correct(Bakshi et al., 2003a).

The extensive answer approach aims at not just including theimmediate context, but

generating a response in a more intelligent way, aiming at optimizing the amount of

useful information while maintaining verifiability. Thus,three types of answers can be

distinguished:

Concise answer.The most basic form of answer presentation is to present onlyan

exact answer. For instance, an exact answer to the question “what is the cause of

RSI?” could be:

movements [which] involve repetitive contraction of the same muscles.
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Answer plus context.If only an exact answer is provided, users have great difficulty

assessing whether the answer matches the question, and thuswhether the answer

is correct. If the user is provided with more context (i.e. surrounding text), s/he

will exploit this in order to find out whether the answer is indeed an answer

to the question (Bakshi et al., 2003a). Most of the current QAsystems follow

this approach, and return not only the answer but also part ofthe surrounding

text, in which the answer itself may be highlighted. This canbe a few lines

of text, or only the single sentence in which the answer occurs. For instance,

the response to the question about RSI causes could consist of the answer, the

preceding sentence and the sentence following the answer sentence:

Despite the fewer working hours, the same amount of work had to be done.

A possible explanation of the development of RSI as a result of repeated low-

exertion movements is thatthe movements involve repetitive contraction of

the same muscles. This happens for instance when working with a display de-

vice.

Extensive answer.Bakshi et al. (2003a) have shown that users prefer to receivemore

information than only an exact answer, but simply returningto the user a partic-

ular quantity of surrounding text is likely to produce incoherent results. Further-

more, the surrounding text may include irrelevant information or unnecessary

details. In the example answer plus context above, this is illustrated by the first

sentence which is a poor introduction to the actual answer. Although – simi-

larly to an answer plus context – an extensive answer includes more information

than just the exact answer, the difference is that the extensive answer approach

specifically aims at producing a coherent response that includes, apart from the

answer, also related information which might interest the user. For instance, an

extensive answer to the question about RSI causes could be:

A possible explanation of the development of RSI as a result of repeated low-

exertion movements is thatthe movements involve repetitive contraction of

the same muscles. This happens for instance when working with a display de-

vice. Eventually they can cease to function and the muscle will lose power.
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In this chapter, extensive answers are generated by means ofquery-based summa-

rization. The use of summarization for formulating answersis based on the following

hypotheses:

• presenting more of the original document allows the user to verify whether the

answer matches the question;

• summarization techniques can help increasing informativeness of the (long) an-

swer, without weakening the user’s opportunity to verify.

This chapter describes a semi-automatic query-based alternative to the RST-based

summarization method for generic summarization of Marcu (1997a). Furthermore, a

user experiment is designed and performed in order to test the abovementioned hy-

potheses.

5.1 RST-based summarization

RST has already been used to facilitate summarization (Marcu, 1997a). In his sum-

marization effort, Marcu used the nuclearity of relations in the rhetorical structure to

determine which sentence is more salient, but he also explored other features as addi-

tional indicators of importance, such as sentence length (Marcu, 1997a, 1998). This

section shows how a graph-based algorithm for generating query-based summaries can

be used with the same RST features as the algorithms of Marcu,which are intended

for generic summarization.

I take a two-step approach to query-based summarization. First, the relations be-

tween sentences are defined in a discourse graph. Then, this graph is used to perform

the summarization. During the first step, the rhetorical structure is transformed into

a graph representation. The second step exploits a graph search algorithm in order to

extract the most salient sentences from the graph. The starting node of the search is

the node representing the answer segment.

The summary should consist of the most salient sentences, given the answer seg-

ment. This can be realized by determining thedistancebetween the answer segment

and each of the other sentences. The sentences which are mostclosely related to the

answer segment are included in the summary. The distance between sentences is mea-

sured by their distance in the RST graph. In the graph construction, and therefore in

the distance calculation, the presence of RST relations arethe main factor. Details are
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described later. RST defines relations between two spans of text, which can be used to

derive the distance from one sentence to another.

The most nuclear sentence of an RST analysis is the sentence which is most central

to the writer’s purpose. The strategy for generic summarization of Marcu uses this

knowledge by starting with the most nuclear sentence of the source text. A minimal

summary created by following the summarization method of Marcu consists of only

the most nuclear sentence. Similarly to Marcu’s approach, my graph-based method

prefers a nucleus over a satellite: in both summarization approaches, a satellite cannot

be included in a generic summary without its nucleus. The consequence is that in the

specific case that the entry point of the summarization – the answer segment – is the

most nuclear sentence in the RST analysis, the result resembles the result of the sum-

marization approach by Marcu (1997a) (depending on the summarization parameters).

However, the graph-based approach is more general in the sense that summarization

can start from any specific sentence rather than only the mostnuclear sentence of the

analysis.

Allowing an arbitrary (answer) segment to be used as an entrypoint for summariza-

tion raises new questions. For instance, if the answer segment is not the most nuclear

sentence, should its nucleus also be included in the summary, or just its satellites? The

answer segment’s nuclei may provide general background information, while its satel-

lites provide more specific information in relation to the answer. This section focuses

on composing a summary of an answer and answer-supporting content, i.e. satellites of

the answer. Later, I will discuss the possibility of including also more general content.

5.1.1 RST analyses as graphs

Although RST is not designed as a computational framework, it is relatively straight-

forward to derive a graph from a rhetorical structure. Graphtheory is very suitable

for this purpose. A rhetorical structure tree can be converted to a discourse graph by

means of the following steps.

1. For each segment in the rhetorical structure, create a vertex associated with it.

2. For each subordinating relation, create an edge from thenuclear segmentsto the

satellite segments.

A segment is a nuclear segment of a text span if it is not part ofany sub span (of

the text span) which participates as a satellite in a subordinating relation with any other
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Figure 5.1:Left: a rhetorical structure analysis containing just subordinating relations;

center, right:rhetorical structure analyses containing coordinating (multinuclear) rela-

tions. The symbols 15A, 15B, etc. refer to text segments (i.e. clauses or sentences).
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Figure 5.2: Discourse graphs corresponding to the rhetorical structures in Figure 5.1.

subspan. The satellite segments are the nuclear segments ofthe satellite. A text span

can have multiple nuclear segments if multinuclear relations are involved. For instance,

in the RST diagram on the left in Figure 5.1, the set of nuclearsegments of the entire

document (denoted as 15A:15D) contains only sentence 15C. The nuclear segment of

15A:15B is 15B. The middle diagram shows a rhetorical structure in which the set of

nuclear sentences of 16A:16D consists of segments 16C and 16D.

The result of the transformation is an a-cyclic directed graph of which the vertices

correspond to segments, and the edges define relations between them. Figure 5.2 shows

the discourse graphs created for the rhetorical structuresin Figure 5.1. During the

transformation from RST to graph, part of the structural information is lost because

segments of the graph are directly connected to other segments, while in RST, one end

of a relation can also span more than one segment. If in RST onesegment is related

to a text span of two segments, the graph construction algorithm connects it to the

nucleus of the two segments in the discourse graph. In practice, this means that if the

inclusion of a segment in a summary is justified by a rhetorical relation, the nucleus of

that relation must be included in the summary as well. This isin line with the role of

subordinating relations in RST as defined by (Mann and Thompson, 1988), who state

that a nucleus has meaning without the satellite, but not theother way round.

In the case of a multinuclear relation, each of the segments participating in the

multinuclear relation (Figure 5.2, right: segments 17B, 17C and 17D) is connected
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with the nucleus of the multinuclear span. That is, in the example, segment 17A is

connected to each of the segments 17B, 17C and 17D, but segments 17B–17D are

not directly mutually connected. The reason for this is thatin terms of RST, there is a

(multinuclear) relation between the segments 17B, 17C and 17D, but they are mutually

independent: if we know that 17B contains relevant information in a particular context,

there is no way to be sure that, to any extent, 17C or 17D is relevant as well, based on

the relevance of 17B and the multinuclear relation between the three segments.

Now that we have a discourse graphT, we assume that given two segmentsa,b∈ T

for which there is a path froma to b, we can say that they are related, and therefore ifa

is relevant to the answer,b is also relevant to the answer. If a path contains more than

one edge, the segments are related only indirectly and an indirect relation is weaker

than a direct relation between two segments.

The strength of a relation between two segments could be calculated by just count-

ing the number of edges in the path between the vertices of thesegments. However, it

may be the case that there is more than one segment with an equally long path to the

starting point of the summarization. In that case, the two segments would be equally

likely to be included in the summary, although there might beother indications of one

segment being better suited for inclusion in the summarization than the other.

In order to remedy this situation, we can assign a cost to edges in the discourse

graph. A greater rhetorical distance is reflected by a greater cost. A cheap path from

a to b indicates a high probability thatb is relevant, given thata is relevant. The total

cost of the path froma to b is denoted ascost(a,b). The cost of a path between two

segments is defined iff there is a path that connects them. Thecost of a path is the sum

of the costs of the edges in the path.

Given the entry point of the summarization (the answer segment), the shortest path

from this segment to any other segment defines the relevance of the other segment to

the final answer.

5.1.2 Determining costs

The distance between two segments is affected by the costs ofthe edges that connect

the nodes corresponding to the segments in the discourse graph. These costs are deter-

mined by using features of the rhetorical structure from which the graph was created,

such as features of the text spans on either side of the relation for which the edge was

created. The cost of an edge also depends on features of the segment corresponding
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to the vertex which is targeted by the edge. The only constraint is that all costs are

non-negative.

The rhetorical structure has many features that may be relevant for determining

costs to edges or vertices. Currently, only three features are considered when assigning

costs. For these features, there is at least some evidence that they can contribute to the

quality of a summarization. Further research may motivate the use of other features as

well. The following features are considered, in order of relative importance.

1. Each edge has a basic cost, which is the same for all edges inthe graph. This

makes the distinction between directly and indirectly related sentences explicit.

Two sentences are less closely related if the path that connects them consists of

more edges.

2. For each edge, a cost is added depending on the number of sentences in the satel-

lite of the corresponding rhetorical relation. If a particular satellite contains more

sentences than another satellite of the same nucleus, the author apparently spent

more words on it, which may indicate that the author finds thistopic more im-

portant than a shorter one, although they both are a satellite of the same nucleus.

3. For each vertex, a cost is added depending on the number of words in the sen-

tence. According to Marcu (1998), this is a good measure for the amount of new

information contained in the sentence.

The cost of edgee from n to s is calculated as follows:

we = α+β ·
√

‖S‖+1
−1

+ γ · log(‖s‖) (5.1)

where‖S‖ is the number of sentences in the satellite of the relation; and ‖s‖ is the

number of words in the sentences. Two subsequent sentences have a linear distance

of one. The constantsα, β andγ are used to balance the three factors of the distance

between two sentences. Their values reflect that the number of edges (theα factor)

is more important than the number of sentences in the satellite (theβ factor), and the

number of sentences in the satellite is more important than the number of words (the

factor γ). In experiments described in this chapter, the value ofβ is chosen so small

that it is just used to decide in favor of one sentence in caseβ = 0, γ = 0 would result in

a tie. Similarly, the value ofγ is chosen so small that the number of words just makes

a difference when other factors do not.
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18A Heavy workload, stress and repeatedly carrying out the same movements for a long period

of time are the most important causes of RSI.

18B In the Netherlands the work pressure has increased by approximately 1.5 percent per year.

18C This is the result of shorter working hours in the eighties and nineties of the twentieth

century.

18D Despite the fewer working hours, the same amount of work had to be done.

18E A possible explanation of the development of RSI as a result of repeated low-exertion

movements is that the movements involve repetitive contraction of the same muscles.

18F This happens for instance when working with a display device.

18G The motorial units can be damaged due to lack of oxygen anddifficulty in disposing waste

products.

18H Eventually they can cease to function and the muscle willlose power.

18I There is however also evidence that the complaints do notarise from damaged muscles.

18J Instead, they supposedly arise from abnormalities in the response of the brain to signals

from the muscles.

18K Another possibility is that psychological factors can lead to symptoms of RSI.

Figure 5.3: A text about RSI (translated from Dutch), used for query-based summa-

rization.
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Figure 5.4: Rhetorical structure tree of the text fragment in Figure 5.3.

5.1.3 An Example

This example shows how three segments can be extracted from the source text in Figure

5.3, based on its RST analysis, and given the entry point of the summarization. In a QA

context, the entry point would be the answer segment. Two of the extracted segments

are direct or indirect satellites of the answer segment, thethird is the answer segment

itself. An RST analysis of the text in Figure 5.3 is shown in Figure 5.4. The entry point

for extraction is segment 18E. This segment could for instance be the QA output for

the question:what can be the cause of RSI?
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Figure 5.5: Weighted rhetorical structure graph of the textfragment in Figure 5.4. The

vertex labels refer to their corresponding sentences. Edges are labeled by the distance

they represent, and are calculated with parametersα = 1; β = 0.5; γ = 0.05.
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Figure 5.6: Extraction graph of the three sentences selected for inclusion in the sum-

mary, and the corresponding structure in RST notation, which is derived from the orig-

inal RST analysis.

First, a discourse graph is created from an RST analysis (as shown in Figure 5.5).

For this graph, the total cost of the paths from sentence 18E to each sentence in the

graph is calculated using Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959). A path in

a graph is an alternating sequence of vertices and edges, beginning and ending with a

vertex. For instance, in the graph of Figure 5.5, there is a path over three vertices and

two edges from 18E to 18H. The cost of this path is the sum of thecosts of all of its

edges.

Only four sentences are reachable from 18E. Since the selection of sentences is

based on the cost of their path from 18E, a sentence which is associated with an un-

reachable vertex cannot be included in the extract. In this case, the sentences with

the cheapest path from the entry point 18E are selected. The selected sentences are

extracted, resulting in the discourse graph on the left in Figure 5.6. For the sentences

in this graph, the rhetorical structure can be derived usingthe original RST analysis

in Figure 5.4. The result is the rhetorical structure on the right in Figure 5.6. This
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rhetorical structure may be used for further processing. The output of the extraction

process would be the following text. The answer segment is highlighted.

A possible explanation of the development of RSI as a result of repeated

low-exertion movements is that the movements involve repetitive contraction

of the same muscles. This happens for instance when working with a display

device. The motorial units can be damaged due to lack of oxygen and difficulty

in disposing waste products.

5.2 Evaluation

5.2.1 The data

The utility of discourse structure in summarization is measured by means of an online

experiment. Material for the experiment was extracted froman RST-annotated corpus

of news releases in English (Carlson et al., 2002). The corpus1 contains 385 RST-

annotated text documents with a total of 21789 discourse units and 176,383 words.

The text is segmented and annotated using the guidelines of Carlson et al. (2001).

These guidelines build on RST but deviate from Mann and Thompson (1988) at some

points. The segmentation into discourse units as well as thetaxonomy of discourse

relations is more fine-grained than described by Mann and Thompson (1988). Using

the style analysis tool of Cherry and Vesterman (1981), I counted 8056 sentences in

the corpus, which amounts to an average of 2.7 discourse units per sentence.

For 30 documents, the corpus contains between 3 and 26 questions to which the

document has an answer, 250 in sum. Not all of the questions could be used because

the interpretation of some of the questions rely on the previous questions or their an-

swers, or even on the text document that contains the answer.Only self-contained

questions are considered. For example, the questionwhat will the toilet costcannot

be properly interpreted because the antecedent of the referential expressionthe toi-

let cannot be resolved without a proper context. Other questions, such aswhat has

been recovered?are so general that they need more context to reduce ambiguity. The

self-contained questions were matched with a discourse unit by manually selecting the

discourse unit with the most direct answer to the question. If no discourse unit could

be selected, the question was discarded, as the experiment concentrates on situations

1The corpus can be obtained from the LDC (Linguistic Data Consortium,

http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/ ) under catalog number LDC2002T07.
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where answer extraction is straight forward once an answer is found. The answer pre-

sentation approach taken presumes that a ‘correct’ answer is pinpointed in the text.

Furthermore, not for all questions was it possible to createa summary of the desired

length. These questions were also discarded.

From the 30 documents, 4 were randomly selected. After filtering as described

above, 12 self-contained questions which had answers remained. For each of these

questions, four answers were formulated:

Concise answer:thecore segment, the discourse unit which most directly answers the

question.

Answer plus context:a query-based summary of a maximum of 160 characters. The

answer plus context consists of the core segment, the immediately preceding

discourse unit, and one or more discourse units immediatelyfollowing the core

segment in the linear flow of text, up to 160 characters.

Extensive answer I:a query-based summary of a maximum of 160 characters, created

using the summarization method described in section 5.1.

Extensive answer II:a query-based summary of a maximum of 160 characters. This

summary consists of the core segment, its immediate superordinated discourse

unit, and one or more discourse units which are selected by means of the sum-

marization method described in section 5.1, up to 160 characters. This summary

is added in order to measure the effect of presenting generalinformation in a

summary, rather than specific information.

5.2.2 Manual postprocessing

As mentioned previously, the four answers are compiled by selecting a number of

discourse segments from the RST analysis of the document containing the answer. Be-

cause sentences may consist of multiple discourse units andthe unit of summarization

is the discourse unit, the answers may contain incomplete sentences. In addition, they

may contain anaphora or referential expressions to other parts of the text. Because

participants are asked to judgecontentrather than readability, minimal revisions are

made to the answers in order to avoid that problems with readability cause artifacts in
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the outcome of the experiment. The answers were revised by following a number

of rules:

1. If a selected discourse unit participates in aSAME-UNIT relation, the related units

are selected as well. TheSAME-UNIT relation is not a rhetorical relation, but is a

special relation used in the RST corpus to indicate that two physically separated

text fragments are actually one discourse unit.

2. If one or more selected discourse units cannot be interpreted due to lack of con-

text, starting from the unit closest (within the summarization model) to the core:

• As long as the 160 character maximum length is not exceeded, and the

discourse unit is not interpretable, contiguous units are added.

• If no more discourse units can be added due to the 160 character boundary,

the uninterpretable discourse unit is discarded.

3. Arrange the selected discourse units in the original order of the text.

4. Make minor revisions to enhance the fluency of the text and to make sure the text

is well-formed.

5. Resolve anaphora and substitute their antecedents, unless the antecedent contains

a verb.

The result is four fluent answers for each of twelve questions. An overview of all

questions and answers used in the experiment is shown in appendix A.

5.2.3 Experimental setup

Sixteen people between the age of 24 and 58 participated in the experiment – ten

male, six female – all in good command of the English language. Some of them were

computer linguists, but none of them had prior knowledge of the experiment. All

participants were recruited from e-mail lists. The experiment was presented to the

participants as a question answering experiment, in which they had to rate answers for

various qualities.

The experiment consisted of three stages. First, the participants entered some per-

sonal information such as age, gender, native language. Then, in stage 2, the partic-

ipants were shown each of the 12 questions in a random order. Each question was

presented along with an answer of (at random) one of the four answer types, so that
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Figure 5.7: Average ratings of the four answer presentations.

each participant assessed three answers of each of the four types, but not every user

assessed the same answer to the same question. This amounts to 3· 16= 48 assess-

ments for each type of answer. The subjects rated the qualityof the summaries on

three dimensions. First, the user was asked to indicate on a 5-point Likert scale to what

extent s/he was able to verify whether the answer was accurate. Secondly, the user

was to judge how useful the provided information was with respect to the question.

And finally, the user was asked how much irrelevant information was contained in the

answer. On each occasion, the answer presentation receiveda score between 0 and 4

(from worst to best).

In stage 3, when the participants finished assessing answers, they were shown the

same questions again in the same order. This time, they were shown all four answers to

the question and asked to order them from best to worst. The participants were free to

use any criteria for determining the quality of the answers –no criteria were specified.

The best ranked presentation receives a score of 3; the worst0.

5.2.4 Results

The average ratings assigned by the subjects are shown in Figure 5.7. A t-test per-

formed on the results showed that the RST-based summaries were judged to be signifi-
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cantly more verifiable than the answers plus context (p< 0.01). One of the participants

remarked,I would like to see contextual information of the answer to know whether the

question was understood, especially because I have no clue what the correct answer is,

thereby supporting the claim that verification of the answeris an important function of

a summary. Furthermore, RST-based summaries contained significantly less irrelevant

information than the answer plus context (p < 0.01). Despite this, there was no sig-

nificant difference in the amount of useful information between RST-based summaries

and answers plus context. Also, the results of the two types of RST-based summaries

were very similar.

The statistics of the ranks assigned to answer presentations by the participants show

a clear improvement with more sophisticated presentation methods. On average, the

answer plus context was given a significantly higher (p < 0.01) rank than the concise

answer. The extensive answers are ranked significantly higher (p < 0.01) than the

answer plus context. No significant differences were found between the rank averages

of extensive answers I and II.

The results suggest that RST-based summarization comparesfavorably to generat-

ing an answer presentation simply by including the answer segment and surrounding

sentences: using RST helps reducing the amount of irrelevant information, and in-

creases the verifiability of the answer.

5.3 Conclusion

This chapter is a first attempt to exploit discourse structure in query-bsaed summa-

rization, and to explore what discourse structure can contribute. I proposed graph-

based framework for query-based summarization which is implemented to use an RST

analysis of the source text, but it can be easily extended to use other features of the

text. The summarization framework aims at producing coherent summaries containing

an answer to the query, but also information supporting thisanswer. Previous work

on query-based summarization has mainly focused on extracting the set of sentences

which best match the query, not on producing coherent summaries or providing infor-

mation not explicitly asked for.

A user study indicates that this method outperforms a competitive baseline with

respect to the amount of relevant information included in the summary. Furthermore,

when users were asked to rank answer presentations of different types, the RST-based

summaries ranked significantly higher than the baseline summaries and the concise an-
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swers. The user study also confirmed that users are more capable of verifying whether

the summary is actually responsive to the query when they aregiven a summary than

when they receive a concise answer. However, with respect toverifiability, there is

no great difference between a simple baseline summary (answer plus context) and an

extensive answer which is composed using RST.



6
Graph search algorithms for summarization

This chapter presents a graph based framework which is used for au-

tomatic discourse oriented text summarization. Increasingly sophis-

ticated content selection algorithms are evaluated using automatic

quality measures. A simple but competitive baseline (whichselects

the sentences most similar to the query) appeared hard to beat: only

one method significantly outperformed this baseline (p< 0.1, DUC

2005 data). On the other hand, this method would have ranked first

(Rouge-2) or second (Rouge-SU4) if it had participated in DUC 2005.

It should be noted that automatic measures provide just a partial

evaluation, as they are notoriously poor at measuring some aspects

of summarization, such as readability and linguistic quality. A full

evaluation in the context of DUC 2006 using manual and automatic

quality measures provides a more complete picture on performance

of one implementation of the summarization framework. While show-

ing average results in content based measures, the discourse oriented

summarization method presented here beat (all but one of the) com-

peting summarization methods when it comes to readability.

Summarization systems typically extract content by applying a ranking and selecting

the highest ranking passages. The passage ranking is a result of a relevance assessment

of each sentence individually. This is based on the idea thatsome content is more

relevant to the user than other content. However, this is contrary to theories of discourse

organization which claim that meaning is tightly related todiscourse organization. If a

121
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passage is presented without its original context, then itsmeaning may change or even

disappear.

19A RSI can be cured,

19B provided you’re not too late.

In the text of 19A–19B, information in the second passage imposes a condition to

what is said in the first. Presenting the first passage withoutthis condition is mislead-

ing. In other words, if 19A is considered sufficiently relevant to include in a summary,

the relevance of 19B is justified by their conditional relation.

Inspired by the RST based approach to generic summarizationof Marcu (1999), the

previous chapter showed how coherence structure can be usedfor query-based sum-

marization. Specific types of RST relations are well detectable automatically, but un-

fortunately, it remains difficult to obtain a full automaticanalysis in a reliable manner.

As an alternative, Barzilay and Elhadad (1997) used lexicalcohesion as evidence of

semantic relations in text. Their approach relied on semantic similarity of words rather

than intentional relations between passages, which is easier to detect automatically.

The generic multi-document summarization system of Erkan and Radev (2004) ex-

hibits similarities with both the coherence based approachof chapter 5 and the cohesion

based approach of Barzilay and Elhadad. Both Barzilay and Elhadad and Erkan and

Radev use lexical repetition to detect relatedness betweensentences, but similarly to

chapter 5, Erkan and Radev use a graph based summarization system. In both chapter 5

and in Erkan and Radev (2004), graphs are used to express conditional relevance of text

passages, and a graph search algorithm is used to find relevant sentences, but Erkan and

Radev used those graphs for producing generic summaries. While chapter 5 uses query

distance as a measure of relevance, Erkan and Radev use ‘centrality’ as a measure of

relevance. According to Erkan and Radev (2004), ‘central’ (and thus salient) sentences

are sentences which are related to many other sentences of high centrality. Because no

prior amount of salience is attributed to sentences, salience is updated iteratively from

the structure of the graph (see also section 4.3.5.3).

Otterbacher et al. (2005) brought the graph based approach of Erkan and Radev

to query-based summarization. Both Erkan and Radev (2004) and Otterbacher et al.

(2005) used centrality in multi-document summarization, but neither take redundancy

into account. More generally, they do not make an attempt to combine evidence for

determining salience.
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The work in this chapter is based on three observations:

1. concepts that play a role in summarization include query-relevance (in query-

based summarization) (Mani and Bloedorn, 1997), redundancy (Carbonell and

Goldstein, 1998), and coherence (Blair-Goldensohn and McKeown, 2006);

2. intuitively, it seems plausible that these concepts demand employing different

types of information and that these types of information should be combined to

determine the salience of passages;

3. to my knowledge, no summarization system exists which integrates query-rele-

vance, redundancy as well as coherence for determining salience of a passage.

This chapter investigates what is required for content selection in generation of

high-quality summaries. The next section decomposes the task of summarization into

several sub tasks. This paves the way for experiments with a query-based multi-

document summarization system. Two aspects of content selection are investigated:

graph search algorithms for determining sentence salience, and combinations of fea-

tures for graph construction. The graph search algorithms include a measure of query

distance based on Bosma (2005c), and measures of centralitybased on Erkan and

Radev (2004). Features include a graph to express relationsbetween sentences of

the same document based on cosine similarity, and a graph to express redundancy, also

based on cosine similarity. For measuring the quality of generated summaries, I use

data and automatic methods of DUC 2006. Section 6.3 describes an implementation of

the framework using query distance to determine salience, utilizing a combination of

feature graphs, and its evaluation in the DUC 2006 query-based summarization chal-

lenge.

6.1 A framework for summarization

This chapter aims to investigate the content selection sub task of summarization. None-

theless, the evaluation methods used are designed to measure the quality of abstracts,

and require a full summarization system. For the purpose of these experiments, I de-

composed the summarization process in a number of sub tasks.This system presents

a framework which allocates these sub tasks to different components, which allows

for substituting part of the system while leaving everything else unchanged. Separate

modules are responsible for the following sub tasks.
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Segmentation.The source documents as well as the query are segmented intocon-

tent units. A content unit is an undividable text passage which is candidate for

inclusion in the summary. Experiments in this chapter involved only one imple-

mentation of this component which uses sentences as contentunits. Alternative

implementations may perform paragraph segmentation or clause segmentation.

For each segment, a unique identifier is generated which is composed of the doc-

ument name, the paragraph number and the sentence number. For instance, the

second sentence of the eighth paragraph of documentD0601A NYT20000228 0358

is labeledD0601A NYT20000228 0358.8.2 . These data can be used in any later

stage of the summarization process to identify the sentencebut also for other

purposes such as to restore the sentence ordering duringpresentation. The query

undergoes the same treatment as any document. Because the source document

of a sentence is kept, query sentences can be distinguished from candidate (non-

query) sentences.

The sentence segmenter uses a set of punctuation rules to determine sentence

boundaries. A list of abbreviations is maintained to avoid falsely detected bound-

aries. Paragraph boundaries are derived from annotations provided with the

source documents. The segmenter also attempts to remove meta data from the

text, such as the date and location of publication. The ruleswere based on sev-

enty five documents of the DUC 2006 development set. These documents are

representative for the test data but not used for evaluation. No formal evaluation

of the segmenter was performed.

Feature extraction.The source text and the query are processed and converted to a

feature graph to prepare for content selection. Multiple modules may be used

in parallel so that multiple graphs are generated. This may include coherence

analysis, measuring redundancy, etc. The generated graphsare integrated, as

described later.

Salience estimation.This model runs an algorithm which derives a salience value for

each sentence from the (possibly combined) feature graph.

Presentation.A summary is created using the most salient content units. The sum-

maries used in this chapter are extracts consisting of the set of most salient sen-

tences. If adding the next-salient sentence would cause the250-word limit to be

exceeded, no more sentences are added. Where possible, the linear ordering of

the sentences in the source text is retained. If the summary contains sentences
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from multiple sources documents, sentences from the document containing the

largest number of sentences are presented first. Although the ordering of the

sentences may be important for readability, it has little effect on Rouge scores.

6.2 Toward discourse-oriented summarization

The quality of summaries is measured using the Rouge performance metrics also used

in DUC 2006. These are Rouge-2 (i.e. bigram recall with respect to reference sum-

maries) and Rouge-SU4 (skip bigram recall). Both metrics are described in greater

detail in section section 4.2.1.3. The DUC 2006 evaluationsby NIST also included

a Basic Elements recall measurement using the Basic Elements toolkit of Hovy et al.

(2006), but unfortunately, this toolkit is no longer available. It should be born in mind

that Rouge metrics only partially quantify the quality of summaries. Equally important

is a qualitative discussion of a manual inspection of the summaries in relation to the

behavior of the algorithms used.

6.2.1 The data

Experiments in this chapter use DUC 2006 data for query-based multi-document sum-

marization evaluation. This data set consists of fifty ‘topics’. A topic consists of (a) a

title, (b) a query consisting of one or more sentences in the form of a question or an

assignment for the summarizer to respond to, and (c) a set of source documents. An

example of the title and a query of a DUC 2006 topic is given below (topic D0650E).

Section B.1 (in appendix B) shows one of the reference summaries used for evaluation

of summaries generated for this topic.

Title: former President Carter’s international activities

Query: Describe former President Carter’s international effortsincluding activities of

the Carter Center.

In addition, 25 newspaper articles are associated with eachtopic. The summariza-

tion task is to respond to the topic in the form of a summary, using content from the set

of 25 documents. The response may comprise at most 250 words.This task is given

to professional human summarizers as well as automatic summarization systems. The

human summaries are used as reference summaries for evaluating system summaries
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(henceforthcandidate summaries). Each DUC topic has four corresponding reference

summaries.

The source text contained errors and pollution which has a greater or lesser im-

pact on the quality of summaries, depending on the summarization method used. For

instance, the text contain notes to editors, such as ‘BEGIN OPTIONAL TRIM’. I en-

countered also inconsistencies in punctuation, such as variation in the use of quotations

and dashes. The articles were marked up in XML. It also occurred at least once that

errors in the file format caused an article to be almost completely lost because most of

an article was written in the header of the source file. Some ofthe reference summaries

have spelling errors, such as ‘The U.N. Genral Assembly’. Some articles contain sec-

tions from different authors, ending with a single line containing only the author name.

If one author is mentioned several times, a summarization algorithm may find this

name important and include it in a summary, possibly resulting in a summary contain-

ing only author names. Two measures were taken to alleviate these problems. First,

parenthesized sentences were ignored during summarization. This removed most of

the editorial notes. Second, if a document contained identical sentences, all but one of

the sentences are removed.

6.2.2 Pair-wise significance

The Rouge-2 and Rouge-SU4 metrics produce a score for each summary, representing

its quality. Performance of summarization systems is oftenmeasured by averaging the

scores of individual summaries. The average score over all summaries of particular

system gives a general indication of the quality of the summarization method. To see

if one system is better than another, one could simply check whether the difference

in average scores is significant. However, while a single average score is useful as a

rough indication of the quality of a system, it may not be the best method for a pair-

wise comparison.

When can a system be said to be better than another system? If asummary receives

twice the score of another summary, is the summary twice as good? Evaluation metrics

such as Rouge are notoriously bad atquantifyingdifferences in quality in absolute

terms. Donaway et al. (2000) suggest that a system which consistently produces higher

scoring summaries than another system may be regarded a ‘better’ system. Note that

the average scores of both systems may be very similar, even if one system performed

consistently better.
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Figure 6.1: Standard deviations of Rouge-2 scores of participant systems of DUC 2006

for each of the 50 topics.

If the difference in scores between two systems does not tellanything about the

difference in quality other than which one is better, a comparison can have only three

possible outcomes: one is better, the other is better, equalquality. If this is accepted,

it remains to be seen whether the system score averages are reliable for significance

testing. The variability of scores for some topics is far greater than for other topics

(see Figure 6.1). As a result, the topics with a high score variability affect the system

average more than other topics. This makes it less likely to find significant differences

in system performance. Therefore, I use not absolute valuesbut the system rank in

pair-wise comparisons.

When comparing two systems, I measure the percentage of topics for which one

system beats the other. For each topic, the system which produced a higher quality

summary than the other system (according to the metric of choice) receives a relative

score of 1; the other receives a score of 0. In the event that both systems perform

equally good, both systems receive 0. If the sum of scores is better for one system than

for the other, its average rank is higher and the system performed better.

These data are used for significance testing by means of approximate randomiza-

tion. The set of scores of both systems together (i.e. a set ofvalues of 0 or 1) is

randomly re-divided into two sets of scores. Then, we check whether the sums of

scores in the random sets differ at least as much as the difference in the sum of scores

of the systems under comparison. This is repeated one million times. The number of

times the difference between the random sets of scores is indeed greater than the differ-

ence between systems corresponds to the probability that, if the null hypothesis holds,

a performance difference occurs which is at least as great asthe observed difference
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between the two systems. The null hypothesis (that the performance of both systems

is equal) can be rejected with probabilityp, defined as:

p <
t +1
N+1

(6.1)

wheret is the number of positive tests; andN is the total number of tests. Throughout

this chapter, I reject a null hypothesis ifp< 0.05, unless stated otherwise. Nonetheless,

significance probabilities are reported where relevant.

If the system rank are preferable over absolute averages, why measure the system

ranking for pair-wise comparison only? If a number of systems are compared, one

could measure a system’s rank for each topic, and take the average rank as a perfor-

mance measure instead of the average score. An objection to this method is that the

average rank of a system depends on which other systems it is compared to. When

testing the significance of a difference between two systems, the outcome depends on

whichothersystems are in the group of systems ranked.

In sum, I use the average scores as a rough indication of a system’s performance; a

binary system ranking is used for pair-wise significance testing.

6.2.3 Query-relevance

A simple form of query-based summarization is to determine sentence salience by

measuring its cosine similarity with the query. The sentences most similar to the query

are presented as a summary. A summarization system based on cosine similarity of

a content unit and the query is a competitive baseline for query-based summarization.

This method is compatible with the framework of section 6.1.The graph used for

salience estimation is the graph where each candidate sentence is related to each query

sentence, and the strength of this relation is the cosine similarity of the two sentences.

The sentences closest to a query sentence are then included in the summary.

The cosine similarity graph is generated in three steps:

1. words of all sentences are stemmed using Porter’s stemmer(Porter, 2001);

2. the inverse document frequency (IDF) is calculated for each word;

3. the cosine similarity of each candidate sentence and eachquery sentence is cal-

culated using thetf · idf weighting scheme.

Stemming is a way to normalize syntactic variation. The inverse document frequency

is used to weight words higher than other words if they occur in fewer sentences. Rare

words are characteristic of the sentence they appear in.
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This method for calculating IDF values appeared not appropriate for query terms

because there is a mismatch between the language use in the query and in the source

documents. For instance, queries frequently used phrases such as ‘Discuss ...’ or

‘Describe ...’. These words have a low frequency in the source documents, and are thus

assigned a high IDF value, but they are hardly descriptive ifthey appear in the query.

Therefore, the IDF values for query terms are calculated from the set of sentences from

all DUC 2006 queries instead of the source document sentences specific for the topic.

The query-relevance graph is defined by a function determining the strength of the

relation between two sentences:

δq(i, j) = cosim(i, j) , if i ∈ Q; j ∈ S (6.2)

δq(i, j) = 0 , otherwise

whereδq(i, j) is the strength of the relation between sentencesi and j; Q is the set of

query sentences;S is the set of candidate sentences;cosim(q, i) is the cosine similarity

of sentencesq andi. The strength of a relation is a value in the range of 0 (no relation)

to 1 (a strong relation).

The query-relevanceRquery relevance( j) of a sentencej is then calculated as follows.

Rquery relevance( j) = min
q∈Q

δq(q, j) (6.3)

whereRquery relevance( j) is the salience of sentencej; Q is the set of query sentences.

A summary is then generated from the most salient sentences.An example sum-

mary is shown in appendix B.2. The system achieves an averageRouge-2 score of

0.0818, and an average Rouge-SU4 score of 0.138. Compared tothe scores of par-

ticipant systems of DUC 2006, the query-relevance summarization system would rank

11th of 36 in both Rouge-2 and Rouge-SU4 (in DUC, Rouge-2 and Rouge-SU4 was

measured for 35 systems). This is well above the median, and remarkably high for a

system this simple.

6.2.4 Query-distance

In an attempt to increase the coherence of the summaries, therole of query-relevance

in summarization may be replaced by the more general conceptof query-distance. A

sentence is salient not only if it is relevant to the query, but also if there is indirect

evidence of relevance, e.g. if it is similar to a query-relevant sentence of the same

document. Similarity with sentences of other documents than the source document of
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a sentence is not used as evidence of relevance, because similarity of sentences from

different documents may as well indicate redundancy. Redundancy is to be avoided.

In order to realize query-distance as a salience measure, I measure cosine similarity

not only between query and source document sentences, but also between two candi-

date sentences. The latter is to enable selection of sentences which are not directly

query-relevant, but which are closely related to query-relevant sentences.

The query-relevance graphδq (eq. 6.2) is used again to express relevance to the

query. A second graph is generated to express relatedness ofsentences of same docu-

ment:

δc(i, j) = cosim(i, j) , if i, j ∈ S; doc(i) = doc( j) (6.4)

δc(i, j) = 0 , otherwise

whereδc(i, j) is the strength of the relation between sentences of the samedocument;

doc(i) is the source document of sentencei; S is the set of candidate sentences. Al-

thoughδc(i, j) = δc( j, i) for all i, j, the two relations in the graph are distinct because

they have opposite directions. If there are more sentence pairs with a non-zero value

of δc(i, j)

The graphsδq andδc are integrated into a single multi-graph∆q,c. A multi-graph

is a graph that can have two edges between the same two vertices, expressing simul-

taneous relations. As a result, not a single relation but a set of relations hold between

two sentences, and each relation may have a different strength between 0 and 1. The

integrated graph is expressed as follows.

∆q,c(i, j) =
{

wqδq(i, j),wcδc(i, j)
}

(6.5)

where∆q,i(i, j) is a set of values, each representing the strength of an edge from i to

j in the multi-graph∆q,c. The values ofwq,wc ∈ [0..1] are weighting factors. The

smallerwq and the greaterwc, the greater the relative importance of indirect evidence

of relevance. The smallerwq and the greaterwc, the more sentences are selected which

are not directly query-relevant.

The query distance of a sentencei is calculated as the shortest path from a query

sentence toi. A path between two sentences is a sequence of edges that connect them.

The shortest path consists of edges from the graphs∆q,c. Based on∆q,c, the query

distance is calculated as the follows:

D( j) = 0 , if j ∈ Q (6.6)

D( j) = min
{

D(i)+ r−1−1 | i ∈ Q∪S; r ∈ ∆q,c(i, j)
}

, otherwise (6.7)
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Figure 6.2: Indexed performance of query-distance summarization for different values

of wq. An indexed performance of 1 indicates the performance of the query-relevance

system.

whereD( j) is the query-distance of sentencej. In each step of the path, an edge is

followed; the strength of the relation represented by that edge isr. The distance of the

step in the path is the reciprocal of the strength of the relation (expressed byr−1−1).

The distance of a path is the sum of the distances of its steps.

As all elements of∆q,c(i, j) are guaranteed to be in the range[0..1], the termr−1−1

is in the range[0,∞〉, if defined. If the strength of a relation between two sentences is

1, their distance is 0; if strength is 0 (there is no relation), the distance is undefined

unless there is an alternative path, in which case that path is taken.

Note that query-distance is here used as the reciprocal of salience. The salience as

calculated using query-distance is given by

Rquerydistance( j) = 1−D( j) (6.8)

whereRquery distance( j) is the salience of sentencej. Like in the query-relevance sum-

marization system, the most salient sentences are selectedfor inclusion in the summary.

Figure 6.2 plots the performance of the query-distance system for different val-

ues ofwq. In order to make results more comparable, Figure 6.2 shows the indexed

performance rather than the actual performance. The performance index 1 is the

baseline system, in this case the performance of the query-relevance system. Given

wc = 1, the highest performance of query-distance summarization is reached with
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wq = 0.7. At wq = 0.7, the average quality of query-distance summaries is slightly

higher than query-relevance summaries according to Rouge-2 (0.0823, DUC 2006 rank

11 of 36) and Rouge-SU4 (0.138, rank 11). This performance difference is not sig-

nificant (p < 0.12). At wq ≥ 0.6, the query-distance summaries are very similar to

query-relevance summaries.

Appendix B.3 contains an example of a query-distance summary with wq = 0.5.

Compared to the query-relevance summary in appendix B.2, the sentences 37G and

37J are added at the cost of removing 36C. The evidence of the relevance of the added

sentences is based on their relation with 37H and 37I respectively.

6.2.5 Centrality

The summarization systems of Mani and Bloedorn (1997) and Erkan and Radev (2004)

iteratively recalculate the salience of a sentence from a similarity graph and the salience

of neighboring sentences. Erkan and Radev termed this method of calculating salience

centrality-basedsummarization, because sentences which are more ‘central’in the

feature graph (i.e., sentences which have more neighbors) receive a higher salience

value. The summarization systems of Mani and Bloedorn and Erkan and Radev are

described in section 4.3.5.3.

I attempted to run both the algorithm of Mani and Bloedorn andthe algorithm of

Erkan and Radev using the same features (the graphsδq andδc) as used for query-

distance summarization. Both algorithms are designed for generic summarization, so

they had to be adapted for query-based summarization. Although Otterbacher et al.

(2005) presented a query-based alternative to the generic summarization algorithm of

Erkan and Radev (2004), I chose to adapt the latter algorithmfor query-based summa-

rization instead of using the query-based alternative of Otterbacher et al.. Otterbacher

et al. included the concept of query-relevance in their salience computation rather than

in a feature graph. This is not compatible with my graph basedsummarization frame-

work. My implementation deviates from both Erkan and Radev (2004) and Otterbacher

et al. (2005) in the sentences between which similarity is measured. Erkan and Radev

measure cosine similarity between any two candidate sentences; I use the graphδc (eq.

6.4) which expresses similarity between sentences of the same document only.

The salience is calculated as follows.

1. Initiate the salience of all candidate sentences (sourcedocument sentences) at 0.

The salience of query sentences is initiated at 1.
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2. Recalculate the salience of each candidate sentence, using the feature graphs and

the salience of neighboring (i.e. related) sentences. Salient sentences increase

the salience of their neighbors.

3. Repeat step 2 unless the change in salience in the last iteration falls below a

certain (pre-defined) threshold.

How salience is recalculated depends on the centrality algorithm used. The al-

gorithm of Erkan and Radev (2004) uses normalization, so that a fixed ‘amount of

salience’ is in the system: the sum of the salience values of all sentences to converge

to a fixed value, e.g. to 1. This prevents the salience to keep increasing and never

converge.

The algorithm of Mani and Bloedorn (1997) does not normalizesalience, but uses

a Sigmoid transformation to ensure that the salience value converges after sufficient it-

erations. After each iteration, the transformation maps the salience of each sentence to

a value in the range[0..1]. The Sigmoid transformation works as a salience threshold:

sentences above a certain salience value are assigned a value of 1. If the threshold is

not set appropriately, all sentences may be receive a salience value of 1, or all sentences

may receive a salience of 0. Chen and Ng (1995) suggest experimenting with differ-

ent values until desired results are achieved. However, which threshold is appropriate

depends on the topic and the source documents.

Instead of using the Sigmoid-based algorithm, I designed analgorithm which does

not normalize and which does not work with thresholds. This algorithm is based on a

probabilistic interpretation of semantic networks.

The following describes a normalized and a probabilistic approach to centrality-

based summarization. Thereafter, centrality-based summarization is illustrated with an

example.

6.2.5.1 Normalized centrality

The normalized centrality (based on Erkan and Radev, 2004) is calculated as follows:

µj(t) = 1 , if j ∈ Q

µj(0) = 0 , if j ∈ S (6.9)

µj(t +1) =
d

‖D‖
+(1−d) ∑

i∈D
∑

(r∈∆q,c(i, j))

r ·µi(t) ·degree(i)−1 , if j ∈ S
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whereD = Q∪S; andµj(t) is the normalized centrality of sentencej at iterationt ≥ 0;

and ∆q,c(i, j) is the set of edges betweeni and j (see eq. 6.5). The constantd is

a small value Erkan and Radev used in generic summarization in order to guarantee

a salience ranking under all circumstances by giving each sentence a small prior non-

zero salience. Throughout this section, the value of 0.15 isused, as suggested by Erkan

and Radev (2004). In contrast to query-based summarization, the graph weight factors

wq andwc (eq. 6.5) do affect the salience of sentences in normalized centrality sum-

marization, because the salience is normalized and the setsof sentences with outgoing

edges inδq andδc are disjunct. The degree of a sentencei in the graph (degree(i)) is

measured as the number of outgoing edges:

degree(i) = ∑
k∈D

∑
(r∈∆q,c(i,k))

r (6.10)

At each iteration, an ‘error value’ is calculated. The algorithm terminates when it

reaches a stationary state, i.e. once the error value is sufficiently small. The error value

is calculated as follows.

ε(t) = ∑
i∈S

abs(µi(t)−µi(t −1)) (6.11)

whereε(t) is the error value at iterationt, and t > 0. A proper error threshold is

calculated dynamically.

The result is a salience valueµ between 0 and 1 associated with each passage. The

content units with the highest salience values are selectedfor inclusion in the summary.

The quality of normalized centrality summaries is slightlylower than that of query-

distance summaries according to Rouge-2 and Rouge-SU4. Compared to query-rele-

vance summaries, the Rouge-2 score is higher and the Rouge-SU4 score was lower.

At a Rouge-2 score of 0.0820 and a Rouge-SU4 score of 0.136, the average quality of

normalized centrality summaries does not significantly differ (atp< 0.05) from query-

relevance or query-distance summarization. An example of anormalized centrality

summary is printed in appendix B.4. The normalization cancels the effect of graph

weighting – the summaries are the same regardless the value of the (non-zero) graph

weights.

6.2.5.2 Probabilistic centrality

The algorithm of Erkan and Radev (2004) was inspired by social networks. Analo-

gously to people, content units have a certain status (salience) and use this status to
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increase their friends’ status (i.e. to increase similar sentences’ salience). In the work

of Erkan and Radev, the weights are normalized by degree, so that total amount of

salience (status) in the network remains approximately thesame over iterations. If a

person has many friends, those friends individually have less benefits from the friend-

ship because they have to share. In other words, if a relationis added, existing relations

to the same content unit are devaluated.

In the probabilistic approach, an edge in the semantic network from sentencea to b

is viewed as the probability thatb is relevant, givena is relevant. In this case, contrary

to the normalized approach, the relevance ofb givena is unaffected by any other sen-

tence whose relevance may depend ona. Viewing edges as relevance probabilities also

has implications on how evidence of relevance is combined. Rather than accumulat-

ing weighted salience of neighbors, salience of a sentence is calculated as the product

of inverse conditional probabilities. This is based on the idea that, if we have several

pieces of evidence that a sentence is salient, it suffices if one of them is true. I used the

following probabilistic centrality algorithm for calculating salience.

ν j(t) = 1 , if j ∈ Q

ν j(0) = 0 , if j ∈ S (6.12)

ν j(t +1) = 1− ∏
(i∈Q∪S)

∏
(r∈∆q,c(i, j))

(1− r ·νi(t) ·y) , if j ∈ S

whereν j(t) is the probabilistic centrality value of sentencej at iterationt. The value

of y is thedecayvalue, a global constant in the range〈0..1〉. The constanty has a

function similar to the constantd in normalized centrality: it is necessary to ensure

that the salience value keeps increasing at each iteration.

Figure 6.3 shows the performance of the probabilistic centrality system is higher

if the relative contribution of the query-relevance graphδq is greater. The best per-

formance measured is atwq = 1, wc = 0.1 (Rouge-2 average 0.0888, DUC rank 3;

Rouge-SU4 average 0.143, DUC rank 7). With this configuration, the system signif-

icantly outperforms the query-relevance system (p < 0.01 for Rouge-2 and Rouge-

SU4), query-distance withwq = 0.7 (p < 0.01 for Rouge-2 and Rouge-SU4), and nor-

malized centrality (p < 0.05 for Rouge-2 and Rouge-SU4). An example of a proba-

bilistic centrality summary is shown in appendix B.5.

6.2.5.3 An example

To clarify the iterative centrality-based summarization process, an instance of proba-

bilistic centrality summarization is exemplified. The textin Figure 6.4 consists of the
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Figure 6.3: Indexed performance of probabilistic centrality summarization for different

values ofwq andwc. An indexed performance of 1 indicates the performance of the

query-relevance system. Performance is measured forwc = 1 andwq incrementing

in steps of 0.1 from 0 to 1. Then, performance was measured forwq = 1 andwc

incrementing in steps of 0.1 from 0 to 1. The configuration of highest performance

waswq = 1; wc = 0.1.

Q Hugo Chavez

20A CARACAS, Venezuela (AP) – Former Lt. Col. Hugo Chavez, who staged a bloody coup

attempt six years ago, was elected president of Venezuela – astunning blow to the political

and economic establishment that has ruled for 40 years.

20B People poured into the streets late Sunday, dancing, setting off fireworks and honking horns

in celebration of what many viewed a victory of the poor over apolitical elite that has failed

to ease poverty and control rampant corruption.

20C “Venezuela is being born again,” Chavez declared as results were revealed.

20D “Once again, the people of Simon Bolivar have shown themselves to be a grand people,”

he told the Venevision television network.

20E Chavez often invokes South American liberation hero Bolivar in his speeches.

20F With 78 percent of the vote counted, Chavez had 56 percentcompared to 40 percent for

Yale-educated businessman Henrique Salas Romer, according to official results from the

National Electoral Council.

20G “I want to say to all Venezuelans that not only do I accept my adversary’s victory, I also

wish him much luck because his luck is Venezuela’s luck,” Salas said at his campaign

headquarters in Caracas.

Figure 6.4: Excerpt from APW19981206.1106.
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Table 6.1: Stemmed cosine similarity network.
δ Q 20A 20B 20C 20D 20E 20F 20G

Q 1.00 0.34 – 0.36 – 0.26 0.17 –

20A 0.34 1.00 0.01 0.36 – 0.09 0.07 0.14

20B – 0.01 1.00 – – – – 0.03

20C 0.36 0.36 – 1.00 0.05 0.18 0.14 0.10

20D – – – 0.05 1.00 0.25 – –

20E 0.26 0.09 – 0.18 0.25 1.00 0.09 –

20F 0.17 0.07 – 0.14 – 0.09 1.00 0.11

20G – 0.14 0.03 0.10 – – 0.11 1.00

Q

A

G B

E D

F C

A

C

DE

Q
F

G B

Figure 6.5: Graphical representation of Table 6.1. A thick line indicates strong sim-

ilarity (> 0.25); a thin line indicates moderate similarity (> 0.1); no line indicates

marginal or no similarity.

Table 6.2: Activation aftert iterations. The algorithm continues untilε < 0.001. The

final ranking in order of activation after 15 iterations is Q,20C, 20A, 20E, 20F, 20G,

20D, 20B.
t (ε) Q 20A 20B 20C 20D 20E 20F 20G

0 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

1 (0.563) 1.000 0.169 0.000 0.181 0.000 0.129 0.084 0.000

2 (0.395) 1.000 0.270 0.001 0.291 0.020 0.207 0.143 0.025

4 (0.168) 1.000 0.364 0.004 0.391 0.059 0.285 0.209 0.075

8 (0.024) 1.000 0.406 0.007 0.436 0.090 0.324 0.245 0.112

15 (0.001) 1.000 0.412 0.008 0.442 0.096 0.330 0.250 0.118
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first seven sentences of document APW19981206.1106 from theDUC 2006 corpus.

The query used for summarization isHugo Chavez. The text is sentence-segmented,

and thus the sentences are the content units. After stemming(Porter, 1980) and cre-

ating IDF-weighted term frequency vectors for the sentences, the semantic network in

Table 6.1 (graphically represented in Figure 6.5) is derived by measuring the cosine

similarity between each pair of sentences. At this point, wehave a feature graph in the

form of an adjacency matrix that can be used for summarization:

∆q,c(i, j) = {cosim(i, j)} (6.13)

The cosine similarity between 20A and 20E can be read from thecell of row 20A

and column 20E (i.e. 0.09). Because cosine similarity is commutative,cosim(i, j) =

cosim( j, i) for all i, j.

The relevance level of query content unitsνq∈Q is fixed at 1; the relevance of the

document content unitsνq∈S is initialized as 0. Relevance levels are recalculated in

subsequent iterations and can be read from Table 6.2. At iteration 0, the salience of

the query is initialized at 1; other salience values are initialized at 0. At iteration 1,

the salience of query-related sentences is increased with the strength of their relation

with the query. Then, their salience is multiplied by 0.5. For instance, the salience of

20A is 1·0.35·0.5= 0.169. At iteration 2, the salience of sentences which are related

with the query or a query-related sentence is increased. Forinstance, the salience of

sentence 20A is:

ν20A(2) = 1− ∏
(i∈Q∪S)

∏
(r∈∆q,c(i,20A))

(1− r ·νi(1) ·y)

= 1− ∏
(i∈Q∪S)

(1−cosim(i,20A) ·νi(1) ·y) (6.14)

= 1− (1−cosim(Q,20A) ·νQ(1) ·y) · (...)

= 1−0.831·0.916·1.000·0.967·1.000·0.994·0.997·1.000

= 0.270

The salience of all sentences are updated until the stoppingcondition (here chosen

asε < 0.001) is met. In this case, this is after 15 iterations. The final salience values of

individual sentences are the relevance levels after the last iteration before terminating.

After the sentences are ranked by salience, we can select themost salient sentences

and present them as a summary to the user. Supposing the presentation algorithm

simply picks the three highest-ranking non-query sentences and puts them in the same
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21A People poured into the streets late Sunday, dancing, setting off fireworks and honking horns

in celebration of what many viewed a victory of the poor over apolitical elite that has failed

to ease poverty and control rampant corruption.

21B “Once again, the people of Simon Bolivar have shown themselves to be a grand people,”

he told the Venevision television network.

21C With 78 percent of the vote counted, Chavez had 56 percentcompared to 40 percent for

Yale-educated businessman Henrique Salas Romer, according to official results from the

National Electoral Council.

Figure 6.6: Example probabilistic centrality summary for the queryHugo Chavez.

order as they appeared in the original document, the summaryconsists of the sequence

of sentences 20A, 20C and 20E. This summary is shown in Figure6.6.

6.2.6 Redundancy-aware summarization

One of the assumptions usually made implicitly in the designof single-document sum-

marization systems, is that the source document does not contain redundancy. Conse-

quently, there is no risk of including a sentence in the summary which does not contain

any information not already present. This changes when a summary is generated from

multiple source documents, where non-redundancy of sentences from different docu-

ments cannot taken for granted. The content selection procedures outlined previously

concentrate entirely on relevancy, not redundancy. However, in multi-document sum-

marization, presented content should be relevant to the query and novel with respect to

what is already mentioned in the summary (c.f. Carbonell andGoldstein, 1998).

6.2.6.1 Adding redundancy

To accommodate representing novelty, the model is extendedwith a redundancy fea-

ture graphP which is used in addition to the previously mentioned relevancy feature

graph∆. Similarly to relevance, redundancy relations have a strength in the range

[0..1]. The strength of a redundancy relation between two sentences expresses the like-

lihood that a sentence is redundant, given the fact that another sentence is redundant.

The redundancy of sentencej, given sentencei, is defined byδr(i, j). The form of the

redundancy graph is identical to that of the relevancy graph. The strengths of relations

in the redundancy feature graphδr are defined as follows:

δr(i, j) = cosim(i, j) , if i, j ∈ S; doc(i) 6= doc( j) (6.15)

δr(i, j) = 0 , otherwise
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The redundancy-aware summarization system uses a set of redundancy feature

graphsP for determining salience of sentences, in addition to the relevancy feature

graphs∆:

∆q,c,r(i, j) =
{

wq ·δq(i, j),wc ·δc(i, j),wr∆ ·δr(i, j)
}

(6.16)

Pr(i, j) = {wrP ·δr(i, j)} (6.17)

whereδq(i, j), δc(i, j) andδr(i, j) refer to eq. 6.2, 6.4, and 6.15 respectively. The set

of relations between sentencesi and j are represented by∆q,c,r(i, j) (relevancy) and

Pr(i, j) (redundancy). Since redundancy implies ‘relatedness’, I regard a redundancy

graph a special case of a relevancy graph. Therefore,δr is not only included inPr but

also in∆q,c,r .

The calculation of redundancy-adjusted salience was inspired by Carbonell and

Goldstein (1998). First, the relevance of each sentence is calculated using∆q,c,r using

whatever method appropriate. Then, the novelty is calculated – novelty is the reciprocal

of redundancy. If two sentences are redundant, this affectsonly the novelty of the less-

relevant of the two. The stronger the redundancy relation, the greater the reduction of

novelty. Novelty is calculated as follows:

N( j) = ∏
i∈Fj

∏
r∈Pr(i, j)

(1− r ·R(i)) (6.18)

Fj = {k : S| R(k) > R( j)} (6.19)

whereN( j) is a value in the range[0..1], representing the novelty of sentencej; Pr(i, j)

is a set of redundancy relations, expressing the redundancyof j giveni; Fj is the set of

content units more relevant thanj. The functionR(i) denotes the relevance of sentence

i, as previously calculated.

Now, the redundancy-adjusted salience can be calculated asthe product of rele-

vancy and novelty:

σ j = R( j) ·N( j) (6.20)

whereσ j is the redundancy-adjusted salience of sentencej.

The calculation ofσ j ensures that:

• if one content unit is selected, all content units redundantto that unit are less

likely to be selected: if two content units are redundant with respect to each

other, the salience of the less-relevant content unit is reduced;

• redundancy of a content unit does not prevent relevancy to propagate: a redun-

dant content unit may still be relevant.
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Figure 6.7: Indexed performance of normalized centrality summarization withwq = 1;

wr∆ = 1; wrP = 0; for different values ofwc. An indexed performance of 1 indicates

the performance of the query-relevance system.

6.2.6.2 Query-distance

For query-distance summarization, I started with the configuration which performed

best in section 6.2.4. That is,wq = 0.7 andwc = 1. After adding the redundancy

graph, I started withwr∆ = 0 andwrP = 0. Then, I incrementedwr∆ to a value of 1

in steps of 0.1 while leaving thewrP at 0, and vice versa. The best performance was

achieved withwr∆ = 0.5; wrP = 0 (Rouge-2 0.0824, Rouge-SU4 0.138, DUC rank 11).

However, in this configuration, the content of summaries constructed by the query-

distance algorithm was little affected by adding the redundancy graph. This may be

caused by the fact that the query-distance algorithm is relatively conservative with

respect to selecting sentences for which there is indirect evidence of relevance. I did

not measure a significant improvement of the quality of summaries for any value of

wr∆ andwrP.

6.2.6.3 Normalized centrality

For the normalized centrality algorithm, the best performing configuration withwq = 1,

wc = 1 andwrP = 0 is atwr∆ = 1. Starting with this configuration, I decreased the

value ofwc to 0 in steps of 0.1. The performance is plotted in Figure 6.7. The best

measured performance was atwc = 0.5 with a Rouge-2 score of 0.0929 (DUC rank 2)
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Figure 6.8: Indexed performance of probabilistic centrality summarization withwq =

1; wc = 0.1; wrP = 0; for different values ofwr∆. An indexed performance of 1 indi-

cates the performance of the query-relevance system.

and a Rouge-SU4 score of 0.150 (DUC rank 2). An example of a summary produced

using this configuration is shown in appendix B.6. This configuration significantly

outperforms previously measured configurations of the query-distance and normalized

centrality systems (Rouge-2 and Rouge-SU4). It also performs slightly better than the

probabilistic centrality system, but this difference is not significant. Increasing the

value ofwrP had no effect on the quality of the summaries.

6.2.6.4 Probabilistic centrality

For the probabilistic centrality algorithm, the best performing configuration in section

6.2.5.2 was atwq = 1, wc = 0.1. Starting with this configuration and the additional

redundancy graph, I increased the value ofwr∆ from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.1, while

wrP = 0. The performance is plotted in Figure 6.8. The best measured performance is

at wr∆ = 0.2 with a Rouge-2 score of 0.0916 (DUC rank 2) and a Rouge-SU4 score of

0.147 (DUC rank 3).

Starting with the best probabilistic centrality configuration so far, I increased the

value ofwrP from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.1. The performance is plotted in Figure 6.9.

The best measured performance is atwrP = 1.0 with a Rouge-2 score of 0.0930 (DUC

rank 2) and a Rouge-SU4 score of 0.150 (DUC rank 2). An exampleof a summary

produced using this configuration is shown in appendix B.7. This configuration sig-
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Figure 6.9: Indexed performance of probabilistic centrality summarization withwq =

1; wc = 0.1; wr∆ = 0.2; for different values ofwrP. An indexed performance of 1

indicates the performance of the query-relevance system.

nificantly outperforms the query-distance system and the normalized centrality system

without the use of a redundancy graph (Rouge-2 and Rouge-SU4). It also performs

slightly better than the probabilistic centrality system without the redundancy graph.

This difference is significant for Rouge-SU4 but not for Rouge-2.

6.2.7 Validating the results

In this section, I compare the performance of several configurations of the summariza-

tion framework proposed in section 6.1. An overview of the results is shown in Figure

6.10. The best performance was achieved with the probabilistic centrality content se-

lection algorithm, although it did not perform significantly better than the normalized

centrality algorithm. For pair-wise comparison of summarization systems, I used as

a measure of quality the percentage of DUC queries for which one system received a

higher Rouge-2 or Rouge-SU4 score than the other. An overview of the results is given

in Table 6.3.

The way the graph weight configurations are determined implies that the weights

are tailored to the DUC 2006 data set. As a result, there is a risk that the weights are

overfitted to this particular set. In order to validate the results, I ran the experiments on

the DUC 2005 data set with the graph weight configurations of the systems in Figure
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Best DUC 2006 submission
Probabilistic centrality∆q,c,r ; Pr

Normalized centrality∆q,c,r
Probabilistic centrality∆q,c
Normalized centrality∆q,c

Query-distance∆q,c
Query-relevance∆q

Rouge-SU4Rouge-2
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1.2
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1.1
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1
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Figure 6.10: Indexed performance on DUC 2006 data: 1 indicates the performance of

the query-relevance system.

Table 6.3: Percentage of DUC 2006 topics (Rouge-2/Rouge-SU4) for which one sys-

tem (rows) beat another (columns). Note that percentages donot add up to 100 if both

systems receive the same score for at least one topic. The compared systems are (a)

query-relevance (∆q); (b) query-distance (∆q,c); (c) normalized centrality (∆q,c); (d)

probabilistic centrality (∆q,c); (e) normalized centrality (∆q,c,r ); (f) probabilistic cen-

trality (∆q,c,r ; Pr ).

% (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

(a) – 12/18 50/52 34a/28a 30a/28a 26a/26a

(b) 22/18 – 52/54 38b/30a 32a/30a 30a/26a

(c) 46/48 44/46 – 34a/36b 38b/34a 30a/24a

(d) 64a/70a 60b/68a 66a/62b – 56/58 44/50

(e) 66a/66a 66a/64a 60b/62a 42/42 – 30a/30a

(f) 70a/72a 72a/74a 68a/72a 48/46 64a/68a –

a Significant atp < 0.01.
b Significant atp < 0.05.
c Significant atp < 0.1.
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Best DUC 2005 submission
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Figure 6.11: Indexed performance on DUC 2005 data: 1 indicates the performance of

the query-relevance system.

Table 6.4: Percentage of DUC 2005 topics (Rouge-2/Rouge-SU4) for which one sys-

tem (rows) beat another (columns). Note that percentages donot add up to 100 if both

systems receive the same score for at least one topic. The compared systems are (a)

query-relevance (∆q); (b) query-distance (∆q,c); (c) normalized centrality (∆q,c); (d)

probabilistic centrality (∆q,c); (e) normalized centrality (∆q,c,r ); (f) probabilistic cen-

trality (∆q,c,r ; Pr ).

% (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

(a) – 20/26b 46/44 42/42 50/50 40c/40c

(b) 12/10b – 44/44 40/38b 48/50 38b/36a

(c) 52/54 54/54 – 50/34a 50/54 38b/34a

(d) 54/58 56/62b 50/66a – 58b/64a 36c/42

(e) 44/44 48/48 46/44 38b/36a – 30a/30a

(f) 58c/60c 60b/64a 60b/66a 54c/54 60a/70a –

a Significant atp < 0.01.
b Significant atp < 0.05.
c Significant atp < 0.1.
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6.10. The design of the DUC 2005 data set is almost identical to the design of DUC

2006. The only difference in the summarization task is that aDUC 2005 topic includes

a desired ‘granularity’ (specific or general) of the summary. I ignored this directive.

Figure 6.11 shows the average Rouge-2 and Rouge-SU4 scores achieved with the

DUC 2005 corpus. Table 6.4 shows an overview of the significance tests. The re-

dundancy-aware probabilistic centrality system significantly outperformed all other

systems when Rouge-2 is used (p < 0.1), and all except the redundancy-aware nor-

malized centrality system according to Rouge-SU4. This system would have ranked

first (Rouge-2) or second (Rouge-SU4) if it had participatedin DUC 2005. Remark-

ably, no system outperformed the query-relevance baselinesystem with a certainty of

p< 0.01 to falsely reject the null hypothesis, despite the distinct differences in average

Rouge scores.

Note that it is not guaranteed that the combination of graph weights that leads to

the best performance has been found, not even on DUC 2006 data. Apart from the

risk of overfitting, the number of possible graph weight combinations is infinite and

a greater number of graphs makes it more difficult to find the best combination of

weights. A possible future extension to the summarization system may use machine

learning methods such as genetic algorithms to find the optimal solution.

6.3 Evaluation: DUC

An implementation of the summarization framework described in the previous section

was evaluated in the context of DUC 2006. Because this evaluation was performed

before the experiments in section 6.2, the system describedhere deviates from the

system described previously. The data and the evaluated task are the same as used in

section 6.2. In addition to Route-2 and Rouge-SU4, the summarization system was

externally evaluated by means of:

• Basic Elements (see section 4.2.1.5);

• responsiveness – all summaries are rated by human assessorson a five-point

scale for responsiveness with respect to the query;

• linguistic quality – all summaries are rated by human assessors on a five-point

scale for five aspects of linguistic quality, i.e. grammaticality, non-redundancy,

referential clarity, focus, and coherence;
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• Pyramids – 22 of the 35 participant systems of DUC (includingthe system

described here) participated in the optional Pyramids evaluation (see section

4.2.1.4).

The additional evaluations reveal aspects of the quality ofdiscourse oriented sum-

maries which cannot be evaluated using automatic metrics. The baseline used in DUC

is a summary composed of the leading sentences of the most recent documents, up to

250 words.

6.3.1 Feature graphs

A combination of the following four feature graphs was used to find intersentential

relations:

• an entailment graph, to express query-relevance;

• an entailment graph, to express redundancy between sentences of different doc-

uments.

• the cosine similarity graphδc as defined in eq. 6.4, to express relatedness be-

tween sentences;

• a layout graph, to express relatedness between sentences;

An entailment system recognizes whether one piece of text isentailed by another.

For recognizing entailment, the dependency tree alignmentalgorithm described in sec-

tion 3.3.1.2 is used. This algorithm detects entailment by identifying overlap in their

dependency trees. If a sentence entails what is said in the query, the sentence may

provide an answer to the query. The use of an alignment algorithm for finding answers

is based on the observation that recognizing a question/answer relation is similar to

recognizing an entailment relation, and both can be found using syntactic structure.

Bouma et al. (2006) show that it is likely that a sentence answers a question if the

syntactic structure of question and candidate answer sentence sentence is similar. The

query-relevance entailment graph is defined as follows:

δqa(q, j) = align(q, j) , if q∈ Q; j ∈ S (6.21)

δqa(q, j) = 0 , otherwise

whereδqa(q, j) is the strength of the relation betweenq and j; andalign(q, j) is the

alignment value as calculated by the dependency tree alignment algorithm.
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Recognizing textual entailment is also useful for detecting redundancy across docu-

ments. If a summary sentence entails another sentence, the latter sentence is redundant

and including it in the summary should be avoided. The redundancy entailment graph

is defined as follows:

δra(i, j) = align(i, j) , if j ∈ S; i is among the 10 most query-

relevant sentences

(6.22)

δra(i, j) = 0 , otherwise

The alignment algorithm uses lemma equivalence (van den Bosch and Daelemans,

1999) and WordNet synonymy and hyponymy (Miller, 1995) for alignment on the

lexical level. Synonyms and words with the same lemma are considered equivalent.

The MaltParser system (Nivre and Scholz, 2004) is used for syntactic analysis.

In addition to direct answers to questions, sentences whichelaborate on answers are

also included. A combination of layout and cosine similarity is used to relate sentences

within a document. Cosine similarity relies on the graphδc (eq. 6.4). The lowest level

coherence relations typically do not cross paragraph boundaries – a paragraph partic-

ipates as a whole in a coherence relation with the text in which it is embedded. This

knowledge may be used to derive the structure of a text, but itcan also be exploited di-

rectly by a summarization system. The way layout is used hereis based on the idea that

the first sentence in a paragraph often contains the most important information. The

layout feature graphδp bidirectionally connects each sentence with the first sentence

of its paragraph:

δp(i, j) = 1 , if i is the first sentence of the paragraph of

j, or vice versa

(6.23)

δp(i, j) = 0 , otherwise

To summarize, alignment of dependency trees is measured to find answers to ques-

tions, and to detect redundancy across documents. Paragraph boundaries are used as

an indication of structural relations between sentences, and cosine similarity is used

to find semantic relations between sentences within a document. The relevancy and

redundancy graphs used for determining the salience of sentences are the following:

∆DUC =
{

0.15δqa,5δra,0.1δp,δc
}

(6.24)

PDUC = {5δra} (6.25)
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6.3.2 Content selection

The content selection algorithm is similar to the query distance algorithm described in

section 6.2.4, but it differs in several ways. First, in the previous section, I assumed that

all relations strengths are in the range[0..1]. The centrality based algorithms demand

this, but not the query-distance algorithm. The restriction is relieved in this system.

Second, the system favors long sentences over short sentences. The reason for

this is that short sentences are expected to contain more anaphoric references to other

sentences. Including a sentence but not the sentences containing the antecedents of

its references results in a summary with unresolvable references. In the DUC system,

query-distance is calculated as follows (c.f. eq. 6.7):

Dduc( j) = 0 , if j ∈ Q (6.26)

Dduc( j) = min







Dduc(i)+

(

∑
r∈∆DUC(i, j)

r

)−1

| i ∈ Q∪S







, otherwise

whereDduc( j) is the distance ofj to the query, using∆DUC. Distance is measured by

Dduc as the shortest path from the query to the sentence, not taking redundancy into

account.

If the last step of the path to a sentence follows a redundancyrelation, the corre-

sponding sentence is redundant with respect to another sentence which is closer to the

query. This is expressed by the valueDducR( j), which is the distance ofj to the query,

measured as the shortest path of which the last step isnot a redundancy relation:

DducR( j) = min







Dduc(i)+

(

∑
r∈∆DUC(i, j)\PDUC(i, j)

r

)−1

| i ∈ Q∪S







(6.27)

The redundancy-aware sentence salience is the reciprocal of the distance to the

query:

Rduc( j) =

√

‖ j‖

DducR( j)
(6.28)

whereRduc( j) is the salience of sentencej; DducR( j) is the distance to the query, and

‖ j‖ is the number of characters in sentencej. The latter is to favor long sentences over

shorter ones.
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Human summaries
Best submission
This submission

Median
Baseline
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Figure 6.12: Average human assessment of various aspects ofthe quality of 50 sum-

maries: (a) grammaticality, (b) non-redundancy, (c) referential clarity, (d) focus, (e)

structure and coherence, (f) responsiveness as evaluated by NIST assessors on a five

point Likert scale.

6.3.3 The results

Organizers of DUC 2006 at NIST hired assessors to evaluate various aspects of the

quality of summaries. Figure 6.12 shows the average resultsof the readability assess-

ments. On all aspects of readability, the average results are above the median of DUC

participants. On average over all summaries and all evaluated aspects of linguistic

quality, the system performed second-best of 35 participants.

Figure 6.12 also shows results of a human assessment of ‘responsiveness’, i.e. how

well the summaries respond to the information need expressed in the query. In this

evaluation, the system outperformed the baseline (composed of leading sentences of

the most recent source documents) but not the median submission. The same is true for

other content based evaluation methods. Figure 6.13 shows the results of content based

evaluation methods which measure the content overlap between a candidate summary

and hand crafted reference summaries.
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Human summaries
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Figure 6.13: Indexed performance (baseline performance is1) of DUC submissions as

produced by NIST and Columbia University using four evaluation metrics: (a) Rouge-

2, (b) Rouge-SU4, (c) Basic Elements, (d) Pyramid.

6.4 Conclusion

This chapter presented a graph-based system for query-based summarization. The sys-

tem’s objective is to select cohering sentences whose content is relevant to the user.

Content is likely to be relevant if (1) it answers the query, or if (2) it supports answers

to the query by providing background information, elaborating on specific details, or

otherwise providing information which is related to the answer. The summarization

system presented in this chapter models the source text by means of graphs, aiming at

capturing the discourse structure and using that to producecoherent summaries con-

taining an answer to the query, but also information supporting this answer. Previous

work on query-based summarization has mainly focused on extracting the set of sen-

tences which best match the query, not on producing coherentsummaries.

The effect of two system variables on the system performanceis measured: the

use of different graphs, and the use of different algorithmsto search those graphs.

My main interest is to evaluate search algorithms, but theirperformance rely on the

particular choice of graphs. The algorithms used are query-relevance, query-distance,

normalized centrality and probabilistic centrality. The graphs express the strength of

relations between sentences, measured as their cosine similarity. All evaluations are

performed on DUC (2005 and 2006) corpora, using automatic performance metrics
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also used in DUC, i.e. Rouge-2 and Rouge-SU4. One implementation of the system is

evaluated by NIST in the context of DUC 2006.

The Rouge measurements on the DUC 2006 corpus (section 6.2) suggest that the

probabilistic centrality algorithm leads to the best performance. Because the config-

uration of the system parameters are also based on this corpus, the results are vali-

dated on the DUC 2005 corpus. Rouge measurements on the DUC 2005 corpus show

that the probabilistic centrality algorithm significantlyoutperforms all other algorithms

(p < 0.1). When using the probabilistic centrality algorithm, theredundancy graph

contributed significantly to the Rouge-2 system performance (p < 0.1) but not to the

Rouge-SU4 performance, despite the difference in average performance.

Apart from Rouge-2 and Rouge-SU4, the evaluation by NIST (section 6.3) included

also performance measurements using Basic Elements, Pyramids, as well as ratings of

responsiveness and various aspects of readability. Because this evaluation was per-

formed before the previously mentioned experiments and theparameters of the system

were not optimized for content at this stage, it is not surprising that the content-based

metrics indicate a score well below the results presented insection 6.2. Nevertheless,

the average of readability scores was second best of all DUC 2006 submissions. The

high level of readability is in line with my expectation thatincluding content support-

ing the answer to the query (sentences with indirect evidence of relevance) increases

coherence of the summary.

In sum, the graph-based approach to query-based summarization results in high

quality summaries with respect to content (section 6.2) andreadability (section 6.3).

Unfortunately, the readability measures of DUC 2006 could not easily be repeated in

experiments with the content-optimized system. As a result, further research will have

to point out whether graphs can be used to combine the virtuesof readability and high

quality content in a single summarization system. Another possibility is that there is a

trade-off between content and readability.

In section 6.2, the cosine similarity of sentences was used to measure their relat-

edness. Other knowledge-poor evidence of relatedness is used in addition to cosine

similarity in section 6.3. These methods are computationally cheap and easy to port to

other languages. On the other hand, knowledge-intensive methods may detect relations

between sentences more accurately. A promising direction of further research is to use

more different sources of information for detecting relations, including knowledge-

intensive methods such as rhetorical relation detection oranaphora resolution.



7
Illustrating answers

The previous chapters made a case for discourse oriented text sum-

marization. This chapter applies ideas from discourse oriented sum-

marization on automatic illustration of answers to medicalquestions.

Similarities between the answers and picture-related text(its caption

or its section/paragraph) is used as evidence that the picture would

be appropriate to illustrate the answer. In a user study, participants

rated presentations consisting of a textual component and apicture.

The text was manually written and the picture was automatically re-

trieved using either its caption or its section. The caption-based se-

lection method gave better results than the section-based method, and

the caption-based selection method could better predict the effect of

the picture on the attractiveness of the presentation. Compared to

manual picture selection, results of automatic pictures are similar if

the manual picture is mainly decorative.

Summarization is generating content by reusing elements ofexisting documents. In

previous chapters, corpora of text only news releases were used for evaluation. Media

other than text require a different approach because non-text representations do not

compare directly with text. A solution for dealing with non-textual media that has been

proposed for use in multimedia summarization and retrievalis to analyze and convert

the media content to a semantic representation usable by thesystem (Maybury and

Merlino, 1997; Nagao et al., 2002; van Deemter and Power, 2003; Petrushin, 2007).

However, automatic analysis of media content is difficult and often unreliable, while

153
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manual annotation is very laborious. Another solution, which according to de Jong

et al. (2007) is often overlooked, is the use of related linguistic content instead of the

media items themselves. If related text adequately describes a media item, text-based

retrieval methods can be used to retrieve non-textual media.

In Bosma (2005b), I proposed a method for extending the answers returned by

a QA-system with appropriate illustrations by searching pictures whose related text

is similar to the text of the answer. Pictures are selected bytaking the best match

of the answer text and a text snippet automatically associated with the picture. This

method is an application of the discourse oriented summarization algorithms described

in chapter 6, and has been applied in the IMIX system for answering medical questions

(Boves and den Os, 2005). The purpose of the IMIX system is to answer medical

questions from non-expert users, of the kind to which answers can be typically found

in an encyclopedia. Questions can be typed or spoken (in Dutch), and answers are

presented using speech, text and pictures. Questions can beasked in isolation, but the

system is also capable of engaging in dialogs and answer follow-up questions.

This chapter presents a user evaluation of the picture selection method earlier de-

scribed in Bosma (2005b). In the experiment, answer presentations with automatically

selected pictures were rated by naive participants judgingthe attractiveness and in-

formativeness of the text-picture combination. I also investigated the influence of the

different presentations on learning. The experimental design was the same as that used

by van Hooijdonk et al. (2007a), who evaluated manually created answer presenta-

tions consisting of different text-picture combinations.I repeated their experiment for

answer presentations with automatically retrieved pictures, comparing two versions

of the automatic picture retrieval method: one where the picture’s textual annotation

consists of its caption (resulting in ‘caption-selected’ illustrations), and one where the

annotation is a part of the text near which the picture was found (resulting in ‘section-

selected’ illustrations).

7.1 Automatic text illustration

The query-based summarization framework in chapter 6 relies on a combination of

one or more feature graphs which express relations between content units. The graphs

themselves are constructed using content (e.g. cosine similarity) or context (e.g. lay-

out) to relate content units. This way, content can be presented for which there is just
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indirect evidence of relevance. For instance, a sentence may be included in a sum-

mary if it is linked to the query indirectly.

This concept may also be applied to multimedia. A picture canbe related to a

piece of text by using layout information. A straight forward relatedness clue of text

and picture is when the text is the picture’s caption. But also if the picture belongs to

a certain paragraph or section, the section and the picture may be considered related.

When the relevance of the text is established, the relevanceof the picture is established

indirectly. This idea is compatible with the graph-based framework in chapter 6. If

picture-text relations and text-text relations are expressed as graphs, the graph search

algorithms of chapter 6 can be applied. This summarization method avoids requiring

to automatically analyze the content of the picture itself (which is more difficult), or to

use a manual annotation (which is more laborious).

Unfortunately, no suitable corpus is available for evaluating such a multimedia

summarization system. In this chapter, instead of using a full multimedia summariza-

tion system, I focus on illustrating a given text with pictures whose relevance is based

on an automatically extracted textual annotation. This maybe regarded a specific in-

stance of the approach described above.

The evaluated task is to select the best picture to illustrate a given textual answer

to a medical question. The final answer presentation consists of a textual component

and a picture. The textual component of the answer presentation is manually written,

in order to be able to concentrate on evaluating the multimedia aspect – selecting the

best picture. To find this picture, the illustration system compares the answer text with

picture-associated text. The more similar the two text passages, the more likely the

picture is relevant. The picture-associated text is interpreted as a textual representation

of the picture. This may be either the picture’s caption or the paragraph (or section if

no single paragraph could be related to the picture) in whichthe picture was found.

The relevancy of a picture is calculated as:

Rpicture(i, t) = cosim(t, text(i)) (7.1)

whereRpicture(i) is the relevancy to the textt of the picturei; and text(i) is the text

associated with picturei. The functioncosim(i, j) calculates the cosine similarity of

i and j, as explained in section 6.2.3. The final answer presentation consists of the

textual answer and the most relevant picture and its caption. An example of an answer

presentation containing an automatic picture is given in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: Screenshot of an answer presentation consisting of text and an automati-

cally selected picture. The presentation answers the question What are thrombolytics?

The text of the answer explains that thrombolytics are drugsused to dissolve blood

clots. The picture depicts a schematic representation of clotted blood.

7.2 Data and methodology

The pictures as well as their textual annotations are automatically extracted from two

medical sources, both intended for a general audience and written in Dutch. They

provide information about anatomy, processes, diseases, treatment and diagnosis. The

first source,Merck Manual medisch handboek(Berkow et al., 2005), Merck in short,

contains 188 schematic illustrations of anatomy and treatment, process schemas, plots

and various types of diagrams. The other source,Winkler Prins medische encyclopedie

(Fiedeldij Dop and Vermeent, 1974), WP in short, contains a variety of 421 pictures,

including photographic pictures, schemas and diagrams. These sources were selected

because they cover the popular medical domain and they are relatively structured –

paragraph boundaries are marked in the text and all 609 pictures have captions. The
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Table 7.1: Examples of medical questions. Questions are equally divided in the cate-

gories ofdefinition questions(Def.) or procedure questions(Proc.); and in questions

which refer to body parts and questions which do not.
Type Bodypart Question

Def. Yes Where is testosterone produced?

Def. No What does ADHD stand for?

Proc. Yes How to apply a sling to the left arm?

Proc. No How to organize a workspace in order to prevent RSI?

pictures have a high information density; only few picturesare decorative. Conse-

quently, the pictures are relatively specific to their context, which complicates their

reuse in a slightly different context.

7.2.1 Questions and answers

Participants evaluated a set of answer presentations to medical questions. Apart from

the presentations themselves, the study was identical to the study of manually selected

answers by van Hooijdonk et al. (2007a). In van Hooijdonk et al. (2007a), we evaluated

presentations consisting of a picture and text – we measuredthe effect of the length

of the textual component of the answer (long or short) and thetype of picture (no

picture, a decorative picture, or an informative picture) on the participant’s perception

of informativeness and attractiveness. No participants took part in both the experiment

described here and the experiment in van Hooijdonk et al. (2007a).

Sixteen questions in the medical domain were selected. Of the sixteen questions,

half are definition questions and half are procedural questions. Of the eight questions

in both groups, half refer to body parts and half do not. Table7.1 shows examples of

the questions used. References to body parts may be indirect, as is the case in the first

question in Table 7.1.

For each medical question, van Hooijdonk et al. (2007a) formulated a concise and

an extended textual answer. The concise answer gives a direct answer to the ques-

tion, while the extended answer may also provide relevant background information

(c.f. chapter 5). The average length of the concise answer and the extended answer is

approximately 26 words and 66 words respectively.

In this experiment, for each of the textual answers, two presentations are generated

by illustrating them using the algorithm described in section 7.1. For one of the pre-
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Figure 7.2: Example of a picture which is related but not complementary to the answer.

The presentation answers the question:where are red blood cells generated?

Table 7.2: Statistics of the Merck corpus (Berkow et al., 2005) and the WP corpus

(Fiedeldij Dop and Vermeent, 1974).
Caption length (words) Section length (words)

Average SD Range Average SD Range

Merck 4.4 1.9 [1,10] 354 325 [30,1944]

WP 39.1 42.9 [1,428] 67 48 [5,336]

Combined 28.4 39.1 [1,428] 156 227 [5,1944]

sentations for each answer, the picture’s caption is used asassociated text, the other

is associated with the smallest unit of surrounding text from the original document of

the picture. This can be a section or a paragraph. Regardlesswhich text is used for

selecting the picture, the caption is considered part of thepicture and is thus presented

along with the picture. If the surrounding text was used for picture selection, this text

is not included in the answer presentation.

The corpus did not contain an appropriate picture for all answers, which forced

the illustration system to select less appropriate pictures for some of the presentations.

In some cases the selected picture was plain irrelevant, butin some other cases, the

picture was related to the text but had a different perspective. For instance, the picture

in Figure 7.2 addresses the deformation of red blood cells rather than their generation.
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Table 7.2 shows details of the distribution of lengths of associated text. Captions

vary greatly in length, especially in the WP corpus. In the extreme case, the caption

is as long as 428 words, while the textual component of the presentation averages

26 or 66 words (for concise and extended presentations respectively). Because some

captions are presented along with pictures, this would leadto an imbalance between

the amount of text in the caption and the amount of text in the textual component of

the answer. In order to prevent excessive caption lengths, the caption is truncated to its

first sentenceafter it is selected, so that only the caption’s first sentence is presented

along with the picture, rather than the caption as a whole, without affecting the picture

selection process.

7.2.2 Experimental setup

Seventy five people participated in the experiment (44 female and 31 male, between 18

and 55 years old). Fifty six of them (75 percent) were students recruited from Tilburg

University. None had participated in the experiments of vanHooijdonk et al. (2007a).

The participants were randomly assigned to one of the four conditions (concise or

extended text, selection by means of caption or surrounded text), for which they were

shown all sixteen answer presentations.

The participants were invited to participate by e-mail. This e-mail shortly stated the

goal of the experiment, the amount of time it would take to participate, the possibility

to win a gift certificate, and the URL of the experiment. The experiment was entirely

online. When the participant accessed the experiment, theyfirst received instructions

about the procedure. The participants were told that they would receive the answer

presentations of 16 medical questions. They had to study these answer presentations

carefully, after which they had to assess them on their informativeness and on their

attractiveness. Next, the participants entered their personal data (i.e., age, gender, level

of education, and optionally their e-mail to win a gift certificate).

After a participant had filled out personal data, s/he practiced the procedure of the

actual experiment in a practice session: s/he was given the medical questionWhere are

red blood cells produced?. First, the participant answered on a seven-point Likert scale

how confident s/he was to know the answer to the medical question. Subsequently, the

participant was shown the answer to the medical question corresponding to the con-

dition s/he was assigned to. The participant studied the answer presentation until s/he

thought that s/he could assess its informativeness and attractiveness. Then, the partic-

ipant was shown the medical question, the answer presentation, and a questionnaire.
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This questionnaire consisted of five questions, addressing:

1. the clarity of the text;

2. the informativeness of the answer presentation;

3. the attractiveness of the answer presentation;

4. the informativeness of the combination of text and picture;

5. the attractiveness of the combination of text and picture.

The participants judged the informativeness of the text-picture combination instead

of directly assessing the relevance of the picture. This is because the experiment in van

Hooijdonk et al. (2007a) contained manually selected pictures only, for which rele-

vance was assumed (although a distinction was made between decorative and informa-

tive pictures). In contrast, automatic pictures may be irrelevant or somewhat relevant.

However, I chose not to change the design of the experiment inorder to get comparable

results. (See Section 7.3.2 for a comparison between presentations with manually and

automatically selected pictures.)

After completing the practice session, the participants started with the actual ex-

periment, proceeding in the same way as during the practice session. When they fin-

ished their assessment of the answer presentations to the 16medical questions, the

participants received a post test which was the same for all participants (regardless the

experimental condition). In the post test, the participants had to answer the same 16

questions of which they had rated the answer presentations in the previous part of the

experiment. This was done in the form of a multiple choice test, in which each medi-

cal question was provided with four textual answer possibilities. Of these four answer

possibilities, one answer was correct and the other three were plausible incorrect ones.

The order in which the medical questions were presented in the post test was the same

as in the actual experiment. Note that – with respect to the concise textual answer –

the additional information in the extended textual answersand in the pictures was not

necessary to answer the question in the post test correctly.

7.3 Results

The results of the assessments were normalized to be in the range [0..1]. A rating n

between one and seven (inclusive) is normalized as1
6(n−1).
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For processing the results, I used the following non-standard method (c.f. section

6.2.2). For each condition and each medical question and assessment question, I calcu-

late the average assessment. For pair-wise significance testing of differences between

two experimental conditions for a particular assessment question, I measured the per-

centage of answer presentations for which the rating of one condition was higher than

that of another. A condition that consistently received higher average ratings than the

other for each medical question got a score of 100 percent; consequently, the other

condition got a relative score of 0 percent. Significance is tested by means of 106-fold

approximate randomization. A difference is considered significant if the null hypothe-

sis (that the sets are not different) can be rejected at a certainty greater than 95 percent

(p < 0.05), unless stated otherwise.

The reasons for using the mutual rank instead of the average judgment are similar

to the reasons mentioned in chapter 6. The standard deviation of ratings of answers

to some medical questions was higher than the standard deviation for answers to other

medical questions. As a result, some medical questions affect the average rating more

than others. This makes it less likely to find significant differences in the average

rating. Using the mutual rank avoids this problem.

7.3.1 Caption or section?

Figure 7.3 shows an overview of the average assessments per condition. The level of

clarity of the textual component of the answer (Figure 7.3 (a)) was judged similar. No

significant differences between any two conditions was found.

Regarding the informativeness of the answer presentation as a whole (Figure 7.3

(b)), extended answers were rated significantly more informative than concise answers.

However, for extended answers, the combination of picture and text (Figure 7.3 (d))

was judged less informative. This effect was the strongest for pictures which are se-

lected using their surrounding section, although the differences were not significant.

The presentation (Figure 7.3 (c)) as well as the picture/text combination (Figure

7.3 (e)) was rated significantly more attractive if the pictures were selected by their

captions than when the surrounding section was used for picture selection. The at-

tractiveness of the presentation or the picture/text combination was not affected by the

length of the textual component of the answer.

All in all, the presentations containing a section-selected picture were less infor-

mative and less attractive than the presentations containing a caption-selected picture.

Apparently, captions are more representative of the content of a picture, and thus are
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Figure 7.3: Average assessments of (a) textual clarity; (b)informativeness of the pre-

sentation; (c) attractiveness of the presentation; (d) informativeness of the text-picture

combination; (e) attractiveness of the text-picture combination; and (f) the average

percentage of correct answers in the post test.

more reliable indicators of the picture’s relevance to the answer text. This is not entirely

surprising, as the content of a caption generally describes(only) the picture, whereas

the text surrounding a picture may also contain unrelated content.

In seeming contradiction with the good ratings of caption-selected pictures, in the

post test where participants had to select the correct answer in a multiple choice test,

participants who were shown section-selected pictures gave significantly more correct

answers than other participants when the section-selectedpicture was included in a

presentation with an extended textual component. This is a remarkable result because

these pictures were rated least informative. A possible explanation for this is that the

participants concentrated less on the picture (because they quickly dismissed it as less

relevant) and more on the text. After all, the information inthe picture was not required

to answer the questions in the post test.

7.3.2 Automatic or manual?

As mentioned earlier, apart from the answer presentations themselves, the design of the

experiment was identical to the experiment described in vanHooijdonk et al. (2007a).

This allows us to compare the evaluation results of the automatically illustrated answer
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presentations to those of van Hooijdonk et al. (2007a), who evaluated manually created

answer presentations.

In the experiment of van Hooijdonk et al. (2007a), the answerpresentations con-

sisted of the same (concise or extended) textual component used in the current exper-

iment, in combination with either no picture, a decorative picture, or an informative

picture (i.e. six experimental conditions in total). Thesemanually selected pictures

can be regarded as agold standardfor decorative and informative pictures respec-

tively. However, in practice, it is unlikely that this gold standard can be achieved with

the set of 609 medical pictures used in the experiment for automatic picture selection,

because the picture sources used by van Hooijdonk et al. (2007a) were unrestricted

and thus offered far more opportunities to find a suitable illustration for a given answer

text.

A large portion of participants in both experiments are students from Tilburg Uni-

versity who are recruited within a short time frame using thesame communication

channels. Therefore, I consider both groups as fully comparable. Because these stu-

dents receive course credits for participation, they filledin their student registration

number, which made it possible to distinguish them from other participants.

However, in both experiments, participants took part who are not part of this com-

munity. The results of the two experiments are comparable only if the group of partic-

ipants in one experiment is similar to the participants of the other experiment. There

are significant differences between registered students and other participants with re-

spect to their answers to some of the assessment questions, rendering the participant

groups as a whole dissimilar. The mean rating of informativeness of the presenta-

tion was rated higher by student participants than by other participants for 65 percent

(p < 0.001) of the answer presentations of van Hooijdonk et al. (2007a). In the same

experiment, students rated the text-picture combinationsmore informative (60 percent,

p < 0.001) and less attractive (58 percent,p < 0.01) than other participants. The an-

swers to other assessment questions were similar for both groups, or slightly different.

Because students and non-students are shown to produce different results, the group of

non-students are filtered out in order to ensure that the experimental conditions are the

only variables over both experiments.

In total, 98 participants (70 female, 28 male) of the participants were registered

students. 42 of them contributed to the experimental conditions of van Hooijdonk

et al. (2007a) and 56 contributed to the conditions described in section 7.2. No one

participated twice. The average assessments of the 98 participants are shown in Figure
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Figure 7.4: Average assessments of (a) textual clarity; (b)informativeness of the pre-

sentation; (c) attractiveness of the presentation; (d) informativeness of the text-picture

combination; (e) attractiveness of the text-picture combination; and (f) the average

percentage of correct answers in the post test. For comparability, these results include

only registered students from Tilburg University. Therefore, the actual values may

differ slightly from Figure 7.3.

7.4. These results combine the 16 concise and the 16 extendedanswer presentations,

comprising 32 data points for each condition and assessmentquestion.

The informativeness of text-picture combinations as well as the attractiveness of the

presentation was similar when the answer contained an automatically selected picture,

a manually selected decorative picture, or no picture at all. No significant differences

were found. However, the text-picture combination of manually selected informative

pictures was rated significantly more informative than the text-picture combination

of manually selected decorative pictures and automatically selected pictures. Answer

presentations were rated significantly less informative ifthe presentation contained a

section-selected picture than if the answer contained an informative picture, a decora-

tive picture, or no picture at all. Presentations containing caption-selected pictures are

not significantly less informative than presentations withinformative pictures.

Average ratings of automatic presentations may have been negatively affected by

inconsistent performance of the picture selection algorithm. In some cases, the al-

gorithm selected an irrelevant or a somewhat irrelevant picture because there was no

appropriate picture in the database or simply because the algorithm failed to find it. If
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Figure 7.5: Standard deviations per answer presentation inthe assessments of (a) tex-

tual clarity; (b) informativeness of the presentation; (c)attractiveness of the presen-

tation; (d) informativeness of the text-picture combination; (e) attractiveness of the

text-picture combination; and (f) the average percentage of correct answers in the post

test. For comparability, these results include only registered students from Tilburg

University.

the relevance of automatic pictures is less consistent thanthat of manual pictures, this

should reflect in the variability of the results. Figure 7.5 shows the standard deviations

of assessments. For automatic pictures, participants indeed show greater variability

than for manual pictures in their assessments of textual clarity, informativeness and

attractiveness of the answer presentation. Remarkably, the standard deviation of the

number of correct answers in the post test was also greater for pictures which are se-

lected by their captions.

7.4 The value of confidence

The selection criterion for automatic pictures was the cosine similarity of the textual

component of the answer and the text associated with the picture (a caption or a sec-

tion, depending on the condition). The picture with the highest cosine similarity was

selected. Because cosine similarity is used as a measure of relevance, this value can

be interpreted as aconfidence value, i.e. how confident the system is that the selected

picture is actually relevant. If the cosine similarity is actually a good indicator of rele-
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Table 7.3: Statistics of the cosine similarity of the textual component of the answer and

the text passage used for indexing the selected picture.
Condition Average (standard deviation) [Range]

Brief text; caption-selected picture 0.190 (0.00788) [0.0687,0.347]

Extended text; caption-selected picture 0.188 (0.00631) [0.0786,0.397]

Brief text; section-selected picture 0.133 (0.00501) [0.0295,0.311]

Extended text; section-selected picture 0.162 (0.00654) [0.0373,0.319]
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Extended text, caption-selected picture
Concise text, caption-selected picture
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Figure 7.6: Pearson correlation coefficient between the confidence of picture selection

and the assessments of (a) textual clarity; (b) informativeness of the presentation; (c)

attractiveness of the presentation; (d) informativeness of the text-picture combination;

(e) attractiveness of the text-picture combination; and (f) the average percentage of

correct answers in the post test.

vance, one would expect a high correlation between cosine similarity and relevance. In

the IMIX system (in which this picture selection method is implemented), the answer

is presented text-only if no picture has a confidence (cosinesimilarity) above a certain

(configurable) threshold. Table 7.3 shows the averages of the cosine similarity values

of the pictures selected for the answers in the experiment described in this chapter.

But what is the meaning of cosine similarity as a confidence value? Cosine similar-

ity can be used to predict the relevance of the picture if there is a correlation between

the cosine similarity and the experimental participants’ judgments of a presentation.

Figure 7.6 shows the correlation of the confidence (cosine similarity) value and the
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participant judgments. A value of 1 (or -1) indicates a perfect increasing (or decreas-

ing) linear correlation. This correlation was greatest forthe participant judgments of

the informativeness of the text-picture combination (0.51and 0.44 with concise and ex-

tended text respectively). This is an encouraging result, given that this aspect seems to

correspond most closely to picture relevance. With respectto attractiveness, the corre-

lation with confidence was significantly greater for conciseanswers than for extended

answers. There was only a slight difference in correlation between attractiveness and

confidence for different picture selection methods.

Remarkably, participants perceived the textual componentof the answer as less

clear when the confidence value of the picture was greater. This puzzling result sug-

gests that relevant pictures negatively affect the clarityof the answer text rather than

enhance it. A possible explanation is that any mismatches between picture and text

may be more confusing when text and picture seem closely related than when the pic-

ture obviously does not fit the text, in which case it can be easily ignored and does not

influence the interpretation of the text.

7.5 Conclusion

This chapter presented an algorithm for automatic illustration of answers to medical

questions in Dutch. It is used in the IMIX question answeringsystem to add ap-

propriate illustrations to textual answers. To evaluate the algorithm, I conducted an

experiment, following the same procedure as van Hooijdonk et al. (2007a) to evaluate

different types of answer presentations on informativeness, attractiveness and influence

on learning.

In the experiment, the answer presentations contained a textual and a visual com-

ponent, of which the text was given and the visual was automatically retrieved from

an offline picture database containing 609 pictures. The pictures were automatically

extracted from various sources. To find an appropriate picture, the pictures were in-

dexed by a passage of text from the document in which they werefound. Two different

indexing methods were compared in the experiment, either using the picture’s caption

for picture selection, or using the section or paragraph that contained the picture. Both

selection methods were tested in combination with a conciseor an extended textual

answer.

Due to limitations of the corpus (i.e. for several questionsit did not contain a rele-

vant picture at all) the standard deviations of the results are quite high, which makes it
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difficult to make any general claims based on them. However, some tentative conclu-

sions can be drawn.

The results indicate that the caption-based picture selection method results in more

informative and attractive presentations than the section-based method, although the

difference in informativeness was not significant. Furthermore, caption-based picture

selection shows a greater correlation between confidence and informativeness, which

indicates that the confidence value better predicts the informativeness of the picture.

A system could use this to respond by not offering any pictureif no relevant picture

is available (as is currently done in the IMIX system). All inall, the caption-based

picture selection method offers more promising results than the section-based selection

method.

An investigation of the relation between system confidence and the experimental

results revealed an intriguing negative correlation between textual clarity and the pre-

dicted relevance of the selected illustration. Apparently, seeing an answer text in com-

bination with a picture that is related to it, but not fully attuned to it, may be confusing

to the user. Problems like these might be solved by the development of post-processing

methods to adapt the textual and visual components of the answer presentation to each

other, so that they form a more coherent whole.

When compared to manually created answer presentations, I found that answer

presentations with an automatically selected picture wererated at largely the same

level as presentations with a manually selected decorativepicture (which did not add

any information to the answer) or even no picture at all. Thismay be partially explained

by the design of the experiment, where the visual element of the answer presentations

was not needed to answer the question (since the textual element contained all the

required information). Also, the results were undoubtedlyinfluenced by the fact that

the picture corpus did not contain appropriate pictures forall answers, in which case

the algorithm had no choice but to select an irrelevant picture. To measure the extent

of this influence, a sub-analysis could be performed on thosequestions for which the

corpus did contain at least one appropriate picture.
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Conclusion

This thesis is an exploration of how discourse structure canbe used for query-based

(multi-document) summarization systems. Summarization is a broad subject which in-

volves many aspects of natural language processing. I highlighted a few key issues in

discourse oriented summarization: utility of RST-based summaries, graph-based sum-

marization algorithms, recognizing textual entailment, and text illustration algorithms.

A specific type of semantic relation between sentences of different documents is

redundancy. This relation is of particular importance to multi-document summariza-

tion systems, but it has (to my knowledge) not been addressedin graph-based summa-

rization algorithms. I presented a new approach to detecting textual entailment, from

which redundancy can be derived. Furthermore, I proposed new performance measure-

ments which appear to be more suitable than existing methodsto detect differences in

performance (chapter 3).

In order to measure the utility of discourse in query-based summarization, I de-

signed an RST-based system for query-based summarization.A baseline system uses

layout for the same summarization task. In a utility-oriented evaluation, users appear

to find themselves more capable of assessing how well a summary responds to a ques-

tion, if the answer is a query-based RST summary. RST summarization also reduces

the amount of irrelevant information in the summary (chapter 5).

Using graphs as a mathematical concept for representing text structure, I compared

a number of existing and new algorithms within a novel graph-based summarization

framework. I showed that text structure can improve summarization with respect to

content (Rouge2, Rouge-SU4) and readability. Furthermore, this research exposed

the possible dilemma of a trade-off between coherent summarization and informative

summarization (chapter 6).

The summarization framework is applied for illustrating textual answers to med-

ical questions with pictures. An automatic system producedan answer presentation

consisting of a picture and a textual component, given the text and a set of annotated

candidate pictures. The relevance of the picture is based onits caption (method 1) or its

169
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section or paragraph (method 2). Results of a comparative study suggest that a caption

is more suitable than a section for determining a picture’s relevance (chapter 7).

8.1 Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are the following.

1. A quantitative analysis of evaluation methods for binaryclassification tasks, and

recognizing textual entailment in particular (chapter 3).

2. A discourse oriented summarization method for generating coherent answers to

questions (chapters 5 and 6).

3. A graph-based framework for evaluation of summarizationmethods (chapter 6).

4. A new graph search algorithm which beats all known graph search algorithms

for summarization in Rouge-2 performance on the DUC 2005 corpus (chapter

6).

5. A text illustration method which uses circumstantial text for selecting pictures –

this method is presented as a specific case of multimedia summarization (chapter

7).

8.2 Follow-up questions

Regarding features for summarization, the summarization systems described in this

thesis rely on manual annotations (chapter 5) or on surface characteristics of text (chap-

ter 6). This makes them easier to port to other languages or even language indepen-

dent. However, this does not mean that more sophisticated automatic analyses cannot

improve summarization. In my opinion, the most promising unexplored opportunity is

to exploit other aspects of cohesion than just lexical cohesion in graph based summa-

rization. For instance, the pronoun resolution algorithm of Lappin and Leass (1994)

could be integrated in the framework described in chapter 6.Another possibility is to

use methods for automatic detection of coherence relations(e.g. Marcu and Echihabi,

2002).

Regarding algorithms for summarization, the algorithms inchapter 6 used a set of

feature graphs whose relative weight may be differ, depending on the configuration. I
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tried to find the optimal combination of weights by varying one weight until it reached

an optimum, then varying another, etc. However, there is no guarantee that the op-

timum is a global optimum and not a local optimum. New methodsfor determining

the graph weights may improve the results and ease the process of finding the optimal

combination of weights if the set of feature graphs changes.A possible direction is to

apply genetic algorithms for weight optimization.

Progress in the field of summarization suffers from a lack of consensus on how to

evaluate summaries, and in particular which content-basedmethod is most adequate.

Some content-based evaluation methods rely on a manual effort per summary (which

is expensive). Both automatic and manual methods (but especially automatic meth-

ods) rely on a (possibly too) simplistic view on what ‘meaning’ is. They usually use

phrases, n-grams, etc. as the atomic unit of meaning, failing to take their context into

account. How adequate these methods are is unclear because the evaluations of these

methods rely on an assumed ground truth which is disputed itself (c.f. Donaway et al.,

2000; Saggion et al., 2002; Lin, 2004; Passonneau, 2005), asthey focus on consis-

tency (e.g. interannotator reliability) or on correlationwith other methods. Possibly

more important than the consistency of an evaluation method’s judgment of the same

summary (e.g. by using different annotators) is the consistency of a method’s rela-

tive judgment fordifferentsummaries of the same system. For instance, if (by some

method) systemA is ranked consistently better than systemB, the evaluation method

measures something reproducible.

The entailment detection methods described may be useful for summarization but

also for summarization evaluation. Zhou et al. (2006) show that results of a paraphrase-

based evaluation method correlate better with human judgments than Rouge-1 scores.

Regarding automatic text illustration, in chapter 7, a corpus of 621 pictures was

used to illustrate answers to medical questions. The quality of the final presentations

then measured by means of user judgments. If the relevance ofeach picture to each

question/answer pair was known, offline experiments could be performed to compare

illustration algorithms without user judgments. This corpus might be constructed by

annotating each picture manually.

A cost-effective alternative is to repeat the production experiment of van Hooijdonk

et al. (2007b) in a more constrained setting, i.e. have usersfind the most relevant

picture(s) in a fixed set of candidate pictures. In an evaluation, the resulting corpus

would have a function similar to the function of reference summaries in summarization

evaluation: pictures which are selected by more users are more relevant.
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Finding a relevant picture may be rewarding, but knowing when no relevant picture

can be found may be even more important. Presenting no picture is probably better

than presenting an irrelevant picture. As shown in chapter 7, the cosine similarity

measurement can be used to predict to a large extent the attractivity of the presentation.

In addition, the original context of the picture may providemore information on the

type of the picture and the type of text for which it is suitable. For instance, if the text

describes a procedure, it is more likely coherent with an answer describing a procedure.

If a picture is presented with an answer, the picture is presented in another context

than it is designed for. As a result, the meaning of a picture may change, possibly

confusing or even misleading the user. This is potentially arisk when pictures are

selected automatically and an interesting issue to investigate further.
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Questions and answers

The user study described in chapter 5 used a set of twelve ques-

tions from the RST corpus of Carlson et al. (2002), and four semi-

automatic answers for each question. This appendix lists the ques-

tions and their answers as used in this study. The questions are listed

in no particular order.

Question: How has the press been affected by Colombia’s failure to take action against drug lords?
Concise answer: The most ruthless dictatorships have not censored their press more brutally than the drug mafias

censor Colombia’s.
Answ. + context: Energetic and concrete action has been taken in Colombia during the past 60 days against the

mafiosi of the drug trade, but it has not been sufficiently effective. The most ruthless dictatorships

have not censored their press more brutally than the drug mafias censor Colombia’s.
Ext. answ. I: Energetic and concrete action has been taken inColombia during the past 60 days against the

mafiosi of the drug trade, but it has not been sufficiently effective. The most ruthless dictatorships

have not censored their press more brutally than the drug mafias censor Colombia’s. The soli-

darity of the uncensored media world-wide against drug terrorism is the only way press freedom

can survive
Ext. answ. II: Then, when it would have been easier to resist them, nothing was done and my brother was

murdered by the drug mafias three years ago. The most ruthlessdictatorships have not censored

their press more brutally than the drug mafias censor Colombia’s. The censorship is enforced

through terrorism and assassination. In the past 10 years about 50 journalists have been silenced

forever, murdered.

Question: What actions is Colombia taking to fight drug lords?
Concise answer: Much is being done in Colombia.
Answ. + context: Much is being done in Colombia. Luxurious homes and ranches have been raided by the military

authorities, and sophisticated and powerful communications equipment have been seized.

173
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Ext. answ. I: Colombia alone does not have the capacity. All drug-consuming countries must jointly decide to

combat and punish the consumers and distributors of drugs. Much is being done in Colombia.

Luxurious homes and ranches have been raided by the militaryauthorities, and sophisticated and

powerful communications equipment have been seized.

Ext. answ. II: Reduction, if not the total cessation, of drugconsumption is the requirement for victory. Much is

being done in Colombia to fight the drug cartel mafia. Luxurious homes and ranches have been

raided by the military authorities.

Question: Does laundered drug money drive Colombia’s economy?

Concise answer: In my opinion, this is not true.

Answ. + context: In my opinion, this is not true. Most of the drug money is kept in investments and in financial

institutions outside Colombia.

Ext. answ. I: There has been a lot of talk that a large portion of the Colombian economy is sustained by the

laundering of drug money. In my opinion, this is not true. Most of the drug money is kept in

investments and in financial institutions outside Colombia.

Ext. answ. II: There has been a lot of talk that a large portionof the Colombian economy is sustained by the

laundering of drug money. In my opinion, this is not true. Laundered drug money has served

only to increase, unrealistically, the price of real estate.

Question: How does laundered drug money affect Colombia’s economy?

Concise answer: Laundered drug money has served only to increase, unrealistically, the price of real estate.

Answ. + context: Laundered drug money has served only to increase, unrealistically, the price of real estate, creat-

ing serious problems for low-income people who aspire to owntheir own homes.

Ext. answ. I: Laundered drug money has served only to increase, unrealistically, the price of real estate, cre-

ating serious problems for low-income people who aspire to own their own homes. But most of

the drug money is kept in investments and in financial institutions outside Colombia.

Ext. answ. II: There has been a lot of talk that a large portionof the Colombian economy is sustained by the

laundering of drug money. In my opinion, this is not true. Laundered drug money has served

only to increase, unrealistically, the price of real estate, creating serious problems for low-income

people.

Question: What U.S. policy would benefit Colombia’s economy?

Concise answer: A just price and an open market should be the policy of the U.S.

Answ. + context: A just price and an open market for what Colombia produces and exports should be the policy

of the U.S.

Ext. answ. I: What is of much more importance to the Colombianeconomy than the supposed benefits of

laundered drug money is higher prices for Colombia’s legitimate products. A just price and an

open market for what Colombia produces and exports should bethe policy of the U.S.

Ext. answ. II: U.S. interests occasionally try to impose barriers to the import of another important Colombian

export – cut flowers – into the American market. A just price and an open market for what

Colombia produces and exports should be the policy of the U.S. I take advantage of this oppor-

tunity given to me by the Wall Street Journal.

Question: What is the status of Colombian coffee prices?
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Concise answer: The price of coffee has gone down almost 45% since the beginning of the year, to the lowest

level since the Great Depression.

Answ. + context: The price of coffee has gone down almost 45% since the beginning of the year, to the lowest

level (after inflation) since the Great Depression. Market conditions point to even lower prices

next year.

Ext. answ. I: What is of much more importance to the Colombianeconomy than the supposed benefits of

laundered drug money is higher prices for Colombia’s legitimate products. The price of coffee

has gone down almost 45% since the beginning of the year, to the lowest level (after inflation)

since the Great Depression. Market conditions point to evenlower prices next year.

Ext. answ. II: What is of much more importance to the Colombian economy than the supposed benefits of

laundered drug money is higher prices for Colombia’s legitimate products. The price of coffee

has gone down almost 45% since the beginning of the year, to the lowest level (after inflation)

since the Great Depression. Market conditions point to evenlower prices next year. The 27-year-

old coffee cartel had to be formally dissolved this summer.

Question: What could be reasons for the dollar’s weakness?

Concise answer: Analysts peg the dollar’s recent weakness to an underlying slowdown in the U.S. economy.

Answ. + context: Analysts peg the dollar’s recent weakness to an underlying slowdown in the U.S. economy.

Narrowing interest-rate differentials between the U.S. and its major trading partners tend to make

the U.S. currency less attractive to foreign investors.

Ext. answ. I: The market’s strong reaction to Wall Street reflects a general uneasiness about the dollar. Ana-

lysts peg the dollar’s recent weakness to an underlying slowdown in the U.S. economy. Narrow-

ing interest-rate differentials between the U.S. and its major trading partners tend to make the

U.S. currency less attractive to foreign investors.

Ext. answ. II: ”The next leg could be the beginning of a longerterm bearish phase.” Analysts peg the dol-

lar’s recent weakness to an underlying slowdown in the U.S. economy, highlighted by recent

economic data, particularly a surprisingly sharp wideningin the August U.S. trade gap.

Question: How does the Fuji compare to the Red Delicious?

Concise answer: The Fuji is decidedly more dowdy.

Answ. + context: Compared to the Red Delicious, the exemplarof apple pulchritude, the Fuji is decidedly more

dowdy – generally smaller, less-perfectly shaped, greenish, with tinges of red.

Ext. answ. I: The Fuji could someday tumble the Red Deliciousfrom the top of America’s apple heap. It

certainly won’t get there on looks. Compared to the Red Delicious, the exemplar of apple pul-

chritude, the Fuji is decidedly more dowdy – generally smaller, less-perfectly shaped, greenish,

with tinges of red. But how sweet it is.

Ext. answ. II: It certainly won’t get there on looks. Compared to the Red Delicious, the exemplar of apple pul-

chritude, The Fuji is decidedly more dowdy. – generally smaller, less-perfectly shaped, greenish,

with tinges of red. To hear most U.S. growers tell it, we’d still be in Paradise.

Question: Why are apple growers diversifying?

Concise answer: They can protect themselves against the price vagaries of any one variety.
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Answ. + context: Though growers can’t always keep the worm from the apple, they can protect themselves against

the price vagaries of any one variety by diversifying. ”I’veripped out a lot of Delicious” and

grafted the trees with many different shoots.

Ext. answ. I: The apple industry is ripe for change. Though growers can’t always keep the worm from the

apple, they can protect themselves against the price vagaries of any one variety by diversifying.

”I’ve ripped out a lot of Delicious” and grafted the trees with many different shoots.

Ext. answ. II: Though growers can’t always keep the worm fromthe apple, they can protect themselves against

the price vagaries of any one variety by diversifying.

Question: What is one major difference between the Tokyo andCannes film festivals?

Concise answer: The Tokyo International Film Festival awarded the largest cash prize of any film festival to young

and first-time film makers.

Answ. + context: The Tokyo International Film Festival awarded the largest cash prize of any film festival to young

and first-time film makers. By comparison, Cannes now gives $39,000 to the winner of its young

director’s award.

Ext. answ. I: The Tokyo International Film Festival made itsmark: it awarded the largest cash prize of any

film festival to young and first-time film makers. By comparison, Cannes now gives $39,000 to

the winner of its young director’s award.

Ext. answ. II: The Tokyo International Film Festival was no match for the Cannes Film Festival in terms of

prestige, but it made its mark: it awarded the largest cash prize of any film festival to young and

first-time film makers. At this year’s event, the third since the festival got under way in 1985,

Idrissa Ouedraogo of Burkina Faso won the Sakura Gold prize of $143,000 for ”Yaaba”.

Question: Who won the Young Director’s award at the third Tokyo film festival?

Concise answer: At this year’s event, the third since the festival got under way in 1985, Idrissa Ouedraogo of

Burkina Faso won the Sakura Gold prize of $143,000 for ”Yaaba”.

Answ. + context: At this year’s event, the third since the festival got under way in 1985, Idrissa Ouedraogo of

Burkina Faso won the Sakura Gold prize of $143,000 for ”Yaaba” (”Old Woman”). The Tokyo

festival may become known as a major attraction for young directors because of the money as

well as the recognition.”

Ext. answ. I: The Tokyo International Film Festival made itsmark: It awarded the largest cash prize of any film

festival to young and first-time film makers. At this year’s event, the third since the festival got

under way in 1985, Idrissa Ouedraogo of Burkina Faso won the Sakura Gold prize of $143,000

for ”Yaaba” (”Old Woman”). the Tokyo festival may become known as a major attraction for

young directors because of the money as well as the recognition.”

Ext. answ. II: The Tokyo International Film Festival made its mark: it awarded the largest cash prize of any film

festival to young and first-time film makers. At this year’s event, the third since the festival got

under way in 1985, Idrissa Ouedraogo of Burkina Faso won the Sakura Gold prize of $143,000

for ”Yaaba” (”Old Woman”). By comparison, Cannes now gives $39,000 to the winner of its

young director’s award.

Question: Why did Mahmoud Vaezi visit Paris?

Concise answer: To discuss such matters as compensation to French enterprises for contracts.
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Answ. + context: To discuss such matters as compensation to French enterprises for contracts broken by the

Khomeini regime.

Ext. answ. I: In Paris, Mahmoud Vaezi, Iran’s vice minister of foreign affairs, began a five-day visit to discuss

such matters as compensation to French enterprises for contracts broken by the Khomeini regime.

Ext. answ. II: In Paris, Mahmoud Vaezi, Iran’s vice ministerof foreign affairs, began a five-day visit to discuss

such matters as compensation to French enterprises for contracts broken by the Khomeini regime.

Toto Co., a Japanese ceramics maker, has developed a toilet that can check the user’s health.





B
Sample summaries

Experiments in chapter 6 are performed on DUC 2006 data. This

data set consists of fifty topics, each of which consists of a title, a

query, a set of twenty five news articles, and four reference sum-

maries. This appendix lists summaries created for topic D0650E.

The title and query for DUC topic D0650E are:

T former President Carter’s international activities

Q Describe former President Carter’s international efforts including activities of the Carter Center.

B.1 Human summary

One of four reference summaries written manually by NIST abstractors for DUC 2006
topic D0650E:

35A Former President Jimmy Carter has played an active role on the international stage.

35B Working in conjunction with the Carter Center that he founded and the National Democratic

Institute of International Affairs, Carter has led many international teams of observers to monitor

elections throughout the world.

35C By 1999 he had monitored more than 20 elections in 16 countries including Nicaragua, Liberia,

Nigeria, Venezuela, China (village and township committeeelections), Indonesia, Mozambique,

Peru, the Dominican Republic and Mexico.

35D Carter has visited 115 countries to promote peace and human rights or to combat disease and

hunger.

35E He is credited with gaining release of approximately 50,000 political prisoners, not hesitating to

meet personally with such leaders as Yasser Arafat, Kim-Il-Sung, Daniel Ortega, Haitian bully

Raoal Cedras and Bosnian Serb Radovan Karadzic.
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35F In 1998 the Carter Center devoted a $1.5 million grant from Coca-Cola to ”Transparency for

Growth in The Americas,” a program for combating corruptionthrough o penness in government.

35G Through the Carter Center, the former President has led successful campaigns against two dev-

astating diseases: river blindness and Guineau worm disease.

35H In 1999 the Center received grants totaling $30 million to expand programs for treatment and

prevention of blindness in Africa and Latin America and to extend its anti-trachoma program

from Mali to Sudan, Ethiopia, Nigeria, Niger, Ghana and Yemen.

35I In August 1999 President Clinton awarded former President Carter the Medal of Freedom for his

successes in the struggle for peace and human rights and against disease and hunger.

B.2 Query-relevance summary

Query-relevance summary generated for DUC 2006 topic D0650E, ∆q:

36A Haas said that the Coca-Cola Co. does not have any controlover Carter Center projects, but he is

not concerned about any backlash that could affect his company from the Carter Center’s efforts.

36B So it worked out nicely to confer the medals on the former president and his first lady at the

Carter Center.

36C Founded in 1982 by former U.S. president Jimmy Carter andhis wife, the Carter Center has

been devoted to observing many countries in respect of democracy and development, human

rights issues and public health.

36D The Carter Center, founded by former U.S. President Jimmy Carter, has been fighting blindness

since 1987.

36E Former U.S. President Jimmy Carter will head a group of international observers during Peru’s

elections of May 28, Barry Levitt, official of Carter Center told press on Tuesday.

36F Spokeswoman Deanna Congileo said the delegation would not include former President Jimmy

Carter, despite reports in local newspapers that Carter andfour other former heads of state would

be observers.

36G The Central Elections Board said Wednesday it had accredited a host of former heads of state to

serve as elections observers, including Carter, former Spanish Prime Minister Felipe Gonzalez,

ex-President Luis Herrera Campins of Venezuela and former President Armando Calderon Sol

of El Salvador.

36H The former president was invited by all of Mexico’s majorpolitical parties.

36I After Carter left, voter Antonio Arreguin, 49, said, “The former president?”

B.3 Query-distance summary

Query-distance summary generated for DUC 2006 topic D0650E, ∆q,c (wq = 0.5; wc =
1.0):

37A Haas said that the Coca-Cola Co. does not have any controlover Carter Center projects, but he is

not concerned about any backlash that could affect his company from the Carter Center’s efforts.
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37B So it worked out nicely to confer the medals on the former president and his first lady at the

Carter Center.
37C Spokeswoman Deanna Congileo said the delegation would not include former President Jimmy

Carter, despite reports in local newspapers that Carter andfour other former heads of state would

be observers.
37D The Central Elections Board said Wednesday it had accredited a host of former heads of state to

serve as elections observers, including Carter, former Spanish Prime Minister Felipe Gonzalez,

ex-President Luis Herrera Campins of Venezuela and former President Armando Calderon Sol

of El Salvador.
37E The former president was invited by all of Mexico’s majorpolitical parties.
37F After Carter left, voter Antonio Arreguin, 49, said, “The former president?”
37G Through the Global 2000 River Blindness Program in collaboration with the National and Dis-

trict Health Services, the center has been involved in the control of river blindness in Uganda

since 1996.
37H The Carter Center, founded by former U.S. President Jimmy Carter, has been fighting blindness

since 1987.
37I Former U.S. President Jimmy Carter will head a group of international observers during Peru’s

elections of May 28, Barry Levitt, official of Carter Center told press on Tuesday.
37J Levitt, director of Political Analysis of this organization, said that Carter is worried by Peru’s

electoral process, which has been questioned by international observers.

B.4 Normalized centrality summary

Normalized centrality summary generated for DUC 2006 topicD0650E,∆q,c:

38A A 35-member mission headed by former United States President Jimmy Carter will arrive in

Nicaragua next Thursday to observe the general elections tobe held on October 20 in this country.
38B The Carter Center, founded by former U.S. President Jimmy Carter, has been fighting blindness

since 1987.
38C Former U.S. President Jimmy Carter will head a group of international observers during Peru’s

elections of May 28, Barry Levitt, official of Carter Center told press on Tuesday.
38D The events that allowed a former coup plotter to become front-runner in Sunday’s presidential

vote indicate that Venezuelans are fed up with the status quo, said former U.S. President Jimmy

Carter.
38E He is heading a 40-person team of international electionmonitors that includes former presidents

Patricio Aylwin of Chile and Gonzalo Sanchez de Lozada of Bolivia and Nicholas Brady, an ex-

U.S. treasury secretary.
38F Spokeswoman Deanna Congileo said the delegation would not include former President Jimmy

Carter, despite reports in local newspapers that Carter andfour other former heads of state would

be observers.
38G The Central Elections Board said Wednesday it had accredited a host of former heads of state to

serve as elections observers, including Carter, former Spanish Prime Minister Felipe Gonzalez,

ex-President Luis Herrera Campins of Venezuela and former President Armando Calderon Sol

of El Salvador.
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38H So far only former Colombian President Belisario Betancur has said he would attend, the board

said.

B.5 Probabilistic centrality summary

Probabilistic centrality summary generated for DUC 2006 topic D0650E,∆q,c (wq =
1.0; wc = 0.1):

39A So it worked out nicely to confer the medals on the former president and his first lady at the

Carter Center.

39B Former U.S. President Jimmy Carter will be in Mexico on July 2 to observe this country’s highly

competitive presidential election, an elections monitoring groups said Tuesday.

39C Founded in 1982 by former U.S. president Jimmy Carter andhis wife, the Carter Center has

been devoted to observing many countries in respect of democracy and development, human

rights issues and public health.

39D Former United States President Jimmy Carter is scheduled to arrive in Nigeria next Tuesday to

monitor the on- going transition program in the country.

39E The Carter Center, founded by former U.S. President Jimmy Carter, has been fighting blindness

since 1987.

39F Former U.S. President Jimmy Carter will head a group of international observers during Peru’s

elections of May 28, Barry Levitt, official of Carter Center told press on Tuesday.

39G Spokeswoman Deanna Congileo said the delegation would not include former President Jimmy

Carter, despite reports in local newspapers that Carter andfour other former heads of state would

be observers.

39H The Central Elections Board said Wednesday it had accredited a host of former heads of state to

serve as elections observers, including Carter, former Spanish Prime Minister Felipe Gonzalez,

ex-President Luis Herrera Campins of Venezuela and former President Armando Calderon Sol

of El Salvador.

39I The former president was invited by all of Mexico’s majorpolitical parties.

39J After Carter left, voter Antonio Arreguin, 49, said, “The former president?”

B.6 Redundancy-aware normalized centrality summary

Redundancy-aware normalized centrality summary generated for DUC 2006 topic
D0650E,∆q,c,r :

40A President Alberto Fujimori has promised to comply with recommendations of a Carter Center

delegation that said Peru does not meet international standards for fair elections.

40B Spokeswoman Deanna Congileo said the delegation would not include former President Jimmy

Carter, despite reports in local newspapers that Carter andfour other former heads of state would

be observers.
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40C So it worked out nicely to confer the medals on the former president and his first lady at the

Carter Center.
40D Former U.S. President Jimmy Carter will be in Mexico on July 2 to observe this country’s highly

competitive presidential election, an elections monitoring groups said Tuesday.
40E The former president was invited by all of Mexico’s majorpolitical parties.
40F A 35-member mission headed by former United States President Jimmy Carter will arrive in

Nicaragua next Thursday to observe the general elections tobe held on October 20 in this country.
40G Founded in 1982 by former U.S. president Jimmy Carter andhis wife, the Carter Center has

been devoted to observing many countries in respect of democracy and development, human

rights issues and public health.
40H Former United States President Jimmy Carter is scheduled to arrive in Nigeria next Tuesday to

monitor the on- going transition program in the country.
40I The Carter Center, founded by former U.S. President Jimmy Carter, has been fighting blindness

since 1987.
40J Former U.S. President Jimmy Carter will head a group of international observers during Peru’s

elections of May 28, Barry Levitt, official of Carter Center told press on Tuesday.

B.7 Redundancy-aware probabilistic centrality summary

Redundancy-aware probabilistic centrality summary generated for DUC 2006 topic
D0650E,∆q,c,r (wq = 1; wc = 0.1; wrP = 1.0):

41A The Carter Center, founded by former President Jimmy Carter, made its conclusion in conjunc-

tion with the National Democratic Institute, another U.S. based pro-democracy group, after a

five-day visit at the invitation of Fujimori’s administration.
41B President Alberto Fujimori has promised to comply with recommendations of a Carter Center

delegation that said Peru does not meet international standards for fair elections.
41C Spokeswoman Deanna Congileo said the delegation would not include former President Jimmy

Carter, despite reports in local newspapers that Carter andfour other former heads of state would

be observers.
41D So it worked out nicely to confer the medals on the former president and his first lady at the

Carter Center.
41E Former U.S. President Jimmy Carter will be in Mexico on July 2 to observe this country’s highly

competitive presidential election, an elections monitoring groups said Tuesday.
41F The former president was invited by all of Mexico’s majorpolitical parties.
41G Founded in 1982 by former U.S. president Jimmy Carter andhis wife, the Carter Center has

been devoted to observing many countries in respect of democracy and development, human

rights issues and public health.
41H Former United States President Jimmy Carter is scheduled to arrive in Nigeria next Tuesday to

monitor the on- going transition program in the country.
41I The Carter Center, founded by former U.S. President Jimmy Carter, has been fighting blindness

since 1987.
41J Former U.S. President Jimmy Carter will head a group of international observers during Peru’s

elections of May 28, Barry Levitt, official of Carter Center told press on Tuesday.
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B.8 Summary submitted to DUC 2006

Summary submitted to DUC 2006 for topic D0650E:

42A The Central Elections Board said Wednesday it had accredited a host of former heads of state to

serve as elections observers, including Carter, former Spanish Prime Minister Felipe Gonzalez,

ex-President Luis Herrera Campins of Venezuela and former President Armando Calderon Sol

of El Salvador.

42B The Carter Center, founded by former President Jimmy Carter, said Friday that Fujimori’s gov-

ernment was abusing public funds to garner votes, had blocked opposition candidates ’access to

the media, and had used other irregular practices to gain an unfair advantage in the April 9 vote.

42C Former U.S. President Jimmy Carter will head a group of international observers during Peru’s

elections of May 28, Barry Levitt, official of Carter Center told press on Tuesday.

42D Founded in 1982 by former U.S. president Jimmy Carter andhis wife, the Carter Center has

been devoted to observing many countries in respect of democracy and development, human

rights issues and public health.

42E According to Gordon Streeb, leader of the delegation, the former US president Jimmy Carter

would lead a delegation of about 60 observers to Liberia as a reflection of the importance the

center attaches to the success of the country’s post-war elections.

42F “If the voting process and the counting of the ballots andthe reporting of the results are deemed

to be transparent and without flaws of any significant degree,” Carter said, “they indeed will

accept the results of the election – even though they retain the right to criticize some previous

activities during the campaign.”
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Abstract
The meaning of text appears to be tightly related to intentions and circumstances.

Context sensitivity of meaning is addressed by theories of discourse structure. Few

attempts have been made to exploit text organization in summarization. This thesis is

an exploration of what knowledge of discourse structure cando for content selection

as a subtask of automatic summarization, and query-based summarization in partic-

ular. Query-based summarization is the task of answering anarbitrary user query or

question by using content from potentially relevant sources.

This thesis presents a general framework for discourse oriented summarization, re-

lying on graphs to representsemantic relationsin discourse, andredundancyas a spe-

cial type of semantic relation. Semantic relations occur onseveral levels of text anal-

ysis (query-relevance, coherence, layout, etc.), and a broad range of textual features

may be required to detect them. The graph-based framework facilitates combining

multiple features into an integrated semantic model of the documents to summarize.

Recognizing redundancy and entailment relations between text passages is particularly

important when a summary is generated of multiple documents, e.g. to avoid including

redundant content in a summary. For this reason, I pay particular attention to recog-

nizing textual entailment.

Within this framework, a three-fold evaluation is performed to evaluate different

aspects of discourse oriented summarization. The first is a user study, measuring the

effect on user appreciation of using a particular type of knowledge for query-based

summarization. In this study, three presentation strategies are compared: summa-

rization using the rhetorical structure of the source, a baseline summarization method

which uses the layout of the source, and a baseline presentation method which uses no

summarization but just a concise answer to the query. Results show that knowledge

of the rhetorical structure not only helps to provide the necessary context for the user

to verify that the summary addresses the query adequately, but also to increase the

amount of relevant content.

The second evaluation is a comparison of implementations ofthe graph-based

framework which are capable of fully automatic summarization. The two variables

in the experiment are the set of textual features used to model the source and the al-

gorithm used to search a graph for relevant content. The features are based on cosine

similarity, and are realized as graph representations of the source. The graph search
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algorithms are inspired by existing algorithms in summarization. The quality of sum-

maries is measured using the Rouge evaluation toolkit. The best performer would have

ranked first (Rouge-2) or second (Rouge-SU4) if it had participated in the DUC 2005

query-based summarization challenge.

The third study is an evaluation in the context of the DUC 2006summarization

challenge, which includes readability measurements as well as various content-based

evaluation metrics. The evaluated automatic discourse oriented summarization system

is similar to the one described above, but uses additional features, i.e. layout and textual

entailment. The system performed well on readability at thecost of content-based

scores which were well below the scores of the highest ranking DUC 2006 participant.

This indicates a trade-off between readable, coherent content and useful content, an

issue yet to be explored.

Previous research implies that theories of text organization generalize well to mul-

timedia. This suggests that the discourse oriented summarization framework applies

to summarizing multimedia as well, provided sufficient knowledge of the organization

of the (multimedia) source documents is available. The laststudy in this thesis is an

investigation of the applicability of structural relations in multimedia for generating

picture-illustrated summaries, by relating summary content to picture-associated text

(i.e. captions or surrounding paragraphs). Results suggest that captions are the more

suitable annotation for selecting appropriate pictures. Compared to manual illustration,

results of automatic pictures are similar if the manual picture is mainly decorative.



Samenvatting
De betekenis van een stuk tekst hangt nauw samen met omstandigheden en de on-

derliggende bedoelingen. Deze contextgevoeligheid is beschreven in modellen van

tekststructuur. Hiervan wordt echter nauwelijks gebruik gemaakt voor het automatisch

samenvatten van tekst. Dit proefschrift tracht een antwoord te geven op de vraag hoe

kennis van de structuur van een tekst benut kan worden voor het selecteren van in-

houdelijk relevante passages, als onderdeel van het automatisch genereren van samen-

vattingen. In het bijzonder is het gericht op de generatie van een samenvatting van

een of meerdere brondocumenten die dient als antwoord op eengebruikersvraag – een

toepassing van natuurlijke taalverwerking die de laatste jaren toenemende aandacht

geniet.

Eerst behandel ik theorieën die de structuur van tekst vanuit verschillende invals-

hoeken benaderen. Vanuit dit oogpunt presenteer ik een raamwerk voor een systeem

dat samenvattingen genereert, uitgaand van een graafrepresentatie van de brontekst.

Grafen worden gebruikt om semantische relaties tussen zinnen weer te geven, waarbij

redundantie wordt aangemerkt als een bijzonder type semantische relatie. Verschil-

lende eigenschappen van tekst kunnen worden gebruikt als indicatie dat bepaalde zin-

nen gerelateerd zijn. Voorbeelden hiervan zijn de alinea-indeling, lexicale overlap,

retorische relaties, enz. Het raamwerk maakt het mogelijk alle beschikbare indicaties

te benutten door de verschillende grafen die hieraan ten grondslag liggen samen te

voegen in een enkel model van de brondocumenten. Het herkennen van afleidbaarhei-

dsrelaties tussen tekstfragmenten is van belang wanneer meerdere bronteksten worden

omgezet in een enkele samenvatting, ondermeer om redundantie in de samenvatting te

voorkomen. In dit licht onderzoek ik welke tekstuele eigenschappen geschikt zijn om

automatisch te herkennen of een tekstfragment inhoudelijkafleidbaar is uit een ander

fragment.

Binnen dit raamwerk voer ik drie evaluaties uit om verschillende aspecten van het

samenvatten te belichten. In de eerste evaluatie wordt potentiële gebruikers gevraagd

op verschillende wijze samengestelde samenvattingen te waarderen. De resultaten

laten zien dat samenvattingen de gebruiker helpen te bepalen of het antwoord bij de

vraag past. Verder bevatten op de retorische analyses gebaseerde samenvattingen meer

relevante informatie dan de op layout gebaseerde samenvattingen. De tweede evaluatie

is een vergelijkende studie van algoritmen om in een graafrepresentatie van een tekst
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te zoeken naar relevante inhoud teneinde daaruit een samenvatting samen te stellen.

De kwaliteit van aldus gegenereerde samenvattingen wordt gemeten door middel van

automatische evaluatiemethoden uit het Rouge softwarepakket. Het best presterende

algoritme was als beste (Rouge-2) of als tweede (Rouge-SU4)geëindigd als het sys-

teem was gebruikt voor deelname aan het DUC 2005, een evaluatieprogramma voor

automatisch gegenereerde samenvattingen. Ten derde is er een meer diepgaande eval-

uatie van een implementatie van het raamwerk in de vorm van een deelname aan DUC

2006. Deze evaluatie omvat naast automatische evaluatiemethoden ook methoden die

een menselijk oordeel vergen, waaronder verscheidene maten voor leesbaarheid. De

resultaten laten zien dat het systeem goed presteert op leesbaarheid, maar ook dat er een

ruime afstand is tot de best presterende deelnemer aan DUC 2006. De resultaten laten

zien dat het voorgestelde raamwerk kan leiden tot samenvattingen van hoge kwaliteit,

met betrekking tot zowel inhoud als leesbaarheid. Tegelijkertijd wijzen de resultaten

erop dat mogelijk een afweging gemaakt moet worden tussen optimalisatie van inhoud

en leesbaarheid.

Uit literatuur blijkt dat modellen die tekststructuur beschrijven vaak ook toepasbaar

zijn op multimediale documenten. Dit suggereert dat het raamwerk voor het samen-

vatten van tekst in beginsel gebruikt moet kunnen worden om multimedia samen te

vatten, mits voldoende bekend is over de interne structuur van de bron. Ik onderzoek

of afbeeldingen uit multimedia-documenten in een samenvatting opgenomen kunnen

worden op basis van een semantische relatie tussen de samenvatting en een tekstuele

annotatie van de afbeelding. De tekstuele annotatie van de afbeelding is automatisch

samengesteld uit het document waaruit de afbeelding afkomstig is (het onderschrift of

de alinea waar de afbeelding oorspronkelijk bij hoorde). Resultaten van een gebruik-

ersstudie geven aan dat het gebruik van onderschriften betere resultaten oplevert dan

het gebruik van de bijbehorende tekst.
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